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PIANO LESSON 41 
Subjects of this Lesson: HARMONY , T ECHNIC , EAR TRAINING 
HARMONY 
your-'Part Writing 
In the process of experimenting with sound combina· 
tions pleasing to the ear and reacting definitely on the 
mind. various customs, with their resulting rules, have 
been in force for writing music. In the earliest days 
only one tone at a time was used; later, combinations of 
tones were admitted, but for a long time these were 
limited to mere fourths and fifths, other combinations 
coming into use gradually. 
In course of time, the laws which govern the pro· 
gression of tone combinations forming chords, as used in 
classical music, became firmly established. 
We may, then, speak of combinations of tones which 
conform to the rules of good usage, as correct, or gram· 
matica~ just as we speak of the right combination of 
words or expressions in language. Others, which do 
not conform to such rules, we say are incorrect or un• 
grammatical. 
RANGE OF VOICES 
The four parts, or voices, soprano, alto, tenor and 
bass-two female and two male voices- form what is 
called a "mixed quartet." When each part is sung by a 
number of voices, the .. mixed chorus" is formed. 
The range for the average chorus voice is about one 
and a half octaves. The tenor has a range similar to that 
of the soprano, but an octave lower; and the bass a range 
similar to that of the alto, but an octave lower. The 
average range of each of the four chorus parts, or voices, 
is shown in Illustration 1. 
Soloists have usually more extended vocal ranges than 
those shown in the illustration, but these need not be 
considered in four-part writing. For solo work, the 
treble staff is frequently used for men's voices, in which 
case, they sing an octave lower than the tones indicated 
on the staff. 
mustration 1 
Avcraae Range of Voices 
Soprano:a~~=::::;z::zz::=Z=z'=-e-====1111 ~ -e-> 
Alto :f(~~==:::::;:zz::*'=:8====itH ~ /z 
)Jl\I o If/I( 
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The word, contralto, is often used instead of alto, 
when referring to the lower female voice. The word, 
alto, was originally used when the part was sung by a 
high male voice, above the tenor. 
Baritone is a voice between the tenor and bass, and 
refers to voice quality, rather than to range. Hence, we 
generally find the term used in connection with soloists. 
DOUBLING CHORD TONES 
When using triads in four-part writing, it becomes 
necessary to double one of the three tones; that is, to 
use one of the tones of the triad twice in order to obtain 
four parts. 
Usually, the fundamental, or root, is the best tone to 
double. There are occasions, however, when this can-
not be done. There are also occasions when it is desir-
able, for some reason, to double the fifth or the third. 
The doubled third of a major triad generally makes it too 
prominent, and the chord ill-balanced. 
Exceptions are found to practically every rule, and 
composers have often seen fit to modify the usual method 
of procedure in order to gain desired effects. 
The generally accepted rules, however, prevail in the 
majority of cases, and should be strictly followed by the 
student until he achieves some independence in his 
writing. 
The leading-tone is of such distinctive and penetrat-
ing character, that, as a rule, it should not be doubled. 
The tones of a chord may be arranged in various ways, 
as shown in Illustration 2. 
Illustration 2 
Various Arrangements of the Tones of a Triad 
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CLOSE POSITION 
When the tones of a chord occupy the positions near, 
est each other in the three upper voices the chord is said 
to be in Close Position. This is shown at (a) and (b) 
of Illustration 2. 
OPEN POSITION 
When the chord tones do not occupy the positions 
nearest each other the chord is said to be in Open 
Position. This is shown at (c), (d) and (e) of Illustra• 
tion 2. 
In open position there are unused chord tones between 
the soprano and alto or between the alto and tenor, or in 
both places. Such unused chord tones are shown by 
small note heads in Illustration 3, in which are repeated 
the three open position chords of Illustration 2. 
Iltustration 3 
It is important to remember that there should never 
be more than an octave between the tenor and alto, or 
between the alto and soprano, even when arranging 
chords in open position. 
Observe that in Illustrations 2 and 3 the fundamental 
is in every case the tone doubled; but, as stated, it is 
sometimes necessary to double the fifth or even the third. 
Chords with the fifths and the thirds doubled, are 
shown, respectively, at (a) and (b) of Illustration 4. 
The extra prominence of the doubled third is unobjec, 
tionable when it is a melody tone. 
Illustration 4 
Chords Doubling the Fifth (a) or the Third (b) 
~ 0 ~ 
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TECHNIC 
<:J>laying Combined CJ{hythms 
(Polyrhythm) 
(Tins subject is mumed in Le5son 62.) 
TWO NOTES AGAINST THREE 
When there is a combination of simultaneous groups 
of three and two notes, as shown in Illustration 6 (a) 
of Lesson 39, GENERAL THEORY, it is always easier to 
consider the three as the basic rhythm, and adjust the 
two to it. In the illustration mentioned, the threes are 
triplets. They nevertheless at once establish a strong 
fundamental rhythm, against which the other hand's 
two notes to a beat are to be fitted. 
In the present Lesson, then, we explain how to play 
two notes against three, whether the group of three 
conforms to the measure signature, or, as is more usual, 
forms a triplet. 
The first notes will come exactly together, in this way: 
but there will be a tendency for the evenness of the 
remaining note or notes in each part to be disturbed by 
the playing of the other part. 
The problem can be solved by a system of counting. 
Upon dividing each group into six equal parts, and 
counting the three•group "one-and-two-and-three-and" 
it will be found that the second note of each two-group 
comes exactly on an "and," thus: 
J I J I .l-+-
1 and 2 and S and 
~ I I ~ I I 
Another way of illustrating this is as follows: 
B.H. R.H. R.JT. fr J7J I 
/,.H. /,.D. 
Either hand may play the three-group, which, how· 
ever, will always form the basis of counting, and the 
two-group will be fitted against it, by the other hand, as 
shown below. (See Illustration 5.) 
DJustration .5 
(a) Two in the Leh Hand Against Three in the Right Hand 
(b) Two in the Right Hand Against Three in the Left Hand 
1 Couot S 
: ... 
-i- --:- __ : 
Scale ':fingerings 
('This mbjtct is continau:d from usson 31. and is rcstumd in ussoi1 45.) 
B, F, B~ AND E\, MINOR SCALES (HARMONIC) 
In studying the fingerings of the major scales, after 
reaching the scale of E, we left the sharps temporarily, 
and studied the flat scales, in order to follow a syste• 
matic grouping according to related fingerings. 
In the minor scales, the fingerings are related to one 
another in a different way from that in which they are 
related in the major keys. It is by following these 
related fingerings here, also, that the fingering of the 
scales will best be impressed upon the mind, although 
the sharp and flat scales are intermingled by so doing. 
In other words, the normal fingering, in minor, covers 
some scales in sharps and some in flats. (See Lesson 30, 
TECHNIC.) 
um o mu 
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It is in conformity with the grouping by fingering, 
rather than by flats or sharps, that we take B minor with 
F minor, and Bi, minor with Ell minor. 
lliU$tration 6 
Minor Scales with Normal Fingering in One Hand 
\ li Soale ot B minor 
't> l ~1 , , Soal• ot F mloo', 
'f 4 t a 
(5). 
.. (5) 
(41 
L S ! 
B minor and F minor both have normal fingering in 
one hand-B minor in the right hand and F minor in the 
left hand. They are both fingered the same as their 
tonic majors, as to the placing of the fourth fingers. 
(See Illustration 6.) 
The next two scales, B!:J and E!:J minors (see Illustra· 
tion 7), use the hand positions of the "grouped" scales, 
both containing the two black keys 
which require the fourth and second 
fingers of both hands, thus: 
Illustration 'J 
Minor Scales with "Grouped" F'mgering 
.. » 1 8 
Scale of E~ minor 
4 1 ll • 
j I 2 
2 t b3 ~ 
a • " s ,n. ._ 0.. -
EAR TRAINING 
Transposing Chord Progressions 
(This work is to be done at home, and the teacher will give short tests upon it at the lesson period.) 
Play the following succession of chords (in close position) in several major keys. Observe that measures 1 and 2 
form a design which is repeated in measures 3 and 4 and in measures 5 and 6 . 
. \ I 
- - -41 ~- - ... " .0. 
..., ./2. 
-9- - .,. - -& 
I I 
Play the following succession of chords (in open position) in several major keys. Study and play the original several 
times, in two-measure sections, first each hand separately, then both hands together. 
jJ 
l 41 I 
I ..... I 1 
- -
- I -
,,. ~ 
,. 
I I I 
'======:=:!r'40>"i:!::======J 
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GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
Test on Lesson 41 
HARMONY 
1. What four parts, or voices, form a "mixed quartet?" 
5 Ans. Soprano, alto, tenor and bass. 
12 
2. Give below the average range for each of these voices. 
Ans. 
-/;" , .... T•n0<: * Q ... ~' ,:"' $ 
' II ~J= 
-
'5 
3. When using triads in four-part writing, what is necessary, in order to obtain four parts? 
5 __ __ Ans. It is necessary to double one of the three tones. 
4. Which is the best tone to double? 
5 _ __ Ans. Usually the fundamental. 
5. Wby is the doubled third of the major triad not advisable? 
5 ____ Ans. It ma~es the third too prominent and the chord iU-balanced. 
6. When is a chord said to be in close position? 
a1 
5 ___ Ans. When the tones of the chord occupy the positions nearest each other in the three upper voices. 
7. When is a chord said to be in open position? 
5 ____ Ans. When the chord tones could be closer together. 
8. What is the largest interval allowed between tenor and alto, or between alto and soprano, even m 
open position? 
5 __ __ Ans. One octave. 
9. Write five examples, in four-part harmony, of the tonic triad in the key of Bt, major, doubljng the root. 
Make two examples m close position and three examples 10 open position. 
15 ____ Att'5. 
I ~ I . 
- -
. . 
~ 
~ T41-9 
-.. 
.. .. 
I 
-. 
Close Position 
~ 
-. 
0 
-
Open Position 
..... ~ 
.... r 
- -. 
' (.) 
n 
-
-~ 
-
-
~ ~ 
-
Copyr11tfir J929 by A. J. lu.wuu:-:. lmPf'&al ..a,1Ll J11tcnuho"111 Cop:r1ght &cu,,J 
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<fest on Lesson 1 
TECHNIC 
10. Draw a diagram showing how to play three notes with tne nght hand against two notes with the left 
hand, counting "one,and,two-and three-and." 
5 _ __ Ans. 
"' f ... ,_+~---+-!--~ 1. L~ 3 J.-l 
11. W nte the harmomc mmor scales of Band F. Draw the proper signatures and mark the fingering for bot 
hands. 
10 Ans. 
B minor harmonic F minor harmonic M I I J'\ I . ... I 
~ 
-
~ 
-
-
-
-
~ . 
-
, 
I . - - -
- -
u ~ 
-
..i o ~ v - 'Z- .3 tf ..;) 3 I 
Hl-12 I 
.,.. 
..i I '),- :?I 'f "J.-. 
., 
~ 
.! · ,,., 
....... ~ ~ - -.. -
-
- I - .. ,_ 
-
., r 
-
I 
- ' -
I . 
-
-
\ - -Z-
'· 
r1 v -
, ~ 
0 
-
, ~ - I 2. 
12. What similarity is there between the fingermgs of the scales of B~ mmor and E~ minor? 
6 __ Ans. Both use the hand pos1t10ns of the "groHped" scales. 
13 . Write the harmonic mmor scales of B >and E',. Draw the proper signatures and mark the bngering fi 
both hands. 
l.? ___ A11s. 
"' 
Bb minor harmonic J Eb minor1 harmonic 
- .. 
- .. 
r 
.... 
-· c -'-'.I 
-
-
t ) {!r () - 1- j 'f 0 3 
' I 
"].;. 
• T41-11 ?.,, 
tf 
I.. - D ,, .... 
-
~ , -
- •• lf h 
-
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-
.. 
,, ~.. .. . 
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" ·--, .... 
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EAR TRAINING 
5 _ 14. Transposing chord progressions. 
JOO Total. 
Ptipd's .Name __________ __ _ 
Pupil's Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Pupil's ClclSS .'\o. _ 
'Teacher's .Name _ 
Test on Ll!~on 41 P.tgc 2 
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PIANO LESSON 42 
Subjects of this Lesson: H ARMONY , INTERPRETATION , EAR TRAINING 
HAR MO NY 
CJ{elated tMajor Keys 
A succession of four tones that was used in early 
Greek music was called a Tetrachord. Such groups of 
tones, or tetrachords, were combined in different ways 
to form various scales. (See Lesson 52, HISTORY.) 
Now that we have become acquainted with all the 
major scales, it will be shown how they, also, are made 
up by the combining of tone groups, or tetrachords; and 
that each tetrachord is common to two different scales. 
The lower tetrachord, or first four tones, of the scale 
of C (C D E F), forms the upper tetrachord of the scale 
of F (C D E F); the tonic of C becoming the dominant 
of F. 
These two scales are, by reason of the common tetra-
chord, closely related ; and in the same way any scale or 
filustration 1 
.Relationship of the Scales of C and P 
l Scale of 0 TooJc, 
t i 
) Scale of F 
t Domina.a( 
key is related to that other scale or key, of which its 
tonic is the dominant. (See Illustration 1.) 
In like manner, the upper tetrachord, or the last four 
tones, in the scale of C (G A BC), forms the lower tetra-
chord, or the first four tones, in t he scale of G (G ABC), 
the dominant of C becoming the tonic of G. 
T hese two scales are, therefore, also closely related; 
and in the same way, any scale or key is related to that 
other scale or key of which its dominant is the tonic. 
(See Illustration 2.) 
IDustration 2 
Relationship of the Scales of C and G 
~ .... Soale of G Toni~ 
-
n 
' 
--
-
' 
t} 
'i Scale of 0 
, , 
~ ~"' - Dominant 
Combining the two cases, we see that the key of C is 
related to the keys of F and G.' 
) \II o II!(( 
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Stating it generally: A ~ey is closely related to the ~eys 
of its subdominant and dominant. 
TONIC AND DOMINANT KEYS 
In Lesson 12, GENERAL THBOR'r, you learned that the 
key of C requires no signature; that the key of G requires 
the signature of one sharp; and that when there is one 
sharp in the signature, that sharp is always F#; etc. 
Just as G is the dominant in the key of C, so Dis the 
dominant in the key of G, A in the key of D, etc.; and 
the keys in their order, G, D, A, etc., have tonics which 
are respectively the dominants of the preceding keys, 
in each case. (See Illustration 3.) 
lllusttation 3 
The Dominant of Each Scale Shown 119 the Tonic of the Next Scale 
Tonio,O 
Scale of G 
11 0'~1 
Tonioi 
Dominant 
of C 
e 
Scale of D 
" e. u #e 
< ( 
Tonic}b 
Dominant 
of G 
Scale of A 
\ 
T • ~A on1c, n. 
Dominant 
of D 
Scale of E 
Tonic,E 
Dominant 
of A 
Scale of B 
r-
-% 
Tonic,B 
Dominant 
of E 
'The Circle of 1ifths 
The relationship of the tonic and dominant is graph, 
ically expressed by the so-called "Circle of Fifths" shown 
in Illustration 4. (Compare the scale summaries in Le~ 
sons 23 and 26, GENERAL TH.BORY.) 
Counting up a fifth from C, we cometoG, which is the 
tonic or keynote of the key with one sharp. The fifth 
above G is D, the tonic of the key with two sharps; an<l 
so we go on until we arrive at F#, the tonic of the 
key of six sharps. We could go on in the same way 
until we reach C again, on the keyboard. but now it 
would be called B#, the key of twelve sharps. (See 
Illustration 4.) 
As we practically reach the same place from which we 
started, the usual term, ••circle," seems to apply; but 
as, theoretically, we do not reach C, but B#, we show 
the figure as a spiral, rather than a circle. 
Now let us go back to C, and work in the opposite 
direction; that is, find the fifth below, which is the su~ 
dominant. This is F, the keynote of the key of one flat. 
If we go on to the next fifth below, which is the su~ 
dominant of F, we get Bp, the keynote of the key of two 
flats. We proceed in this manner until we reach Gp, the 
keynote of the key with six flats. (See Illustration 4.) 
Dlustration 4 
Cude o( Fifths 
u~ o ~" 
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As in the case of sharps, we can repeat this process 
until we again reach C, on the keyboard, but it now 
would be Dpj,, the key of twelve flats. 
It would be very cumbersome to work entirely i:i 
sharps with the necessary double sharps, and equally 
difficult to work entirely in fiats. We, therefore, do not 
go beyond six, or, rarely, seven, with either; as any 
number of sharps above six can be replaced by a smaller 
number of flats, and vice versa. This number is always 
obtained by subtracting from twelve the number of 
flats or sharps in the signature of the key we wish to 
change into its opposite key (sharps to flats, or flats to 
sharps). 
For instance, the key of D# has nine sharps. The 
corresponding flat key is Ep, with three flats. 
Occasionally a composition will be found in as many 
as seven sharps or flats. 
In Illustration 4, you will see at a glance the sharp 
and flat keys in common use, as these are shown in 
larger letters, and enclosed in circles. 
'Ionic 'Triads of C/{elatiYe f/lfajor and f/lfinor Keys 
There is a close relationship between the triads of any 
major key and those of its relative minor. For instance, 
the relative minor of C major is A minor; the tonic 
triad in the key of C is C-E-G; the tonic triad in the 
key of the relative minor, A, is A-C-E. Two of the 
tones, C and E, occur in both triads. These are shown 
in Illustration 5 (a). 
its relative minor key; for example G major and E minor, 
as at Illustration 5 (b). 
Illustration S 
Tonic Triads in Major Keys and in Their Relative Minors 
Similar relations exist between any major key and 
Primary 'I riads 
(<rlti:t SUb)tet U TCSUmta In USSOJ\ 4J.) 
The triads on the tonic, dominant, and subdominant 
of any key are known as the Primary Triads of that key. 
cSee Illustration 6.) 
The primary triads contain all the seven different 
tones of the scale, and it is therefore possible to harmon, 
ize any diatonic melody with them exclusively. 
As you have already built triads upon every degree 
of the major scale (see Lesson 38, liARMoNY), you know 
that the triads built upon the tonic, dominant and sub-
dominant are all major triads. 
4 Key of V 
INTERPRETATION 
Playing from f/lfemory 
('This SttbJCC' is cootinued from USSOfl 24.) 
Illustration 6 
Primary Triads 
II ~ n § 6 ' Key of F II 
II 
DIFFERENT WAYS OF MEMORIZING 
The subject of Playing from Memory was discussed 
brie.fiy in Lesson 24, INTERPRETATION, and a few general 
suggestions were given. There are various ways in 
which a pianist may set about memonzmg a piece. 
We shall now consider these in some detail. 
The process of memorizing must depend a little upon 
individual tendencies. Some will remember more easily 
'=======:::!i"'iO~======~ 
LEMON 42 • p AGl! 3 
\\\II o Ill(( 
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the appearance, order and position, of the notes on 
the page; others, the progressions made by the playing on 
the keys of the instrument; while still others remember 
only the sound, and depend upon automatic action of the 
hands and familiarity with the keyboard to reproduce 
the music after having played a piece a great number of 
times. 
The last mentioned process, if used alone, is a very 
insecure way of memorizing; yet it is quite common. 
In this way of playing "from memory," when something 
occurs to divert the player's attention for a moment, 
the continuity is broken, and it is generally impossible 
to continue without going back to some point where a 
more definite mental impression has been made, and that 
may be only at the beginning of the piece. 
The best plan for memorizing combines all the dif .. 
ferent sense impressions mentioned above, namely, those 
of eye, ear and hand. The mind then cannot completely 
"lose the thread," so to speak. 
A very important aid to memorizing is the theoretical 
analysis of the form and harmony of the piece, which is 
almost involuntarily thought of by the student of these 
subjects. The definite ideas thus obtained fix in the mind 
the main outlines and much of the detail of the piece. 
When a player has studied a piece carefully, and with 
concentrated attention, it will often be found that he 
has already memorized it, without any special effort 
that is, the impressions left have been definit:! and clear 
Where this is not so, deliberate effort will be necessary 
in one or more of the various ways indicated. 
TESTING THE MEMORY 
If you think you have memorized a composition so 3! 
to be able to visualize the printed notes and hear tbt 
sounds, you can test your memory by thinking of certai: 
measures throughout the composition, and playing thee 
alone. For instance, if you desire to play, say, the seventl 
measure, follow the composition, mentally, from th 
beginning to that point, and then play that measur: 
without playing the preceding ones. 
Another test is to play from memory the very las 
phrase, or section, of the composition; then play th 
section preceding this one; then play them both. Folio\ 
this process back, section by section, to the very begir 
ning of the composition. 
The ability to meet such tests as the above, which an 
unquestionably, severe, will prove that the memorizin 
has been thorough and reliable. 
It is always very important to listen critically to you 
playing. To do so is one of the best aids to concentr. 
tion, and prevents self-consciousness, which often cause 
a lapse of memory. 
EAR TRAINING 
Melodic Dictation 
[
The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly lesson period. ] 
It may also be conducted at other times by any member of tb.e family who has some knowledge of music. 
First, play the complete melody given below, according to previous instructions; then play it section by sectia 
allowing the pupil time to write each section as played: 
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GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
'Test on Lesson 42 
HARMONY 
I . What 1s a tetrachord? 
4 Ans. A succession of four tones. 
2. How were tetrachords used to form various scales? 
-1 ___ Ans. 'They were combmed m different ways. 
3. In what manner are the scales of C and F closely related? 
4 ___ _ At1s. By reason of the common tetrachord, C D E F. 
4. In what manner are the scales of C and G closely related? 
4 ____ Ans. By reason of the common tetrachord, GAB C. 
5. Generally stated, then, what are the closely related major keys to any tonic? 
4 ____ Ans. Its subdommant and dominam. 
6. Name the keys closely related by tetrachords to the following: 
8 __ (a) To D. Ans. A and G. 
(b) To B~. Ans. F and Eb. 
(c) To B. 
(d) To D:,. 
Ans. F# and E. 
Ans. A? and G'1. 
7. In what manner is there a close relationship between the tonic triads of any ma;or key and its relative 
minor? 
4 ____ Ans. 'Two tones are common to both triads. 
8. Name the key closely related in this way to each of the following: 
8 (a) G major. Ans. E mmor. 
(b) F minor. Ans. A) major. 
(c) A major. 
(d) E) uunor. 
Ans. F; mmor. 
Ans. G', ma1or. 
l) What are known as the primary tnads of any key? 
4 ___ . Ans. 'The triads on the tome, dommant and subdommant. 
10. Wnte the pnmary tnads in the keys of D, B1,, E and D:,. Draw the proper signatures and indicate the 
chords by Roman numerals. 
12 Ans. 
Tl2·10 I '§.. $ 
<"'<r)111ht 19 ... V b1 A J LLtWl:U\'~ lmptn11l 4.n l l1UrrfWh.1•WI CoP\!r~}u &wrtJ 
All r1gJiu JCltl\'f'.J fiµ all ccn1tltr1t:f, 1nduJmQ dv 11al1t o/ 1nrn"ltstwna 
• 
II 
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HARMONY Coutmued 
11. Arrange the same chords m four-part harmony, open posmon, having two voices 111 each clef, an 
doubling the roots. 
20 Ans. 
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INTERPRETATION 
12. \Vhat is the best plan for memorizing? 
5 _ _ _ Ans. O btainmg a combmat1on of eye, ear and hand impressions. 
13. What is a very important aid to memonzmg? 
5 Ans. 'The theoretical analysis of the form am! harmony of the piece. 
14. Name two ways by which you can test your memory. 
8 _ _ _ _ Ans. l. By thm~mg of certam measures throughout the composmon and playmg them alone. 
2. By playmg from memory section by sewcm, begnming at the end of the compoS1tion, and gomg throug 
it bac~wards. 
15. How can selt~consc1ousness be prevented? 
4 -- · Ans. By l1stemng cr1t1cally to )'OlH p!aytl1g. 
EA R TRAINING 
2 16. M elodic Dictat ion. 
100 Total. 
Pupil's •\'.ame _____ ·--- ----------------- --------------------- ----
Pupil's Addrc:ss _____________ _ 
Putpl's Clem \.o -------- _ ----
T c<1cl1cr '.s ,'\.i me. __ ______ • _ _ _ _ _ _ • __ 
Test on Li:ssun ..J 2 P.tgl! 2 
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PIANO L ESSON 43 
Subjects of this Lesson: HARMONY , I NTERPRET AT ION , EAR TRAINING 
HARM ON Y 
'Primary 'Triads 
('ThiJ subject i& continued from U:sson 42, and is resumtd in U:sson 45.) 
CONNECTING TRIADS HAVING A TONE IN 
COMMON 
T ONIC AND DOMINANT 
In formulating the laws and principles which govern 
progressions of chords in four-part writing, there has 
been constant striving after smoothness of progression. 
By this we mean that each voice must progress in a way 
which will be as natural as possible for the singer. 
Such smoothness of progression requires that the 
inner voices, the alto and tenor, progress by small 
intervals. Although the outer parts, or voices (the 
soprano and bass), are better adapted for progression in 
larger intervals, the etf ect is smoother if the progression, 
even in these voices, is free from numerous skips. 
One of the generally accepted principles of four-part 
writing is, that smoothness is promoted by retaining, in the 
same voice part, a tone common to two successive chords. 
For example, in the triad built upon the first degree 
of the scale of C-the tonic-we have the tones C-E-G; 
the tones of the triad built on the fifth degree of the 
scale of C-the dominant-are G-B-D. It is seen at a 
glance, that G is common to both triads. 
If we write the tonic triad C-E-G, using C for the 
soprano, we find G, the common tone, m the alto 
(See illustration 1.) 
IDustration 1 
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In connecting the dominant triad G-B-D, with the 
tonic triad, we therefore write the G for the V triad, in 
the same voice in which it occurred in the I t riad. 
(See Illustration 2.) 
IDusttation 2 
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T his leaves the Band D of the dominant triad to be 
provided for. The other tones of the first triad (C and 
E of the tonic t riad), should now move to the nearest 
tones of the dominant triad, which would take C to B, 
and E to D. (See Illustration 3.) 
i\I'' 0 
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IDustration 3 
Connecting Triads I and V 
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T he octave of the root need not always be in the 
soprano for the first chord. When it is desired to begin 
an exercise with the third or fifth of the chord in the 
soprano, a 3 or a 5, respectively, is placed over or under 
the first given bass note. When no figure appears, or if 
an 8 is placed there, the octave of the bass is the highest 
tone. 
When the third of the triad is in the highest voice 
(soprano), the chords will connect as in Illustration 4. 
Dlwtration 4 
Conn«ting Triads I and V 
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E moves to the nearest tone of the V triad, D; C, 
now the alto, moves to B; G, in the tenor, is the common 
tone, which is retained, and thus becomes the tenor tone 
in the V triad. 
When the fifth of the t riad is the highest voice, the 
chords will connect as in Illustration 5. 
lllustration 5 
Connecting Triads I and V 
v 
G, being the common tone, is retained, and becomes 
the soprano of the V triad. E, now the alto, moves tt 
the nearest tone, D; and the tenor, C, moves to B. 
T oNic AND SuBOOMINANT 
We shall now proceed, in the same way, to connec 
the triad built on the first degree of the scale with th j 
triad of the fourth degree--the subdominant. The rul 1 
to keep the tone common to both chords in the sairu I 
part must be carefully observed. 1 
We have seen that the t riads of C and G, the toni 1 
and dominant, are related through the common tone, G 1 
the fifth of t he C triad is the fuhdamental, or root, o 1 
the G t riad. In like manner, the fundamental, or root 
of the C triad is the fifth of the F triad, the subdominant 
F-A-C. (See Illustration 6.) 1 
Illustration 6 
Relation 0£ the Tonic, Dominant and Subdominant Triads 
!}= Flgtt 
IV I V 
In connecting the triad on the first degree with tha · 
on the fourth degree, we proceed as shown in Illustratia 
7, where the tonic t riad is taken in each of its t hra 
positions . 
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Illustration 7 
Connecting Triads I and IV 
<a) (b) 
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.We find the common tone in the triads on C (C-E-G 
and F (F- A-C) to be C. At (a) this tone is in tb 
soprano. It therefore remains in this voice in the secon: 
chord, and becomes the fifth of the F triad. T he alto, G 
moves to the next tone of the F triad, which is A ; ani 
the tenor, E, moves to F. 
A t (b) and (c), the same process is followed, the onl 
difference being in the arrangement of the tones; that i! 
the common tones appear in the alto at (b), and in th 
tenor at (c). 
~" r ( 
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INTERPRETATION 
P hrasing 
('This .rubjcct is contin..W from Leswr1 IO, Twwuc, and i1 ruum<:d in Lesson 12J.) 
A phrase is a division, or part, of a piece, which is 
independent in itself. This division may consist of any 
number of notes, of different lengths. Musical phrases, 
like phrases in language, are units, or divisions, of larger 
units. As in language, there is no definite length for either 
the larger units or their subdivisions. They are simply 
musical passages-melodic, harmonic, rhythmic-which 
make sense in themselves. 
What are the means employed in making phrases 
understandable to the listeners? 
The first necessity is that they be clearly understood 
by the player. As in written or spoken language, phrases 
must be indicated by some kind of punctuation. Any 
means whereby this punctuation is made perceptible to 
the listener is called phrasing. 
In language, the reader has the divisions pointed out to 
him by such signs as comma, semicolon, colon, etc. In 
music, there is seldom such visible guidance, excepting 
where a phrase is followed by a rest, as in Illustration 8. 
Illustration 8 
BEETHOVEN: Sonata, Op. 2. No.l 
,~?u; I ~ 4 Ft 1f Ef~F l I 
. 
When, however, one phrase follows the other without 
interruption, it is not so easy to sense the point of 
division, and it becomes the performer's task to make it 
apparent to the listener. How to do this constitutes the 
problem of phrasing. 
A phrase may be ended softly, and a slight increase of 
force given to the first tone of the next phrase. The effect 
may also be assisted by shortening the last tone of the 
first phrase. (See Lesson 10, TECHNIC.) 
Illustration 9 
Phrasing Oivisiont 
In Illustration 9, the points of separation between the 
phrases are marked by means of vertical dotted lines, and 
by the use of dynamic marks, attention to which will 
make the divisions audible. These marks, however, are 
not to be understood as making a decided difference in 
the general loudness, but merely as indications of the 
relative strength of the notes at the phrase divisions. 
There is no harm in exaggerating the difference a little at 
a first practicing. 
Many teachers avoid the teaching of phrasing, leaving 
the pupil to rely upon his instinct and feeling, and on the 
composer's or editor's markings of the composition. True 
musical feeling and instinct are, indeed, the best guides, 
but they must be developed. The printed markings, in 
good editions, will no doubt be reliable, although there 
may be differences of opinion shown in different editions. 
There may also be some misunderstanding of the mark-
ings, as will be explained here. 
Slurs are, as you know, curved lines which indicate 
that the passage is to be played in a connected, or 
legato style. Very commonly a phrase is just such a con-
tinuous legato passage, and so the slur is at the same time 
the phrasing mark. (See Lesson 8, GENERAL THEORY.) 
But sometimes, in a given passage, the proper phrasing 
marks are not the same as the signs for strict legato, alone, 
would be. 
In the excerpt from Beethoven, Illustration 10, for 
instance, the phrasing marks show the division of the 
passage into its logical subdivisions, according to the 
motives. (See Lesson 17, PoRM AND ANALYSIS.) 
IDusrration 10 
Phrasing Marks 
4~1 ~rifbQF··:· 
These marks cannot be regarded strictly as legato 
slurs, as we cannot have legato on the repeated G's 
between the second and third measures. Slurs, to indicate 
the legato only, might be somewhat as follows (see 
Illustration 11): 
IDustration 11 
legato SIUI!J 
These, on the other hand, could not be regarded as 
phrasing marks; because the independent musical ideas, 
or motives, are hidden rather than brought out by such 
marking. 
In the presentation of the composer's ideas the phrasing 
indications are of chief importance; and, as stated in 
Lesson 8, TECHNIC, the use of suitable legato is often 
left to the player. 
In any case, phrases should never be Tendered in a du 
jointed manner. A feeling of the unity and coherence a 
all the phrases taken together should be maintained. 
The following practical rule will be helpful. k 
phrasing: 
Observe the start, the end, and the culminating poiri: 
(the point of highest musical feeling and inteTest) in eac 
phrnse. The beginning and ending may be indicated ~ 
phrasing marks, while the culminating point is usuall~ 
to be found upon the highest note of the phrase. Gen 
erally speaking, the rising of the melody is combinei 
with an increase of intensity up to that point, afu: 
which a decrease sets in. 
The tempo of the composition and its general charac 
ter are, of course, important deciding factors in pro~ 
phrasing. For example, a phrase occurring in an agitatei 
movement, will have to be played very different!· 
from a phrase, looking somewhat the same, which occur 
in a slow, dreamy movement. 
As intimated above, there may at times be more tbar 
one good way to phrase a passage. But the number a 
ways are limited, and the melodic construction wi 
sometimes point clearly to only one way. 
Good phrasing will usually possess naturalness anc 
simplicity, and the performer is said to phrase we! 
when he brings into due prominence the proper groupin{ 
of sounds in motives (figures), phrases, etc. 
EAR TRAINING 
Transposing Chord Progressions 
(This work u to be done at home, and the teacher will give short tests upon it at the lesson period.) 
Play the following successions of chords (a) and (b) in all the major keys. As in all previous exercises in trans 
position, play the original first, until you know it so well that your ear will be a dependable guide in transposing. 
'1 (a) 
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GRADE lNTERMEDIA TE A 
Test on Lesson 43 
HARMONY 
l. What is the object of the rules governing progressions of chords m four-part wntmg? 
5 Ans. To oblam smoothness and 1iaturalness of progression. 
2. How must the mner voices, the alto and tenor, progress? 
2 ---- A ns. By small mtervals. 
3. What 1s one of the best recommendations for promoting smoothness? 
5 __ Ans. Retain m the same voice part a tone comment to two successive chords. 
4. What ts the common tone in the triads built upon C and G? 
2 ____ Ans. G. 
5. How should the other tones of the C triad move when progressing to the G tnad? 
J _ Am. 'To the nearest cones of the G triad, C to B, and E to D. 
6. Illustrate, below. the connecting of triads on the tonic and dommant m the keys of G and F. Wnte three 
examples in each key, with the 6rst chord having, respectively, the root, third and fifth in the soprano. 
(Clo::.e pos1t1on.) 
18 ____ Ans. 
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7. lllustrate, below, the connecting of the triads I and IV m the keys of D and B ' · Wnte three examples in 
each key, as above, usmg close position. 
18 ____ Ans. 
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INTERPRET AT ION 
8. What 1s a phrase? 
5 __ __ Ans. A d1u1s1011, or part, of a piece, which 1s mdepemlent m itself. 
9. How are phrases indicated? 
5 Ans. By some ~111d of punctuation. 
10. W hat constitutes the chief problem of phrasing? 
5 ____ Ans. Ma~mg the point of dnJ1s10ri apparent to the listener, when one phrase follows the other without 
terruption. 
11. Name two ways by which phrases, without apparent interruption, may be indicated to the listener. 
8 ____ Ans. 1. By endmg the first phrase sofdy, with a slight mcrea.se of force given to the first tone of the next phr11~ 
2. By shortening the la.st tone of the first phrase. 
12. Give a practical rule that is helpful in phrasing. 
4 ____ A'1s. Observe the start, the culmmatmg pomt, and the end, 111 ea.ch phrase. 
13. Where 1s the culminating point usually to be found? 
4 _ _ _ _ Ans. Upon the highest note of the phra.se. 
14. With what, generally speak.mg, is the nsmg of the melody combme<l? 
4 __ Ans. With an mcrease of 111tens1ty. 
15. W hat are two guiding factors in proper phrasing? 
4 ____ Ans. 'fhe tempo of a. composicion and its general character. 
16. W hat is meant by the term, to phrase well? 
3 _ _ Am. 'f o brmg mto due prominence the proper grouping of sounds m motives, phrases, etc. 
EAR T RAIN ING 
5 17. Transposing chord progressions. 
ioo ____ Total. 
Pupil's N.amc ----- - -. ______ ----- ---- ___ . . __ ----- ------- ------- __ _ 
Pupil's Address _____ • _____ --- ---
Pupil's Class }"\11. ______________ _ 
'T ead1c:r's J\{anu:. _____________ __ __ __ ____________ ---- --------- __ • __ • 
Test on Lc~son 43 Page 2 
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PIANO LESSON 44 
GRADE-INTERMEDIATE A 
Subjects of this Lesson: GENERAL THEORY , HARMONY , EAR TRAINING 
GENERAL THEORY 
Ornamentation 
('Tins aubj«t u c:ontinud from Leuon 32, and is rcsumd m Luson 49.) 
In Lesson 32, GENERAL THEORY, you were intro-
duced to some of the simpler Ornaments, or Grace, 
Notes. In the present Lesson~ we are t.o study the Tum. 
It may be interesting to quote liere what Emmanuel 
Bach, son of the great Johann Sebastian Bach, said of 
ornaments: "They serve to connect the notes; they 
enliven emphasis; they help to elucidate the character of 
the music, whether it be sad, cheerful, or otherwise; 
they always contribute their share to the effect; an 
indifferent composition may be improved by their aid, 
while without them, it would be meaningless." 
He protests against their over,use, however, saying 
they should be regarded as the .. ornaments with which 
the finest bwlding may be easily overladen," or .. the 
spices with which the best dish may be spoiled." 
THE TURN 
The Tum consists of four notes: the first diatonic scale-
note above the principal note, the principal note, the first 
diatonic scale note below the principal note, and, finally, 
the principal note again. 
The sign used to indicate that a turn is to be played 
is shown in Illustration 1. It may be placed directly over 
a note, or between two notes. 
When the sign is placed directly over a note, the four 
notes take the time of that note, if the note is short; or 
they take only a part of its time, if the note is long. 
Examples of both are shown in Illustration 1, (a) and (b). 
Illustration 1 
(a) The TW'n on a Short Note 
(b) The Turn on a Long Note 
When the tum sign is placed between two notes of 
different pitch, the first note is held almost its full time, 
value, then the turn is played just before the second note. 
\\=--============--~~======-~-====--" ''I~ Cop,ri1h1 1928 &, A. J. Lu~rH. lmPCfl4l ond Jn1m141'°"4l Copyrlglir Set.ired All"''"' ,.,,,,,.d, f<K oil'°""""" 1ncluJ1f11 IM"''" of lfoiui.11.,, 
\\\\\ I> ,,,,, 
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The time-value of the turn is taken from the time-value 
of the first note. 
The following illustration shows how a turn placed 
between two different notes may be played. (See 
Illustration 2.) 
IDustratioo 2 
The Tum Between Two Notes of Di1ferent Pitch 
Written~ Played ' ~--~ 
If the note following the turn is the same as the note 
before it, the final note of the turn (the return to the 
principal note) will not be required, and the turn will 
consist of only three notes, instead of four. (See Illustra-
tion 3.) 
Dlustration 3 
The Tum Between Notes of the Same Pitch 
Written~ Played 4 ti r 
A sharp or a flat is sometimes found above or below a 
turn sign. When it is placed above the turn sign, it 
applies to the note above the principal note; when it 
is placed below the turn sign, it applies to the note 
below the principal note. (See Illustration 4.) 
Dl1.11ttation 4 
Flats or Sharps Either Above or Below the Tum Sign 
Written ' J 113 II 
Played f ~J Jj J II JJ #j J II 
THE INVER TED TURN 
The Inverted Turn consists of the same group of n 
as the turn, but they are inverted, the tum beginning 
the scale-note below the principal note instead of the n 
above. This form is practically obsolete. Its sign is sh 
in lliustration 5. 
DlUltnltioo S 
The Inverted Tum 
written -r>A4___,..F~1~1r _ *.,.._F --ti 
THE DOUBLE TURN 
The turn may occur in two parts, or voices, at on 
although it is very rarely used in this way. It is tl 
called a Double Turn. The turn is distinctly a melo 
embellishment, and a double tum might occur in a d~ 
like passage, as in Illustration 6. 
IDustratioo 6 
The Double Tum 
Written ' ~ i j J 
HARMONY 
Cadences 
('Thi11ubjta 11 mumed in Lesson 57.} 
The principles which serve as the foundation of the 
Art of Music are the same as those which underlie all 
other arts-painting, sculpture, architecture and litera• 
ture. 
For instance, the structure of music embodies many 
of the same features as the construction of a building. 
There should be symmetry, balance and adornment in 
both. 
In a poem, the arrangement of phrases and sentences, 
together with the laws of meter, make a work of art 
agreeable both to the mind and ear. Relief and variety 
are brought about in reading, by the rising and falling 
inflection of the voice; the pauses at the ends of phrases 
and sentences are indicated by commas, semicolons, 
colons and periods. 
Music, too, is made up of phrases, which are not 
always of uniform length. (See Lesson 17, FoRM 
AND ANALYSIS.) 
We call the endings of musical phrases Cadences. The 
aMlence, in music, may be likened to the inflection of the 
YOice that denotes the endings of phrases in the spoken 
language. 
The word cadence, means literally .. a fall." It refers 
to the decline of the motion of a melody, or phrase, to a 
point of rest. This pause may be partial and temporary, 
as in the course of a composition; or it may be complete 
and final, as at its conclusion. 
For its effect, a cadence depends upon the manner in 
which certain chords succeed one another. 
c.adeaces may be classed as follows: 
Perfect Cadence 
Imperfect Cadence 
Deceptive or Interrupted Cadence 
Half Cadence 
PERFECT CADENC~ 
Perfect cadences are of two kinds: 
Authentic Cadence 
Plagal Cadence 
THB AUTHENTIC CADENCE 
An Authentic Cadence is formed by the progression 
of the chord of the dominant to the chord of the tonic. 
(See Illustration 7.) 
IDustration 7 
Authentic Cadence 
v 
THB PLAGAL CADENCE 
A Plagal Cadence is formed by the progression of the 
chord of the subdominant to the chord of the tonic. (See 
Illustration 8.) 
Illustration 8 
Plagal Cadence 
I fJ 
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IV l 
The plagal cadence is sometimes called the Church 
Cadence, or Ecclesiastical Cadence, as it is the form gen· 
erally used in the closing .. Amens" of hymns, and in re• 
sponses. 
It will be seen that, in both of these cadences, the 
chords forming them are in root position; and that the 
final (tonic) chord has the keynote in the highest voice. 
These two conditions are necessary to constitute a 
perfect cadence. 
Other cadences, including authentic and plagal ca• 
dences in their Imperfect forms, will be met with later. 
(See Lesson 57, HARMONY.) 
\\\II o.,_,_. _____ _ 
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EAR TRAINING 
Melodic Dictation 
[ The following dittetiont are lor the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly leaon period. J It JDaY abo be cooducted at other times by any member oi the family who hu llOUle knowledge of music. 
First, play the complete melodies given below, according to previous instructions; then play them section 
section, allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. Call the pupil's attention to the numerous cadei 
effects in the melodies (see the IiARMoNY section of this Lesson), and especially point out where the concluding ~ 
feet cadences would fall. 
4& '"' (h) J i J J IJ 1 1J 
4~ (d) r r r r IEJ! j 
<a> 4& i J J J J iJ J 
4~~ (a) J J J J µ. IE 
4*' 
(C) 
J J J j ~ IF p 
J J 1£0 J 
(6) 
1J J IJ 
( h) 
1 
The Skipping Rope (Folk-Bong) 
(C) 
lcrrr ICJ!J 
(/) 
1JJJJ IJJJ II 
Little Sister'ii Lullaby (Folk-Song) 
(C) j 1r r r r 1 
le> 
IJJJ IJJJJ IJ J II 
(h) The Mulberry Bush (Old English) 
j 4 J! J p ~ Ir ~ r I ) J y 
(d) 
J tr J µ v J J J I J. 'J y II 
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GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
Test on Lesson 44 
GENERAL THEORY 
1. Gi\'e a lull and complete definition of the tum. 
4 __ Ans. le consists of four notes the first diatomc scale note above the principal lWte. the prmcipal note, the 
first diatomc scale note below the pnnc1pal note, and, finally, the prmc1pal note again. 
4 ---
2. How much time is allotted to the notes of a tum when the sign is placed 
(a) directly over a note? 
(b) between two notes of 
different pitch? 
Am. 'The four notes ta~e the rime of rhat note, if the note is short, or 
they ta~e only a part of its time, if the note is long. 
Ans. 'The first note is held almost its full tnne-value, then the turn is 
played just before the second note. 
3. From which note is the time-value of the turn taken? 
.f ____ Ans. From the first note. 
4. When may a turn consist of only three notes? 
.f ____ Ans. When the note following the tum is the same as the note before 1t, the final prinopal tlOte not bemg 
4 ----
reqmred. 
5. To what note in a turn does a sharp or flat apply when placed 
(a) above the turn sign? 
(b) below the turn sign? 
Ans. To the 11ote above the prmc1pal note. 
Am. 'To the note below the pnncapal note. 
6. Of what does the inverted turn consist? 
.f ___ Ans. Of the same group uf notes as the turn, but begim1ing on the scale note below mstead of the note above. 
HARMONY 
7. What <lo we call the endings ot musical phrases? 
.f ---- Ans. Cadences. 
8. Name the four classes of cadences. 
4 ___ Ans. Perfect, imperfect, decept1t•e (or interru.pted), a11d half cadence. 
9. How is an authentic cadence formed? 
5 __ • Ans. By the progression of the chord of the dom1t1ant to the chord of the tome. 
C 1p,nahr l1'2CI b) A 1- L1ttA.'n.t.rtr1. fmptrwl •n.l lnttrl'Wh•1n.d C"h:"JC~U &cutt J 
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HARMONY Cominued 
10. How is a plagal, or church cadence formed? 
5 ____ Ans. By the progression of the chord of the subdominam co the chord of the tome. 
11. What two conditions are necessary to constitute a perfect cadence? 
'Test on Les sun 
6 ____ Ans. <The two chords forming the cadence must be m root position, and the second must have the ~eynot 
the highest voice. 
12. Write perfect awhentic cadences m the keys of G, D>, A and E~,. Give signatures and chord ind1cati 
an<l tie the common tones. 
20 ___ Ans. 
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13. \Vrite perfect plagal cadcncQ in the keys of F. B, E and A•1. Give signatures, etc., as above. 
20 ____ An.s. 
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EAR TRAINING 
12 14. Melodic Dictation. 
100 Total. 
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PI AN O LESSON 45 
Subjects of this Lesson: HARMONY , TECHNIC , EAR T RAINING 
HARMONY 
Primary 'I riads 
('This rubj«t lS COIUlnued fff1m Lu&oi1 43, ana is ruumtd '" u uon 46.) 
In Lesson 41, HARMONY, we stated that various rules 
bad been in force at di1ferent periods of musical develoP' 
ment, for writing melodies and their accompanying 
-voice parts. 
At one time, the intervals which were considered 
proper and agreeable to the ear were octaves, fifths, 
and fourths. Thirds, sixths and seconds were not 
admitted until the eleventh century. Later still, there 
was a reaction against the use of consecutive fourths, 
fifths and octaves, though this was, at fast, thought the 
ooly correct method of harmonizing. 
A system is not built in a day. Numberless experi-
ments were necessary in order to find out the effects 
which were agreeable to the ear. Naturally, the pro-
gressions which were considered the most pleasing and 
satisfying, were repeated until their use became estab-
lished. 
Dufay, a Belgian composer and teacher of eminence 
(14©1474), first formulated the rule against the use of 
fifths in parallel motion with the melody. 
CONSECUTIVE FIFTHS AND OCTAVES 
It is now a generally accepted rule that progressions of 
unisons, perfect fifths and octaves should be avoided in 
four-part writing. 
Such progressions will occur when the upper voices 
of two chords on adjacent degrees, as I and II, N and V, 
etc., move by step, parallel with the bass. In Illustration 
1, the progression is faulty, as parallel fifths occur be-
tween the soprano and tenor, and between the soprano 
and bass, and parallel octaves occur between the tenor 
and bass. 
Dlustration 1 
Faulty Connection of IV and V 
IV V 
The same errors would occur if the first chord were in 
any other position, with all voices rising by step. (See 
Illustration 2.) 
Illustration 2 
Faulty Connections of IV and V 
I ~ (a) (h) 
I ~ . ~ 
--
~ 
- --4 ~-tt ~"" 
• 
I ~ .. . ~ . .. 
-
" IV V IV V 
0 ,,,~ 
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In all of the cases in Illustrations 1 and 2, as the root 
of the IV triad is in the bass and has a fifth and octave 
above it, the progression of these chords in similar motion 
necessarily causes consecutive fifths and octaves, no 
matter how ar.ranged. 
CONNECTING TRIADS HAVING NO TONE 
IN COMMON 
It will be observed that between the triads IV and V , 
shown in Illustrations 1 and 2, there is no tone in com, 
mon, and we cannot retain any tone in one voice, to 
assist in making a smooth progression. (See Lesson 43, 
HARMONY.) In such cases we lead the three upper voices 
in contrary motion to the bass, and thus a void consecutive 
fifths and octaves. 
Illustration 3 shows how the triads IV and V may be 
connected without danger of consecutive fifths and 
octaves. 
The C, in the soprano of the IV triad, must move in 
contrary motion to the bass (which here moves upwards); 
and it therefore moves down to the nearest tone of the 
V triad, B. 
T he alto, A, moves downwards to the nearest tone 
in the V triad, which is G. 
The tenor, F, proceeds downwards to the nearest 
tone of the V triad, D. (See Illustration 3.) 
lliustration 3 
Correct Connection of IV and V 
IV V 
When the third, or the octave, is in the soprano, we 
proceed in the same way. See Illustration 4 for a preg, 
entation of the three possible positions of IV, each 
followed by V. 
In connecting the triad on V with the one on IV, we 
proceed, generally speaking, in the same way as we do in 
IDustration 4 
Three Positions of IV.Y Progession 
IV V IV V IV V 
the connection of N and V; that is, by leading the ur 
voices in contrary motion with the bass. But as the~ 
now progresses downwards, we lead the upper va 
upwards. (See Illustration 5.) 
I 
~ 
I 
• 
Dlwtration 5 
Connecting Triads V = d IV 
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V IV V IV 
When the third of V is in the soprano, the follm 
chord should not be IV, but I. 
T he progression in Illustration 6 (a) is not good. 
reason for this is that the leading-tone (B) rising to 
tonic is the familiar melody of the authentic cadenc 
described in Lesson 44, HARMONY, and deman< 
cadential harmonization. 
IDustration 6 
Leading-Tone to Tonic in Melody 
(a) Incorrect Progression, v.rv (b) Correct Progression,\ 
v IV v 
T he subject of T riad Connections is taken up aga 
Lesson 62, HARMONY. 
~~---==-====:a'• "'" 
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TE C H N I C 
Touch 
('fhi1 subject is murmd in Leuon 87.) 
A few experiments will show that the arm may be 
1USpended, or controlled, while playing, so that there 
is no consciousness of weight; or the arm muscles may 
be so relaxed that the entire arm gives a sense of heavi-
neM. This latter condition is often referred to as "dead 
weight." 
We also know that we can contract muscles, and exert 
energy, by means of conscious muscular tension and 
impulse. 
The application of these two conditions of the muscles, 
relaxation and tension. or weight and muscular impulse, 
were brie.tly referred to in Lesson 3, TECHN1C. 
Weight and muscular impulse, applied in various ways, 
result in three varieties of touch, known as: Stroke 
Touch. Pressure Touch and Weight Touch. 
STROKE TOUCH 
Stroke touch is brought about by a greater or less 
tmsing of the muscles. It is the result of conscious 
efort, or impulse. The sense of weight is absent, because 
the weight, although still there, is absorbed or included 
in the greater directed energy. 
The technic of the first virtuosi of prominence, such 
aa Clementi, Czerny and Moscheles, was almost exclu-
sively of the stroke type. Muscular activity was highly 
b:alized in fingers or hand, while the rest of the playing 
mechanism was in a passive condition. 
Stroke touch is used in all work requiring short attacks 
c:i the keys, as in martellato, and finger staccato. (See 
Lesson~. TBCHNlC.) 
PRES.5URE TOUCH 
In Pressure touch, we have weight with muscular 
impulse, or energy, added at the moment of playing. 
The dfort, or energy, is applied by an upward or down-
ward movement of the wrist, at the moment of depress-
ing the keys. The muscles are not nearly so much tensed 
11 in stroke touch, nor is the application of muscular 
impulse, or conscious effort, as positive or aggressive. 
Pressure touch is used most effectively in all lyric or 
song-like passages. It is also an aid in maintaining a 
distinct consciousness of a desired legato effect. 
Pressure will not alter the volume or quality of tone 
after the sound is once produced, but prevents any in-
terference with it by a return of the dampers to the 
strings. 
WEIGHT TOUCH 
Weight touch is effected when the muscles are re-
laxed, so that the tone is produced as though from the 
mere dead weight of the entire arm. In this touch there 
is a feeling of momentary muscular inactivity, or de-
vitalization. The key seems to descend of itself. 
Weight touch is especially good in producing full-
sounding chords, and single, singing tones, particularly 
those which are to be stressed or accented, but are not to 
sound harsh. 
SUMMARY 
Stroke touch, pressure touch and weight touch, are all 
used in modern piano playing of the highest grade, and it 
is rare for any one of them to be used exclusively for any 
extended duration. 
While each of these types has been considered sep-
arately in this Lesson, the student must be reminded 
that there is no strong line of demarcation between them, 
but that they are often interrelated and interdependent. 
Weight touch is the most recent extension of stroke 
and pressure touch- both of which had the tendency 
to develop undue fixation or tenseness in the muscles. 
The idea of transferring weight from key to key came 
as a logical reaction. 
It is well to remember that levers of varying length are 
involved in these three types. First came finger action, 
then hand action, then forearm action. 
We have now arrived at using, increasingly, the entire 
arm; and it is here that weight touch finds its most 
practical and convincing use. 
'-======= ....... ====--=="7•0--================='' 
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Scale ':fingerings 
('This subjecc is continued fTom Lesson 41, and is resumed in Lesson 61.) 
F#, C# AND G# MINOR SCALES (HARMONIC) Illustration 'J 
Fingering of the Fit, C ~ and G ~ Minor Scales {Harmonic) 
For the fingering of the final group of harmonic minor 
scales, we return to the sharps, and follow B minor with 
F#, C# and G# minors. (See Illustration 7.) 
It will be seen that, in the left hand, these are all 
fingered in the same way as the corresponding major 
scales, that is, the major scales beginning on the 
same tonics, though these are in two cases, given as 
flats (Dp and A~. instead of C# and G#). 
For the right hand, the fingering is also the same in 
the case of G# (AP) minor, but not for the other two 
scales, which must, therefore, be remembered inde, 
pendently. 
It may be said that in all these three scales, the right 
hand fingering is related to that of their relative majors. 
In each case, the fourth finger takes the key which would 
be the seventh degree of the relative major; namely G# 
in F# minor (relative major, A); D# in C# minor (relative 
major, E); and A# in G# minor (relative major, B). The 
seventh degrees of the major scales are, naturally, the 
second degrees of the relative minors. 
EAR TRAINING 
Scale of F# minor 
C# minor 
Scale of G# minor 
Correcting Harmonic Errors at the Keyboard 
(This work is to be done at home, and the teacher will give short tests upon it at the lesson period.) 
Play the following examples and, in each case, correct them by changing the second chord. 
v rv V IV V IV 
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Test on Lesson 45 
HARMONY 
1. What is the rule as regards consecutive urusons, perfect fifths and octaves? 
6 ___ Ans. 'That they should be at•o1ded in four-part wntmg. 
2. How may consecutive fifths and octaves between triads on adjacent degrees, havmg no common tone, 
be avoided? 
6 __ Ans. By leading the three upper voices in contrary mott<m to the bass. 
3. Write the three posltlons of the IV-V progression in the keys of E ..incl AJ, having the root, 3rd and 5th, 
respect1vcly, of the IV triad in the soprano. Draw the proper key signatures. 
18 ___ Ans. 
4. Write the two positions of the V -N progression in the keys of D and B' , havmg the root and 5th 
respectively, of the V triad m the soprano. Ade.I the key signatures. 
12 ___ Ans. 
D Bl> 
0 
v JV 
5. Why is not V-IV a good progression when the third of V ts m the soprano? 
6 ____ Am. Because the leadntg•tone nsmg to the tome natttrally demands a cadenc1al harmom:at1cm. 
TECHNIC 
6. Name three varieties of touch denved from the apphcat1on, in variou:. ways, of weight and muscular 
impulse. 
6 ____ Ans. Stro~e touch. Pressure touch and Weight touch. 
C1p)ng'1r 1"119 hyA J Lu.Wt.LLY)ll. lm/'C'fia.J dn.t hut,'14U •1uf Cup-vt1i:ltt ... ~11~t•I 
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TECHN IC- Continued 
7. How is stroke touch brought about? 
4 Ans. By a greater or less tensing of the muscles. 
8. When is stroke touch used? 
4 ____ Ans. In all wor~ requiring short attac~s of the ~eys, as in martellato, and finger staccato. 
9. How do we obtain pressure touch? 
-l ____ Ans. By using weight wiih muscular impulse, or energy, added at the moment of playing. 
10. When is pressure touch most effectively used? 
5 ____ A ns. In ali lyric or song-li~e passages. 
11. How is weight touch effected? 
3 ____ Ans. By relaxing the muscles so that the tone is p-roduced as though f-rom the me-re dead weight of the entire 1 
12. When is weight touch especially good? 
J Ans. When producmg full-sounding cho-rd.s, and single singing tones, pa-rtiwla-rly those which are.to be sn, 
or accented, but are not to sound harsh. 
13. In what action does weight touch find its most practical use? 
3 _ _ _ _ A ns. In the action of the enti-re arm. 
14. Write the harmonic minor scale beginning on F#, both clefs; also its tonic major and relative r 
scales. Give signatures, and fingering, both bands. 
1.5 ____ Ans. 
Tonic Major 
EAR TRAINING 
5 15. Correcting harmonic errors at the keyboard. 
100 Total. 
Pu.p11's ll/..t1m1:_ _ ___ ___ ---- __ ___________ __ _ __ ___ _____ _ ____________ _ _ 
Pupil's Address ___________ __ _____ ---- ____ ---- ---- ____ ---- ___ ____ _ 
Pupil's Class N.o. -
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PIANO LESSON 46 
Subjects of this Lesson: HARMONY , TEcHNic , EAR TRAINING 
HARMONY 
'Primary Triads 
{This subject is continued f,.om Lu.son 45, and is Tesumcd in Lesson 47.) 
HARMONIZING A BASS, CLOSE POSITION 
1 In Lesson' 43, H ARMONY, we learned how to connect 
the triads I and V, and the triads I and IV. These 
combinations of chords, you will remember, have a 
common tone. 
In Lesson 45, HARMONY, we studied the connection 
of chords having no common tone; for instance, N and V. 
We shall now take a bass involving these progressions 
(see Illustration 1), and add the soprano, alto and tenor 
parts, explaining the addition of each chord according to 
the principles of four-part writing. 
IDustration 1 
A Given Bass to be Harmonized 
I 2 9 4 5 6 7 8 9 
tJ= I I I II a I II II II II II u a e 
l IV v IV I v I 
Below measures 4 and 7, you will see a dash (-). 
When a Roman numeral is followed by a dash, the 
chord represented by that Roman numeral is continued, 
or repeated, until another chord is indicated. 
Only primary triads are used in the exercise here 
given. 
The first tone, C, must have the tonic chord, CE-G, 
and we will place the octave of the bass in the soprano. 
This leaves E and G, which we will place, respectively, 
in the tenor and alto. 
The second measure requires the chord on F, namely 
F-A-C. The common tone is C, which is found in the 
soprano of the first chord. and is retained in this voice 
in the F (IV) chord. T he alto, G, moves to A, and the 
tenor, E, to F. (See Illustration 2.) 
Dlustration 2 
~ 
I 
. . ~ .-.. 
- . -
t l ~ 
. 1 2 
T_ • ' -
~ 
. -
' v 
I IV 
The third measure requires the chord on G. namely, 
G-B,D. There being no common tone between the F and 
G chords, we lead the upper three· voices in contrary 
motion to the bass. As the bass moves upwards, the 
upper three voices progress downwards to t~e nearest 
II=======!? 0 '''fl 
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tones of the G chord. This takes the soprano to B, the 
alto to G, and the tenor to D. (See Illustration 3.) 
D1ustration 3 
IV V 
The dash under the fourth measure indicates the same 
chord as the one used in the third measure, although 
the bass is an octave higher. Whenever the same chord 
is repeated (whether the bass be repeated at the unison 
or at the octave), the upper voices should change posi-
tion, so as to lend variety to the melody. We, therefore, 
move the soprano, alto, and tenor downwards, to the 
nearest tones of the same chord. (See Illustration 4.) 
IDustration 4 
v 
The IV chord, used in the fifth measure, has no com-
mon tone with the V chord, in the fourth measure; and, 
as the bass progresses downwards, the upper voices pro-
gress upwards. (See Illu.stration 5.) 
D1ustration S 
V IV 
The sixth measure requires the chord, C:&G. 
The common tone, C, is now retained in the tenor. 
and the soprano and alto move to G and E, respectivi! 
(See Illustration 6.) 
D1ustration 6 
JV I 
81 
D 
11 
11 
The seventh measure repeats the C chord. As~ 
bass tone is repeated at the unison, we could movet 
upper voices up or down. In this particular case, it 
preferable to move them up, as the soprano voictji 
more comfortable at this pitch and, furthermore, 11 
improves the melodic quality of the soprano pl 
In the eighth measure, we retain, in the alto, the co8 
mon tone, G, which is found in this voice in the c cmD 
of the seventh measure. The soprano and tenor iwil 
respectively, to Band D; returning, in measure 9, toti 
same chord and position as in measure 7. (See Ill~ 
tion 7.) 
Illustration 7 
I v l 
c 
t 
, 
a 
t 
For the completed harmonization see lliustration 8. t 
II 
D1ustration 8 
Completed Harmonization of the Given Bas in Illusttation 1 
I IV V - IV I V It 
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T ECHN I C 
'The :formation of good 'Technical Habits 
c.areful and constant attention to the details of position 
and action, already explained in earlier Lessons, is 
necessary in order to acquire the freedom, agility and 
strength essential for good technic. 
A proper balance must be preserved between exer-
tion and relaxation. The habit of stiffening the muscles, 
with inability to relax easily, may occur in either slow or 
fast movements, but is often traceable to a tendency to 
hurry. 
Slow practice, with complete mental alertness, watch-
ing and testing every movement, will prove the best 
means of avoiding stiff muscles. 
There must, of course, be control of the playing 
mechanism at all times. For instance, in finger move-
ment, the finger must be controlled so that it will retain 
its own independent position when pressing down the 
key; and the hand must be controlled, so that the down, 
ward action of the finger will not react on the hand and 
push up the knuckles. And this control requires a 
certain amount of fixation of the fingers and firmness of 
the knuckle ridge, which will finally feel natural. 
If the tension should be allowed to extend to the 
wrist, however, or if stiffness should be felt in the fore.-
arm and elbow while employing finger action, this would 
be a technical fault which should be remedied. 
Stilfness, or undue muscular tension, is caused by 
unintelligent use of the muscles, induced by lack of 
mental equilibrium-fear, over,zealousness, over.-anxi ... 
tty and uncontrolled emotions generally. 
'Thl impartaria of slow practice, with relaxed muscles, 
an 114rdly be over,emphasiud. The way to cultivate 
this state of relaxation is by attention to but one thing 
at a time, mastering that thing, then turning to another 
thing, combining it with the first, and so on until all 
equirements are fully mastered. No speed accelera.-
tioo should ever be undertaken until all requirements of 
the text have been fully mastered in a slow rate of move .. 
ment. Then, and only then, should the acceleration be 
undertaken, and in very slow stages. This is the only 
way to real mastery. 
The student is reminded that control is, by far, the 
most important word in his practical working vocabu, 
lary. Control implies, first of all, mental states, which 
naturally and inevitably induce proper physical states. 
Only that technic is completely serviceable which is 
capable of responding to all the requirements of speed 
and dynamic control. 
POSITION (Continued from Lesson I) 
The chief points to observe with regard to position 
at the piano, may be summarized as follows: 
1. The seat should be high enough for the forearm 
to form a line parallel with the Boor. 
2. The distance from the piano should be such that 
the entire arm will have freedom of action. The 
upper arm and forearm should form an obtuse 
angle-not a right angle. 
3. The knuckles should not be depressed below the 
level of the back of the hand when the keys are 
pressed down; and the fifth finger side of the hand 
should not be lower than the thumb side. 
4. The first joint of the thumb should generally be 
kept out (extended) from the hand. 
5. The fingers should be kept well curved. 
6. When playing a scale, or arpeggio, the hand may be 
turned slightly inwards, and the wrist, con· 
sequently, a little outwards. 
7. In double-note passages, the band may be turned a 
little in the opposite direction to the foregoing; 
that is, outwards, with the fingers leading. The 
fingering being used at the moment will determine 
when this should be done. 
'======~O~======' 
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ACTION (Continued from Lesson 22) ~c~ion. In order to have the finger thus prei4 
1t 1s necessary 
The following rules with regard to action should be 
observed: 
1. Avoid confusion of action. 
(a) If you use the finger from the knuckle, the 
finger should be the only lever, and the knuckle 
the only hinge. 
(b) If you use the hand from the wrist, the finger 
should not also move from the knuckle, hut 
the hand should (with firm fingers) form the 
lever, and the wrist the hinge. 
(c) If you use the arm (either forearm or entire 
arm), you should avoid using the hand from the 
wrist or the finger from the knuckle, at the 
same time. The hinge from which the arm is 
operated is the elbow if the forearm is used, and 
the shoulder if the entire arm is used. 
2. Always have the finger prepared, above the note 
you are to play, before beginning any downward 
(a) To allow the fingers to move easily in a 
or horizontal direction, so that, in 
stretches, the finger may reasily reach its 
tion over the desired key. 
(b) To allow the hand to move in a lateral 
horizontal, direction, so as to assist the 
to take its place over the desired key. 
(c) To allow the forearm to move towards th! 
to be played, thereby assisting the finger to 
its place over the desired key. 
(d) To allow such freedom of the wrist and 
arm that the hand may readily rotate from 
to side, thereby making it possible to get a 
strong tone at either side of the hand. 
The control gained by the habitual use of '1 
position and correct action gives the player a sent 
assurance that expresses itself in clearness and s1 
of performance. 
EAR TRAINING 
Melodic Dictation 
[
The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weelcly lesson period. ] 
It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has IOllle knowledge of music. 
First, play the complete melodies given below, according to previous instructions; then play them section by 
tion, allowing the pupil time to write each section, as played. 
Folk-$°' 
'* 
(a) ~ r 
(b) ~ ~ F E -- F F I r f r r I F ~ --- F r Ir J ;J 
' 
(C) ~ r (d) ~ r E -- F r Ir r r r Ir e-- r F I r F ~ : j ;;J 
(h) 
' (a) lrrrr1JJ i Ferr ic:rr 
(0) (d) Russian Folk-sJ 
lcrrr I~ J1 lfrrr IEJr 
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GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
Test on Lesson 46 
HARMONY 
1. Harmonize the following basses. Mark the chords, tie the common tones, and name the closing cadences. 
v 
Cadence '' I .• ····-~-~~.~ ...• .1..: .. ~·····-·-·· 
T46-I 
... -l-................. Y .. -····--·-···--L---·--·-·=----··-·---~---·-·-----··-Jt. ____________ I _ _ 
Cadence 
-1--·--·-_li" ____ -::g._ _ _ .:::. __ _..r:.....__ 
_ _.t.f-:.... ..... _~----·--·-· 
.... .:i: ......... ·-----~----·------_y-__ ~ __ ...Jf ........ _____ -;f. ____________ ·--····-~·--·-·-·-···L-
TECHNIC 
2. What may be a cause of stiffening of the muscles? 
5 ..•. Alls. Hurrymg. 
3. What will be the best means of avoiding this? 
5 __ Ans. Slow practice, with mental alermess. 
6 ---
4. What must be the control of 
(a) the finger? 
(b) the hand? 
Ans. So that it will retam its own mdependent positwn when pressing down the ~ey. 
Ans. So that the downward action of the finger w1H not react on the hand and push 
up the k!iuc~les. 
C~P1"A~H I~~ b1 A J Lu.wnLY~ lmrtrf<1f dn.! Jnttr~Whcm.sl Copyr1ekr &rhrC"J 
AU flgJtu tcr•tt\..td, fltr an Cl>U'1rr1fJ, 1,..;ludmg the"'"' (1/ ,r.itHLiOd)I 
SttER wooo Mu:i1c Sc1100l. CouRsES P1ANO 'Test on Less< 
.. 
.. :o 
.>:-
.. .. . ., 
- o ~c. 
TECHNIC Co11t111ued 
5. What is the mo~t tmportant word in the practical working vocabularly of the student? 
5 ___ Ans. Control. 
15 
6. Describe briefly the pos1t1on at the pumo with regard to 
(a) the seat: 
(b) distance from the piano: 
(c) the knuckles: 
Ans. l t shou.ld be high enotigh for the forearm to form a lme pu 
with the flour. 
Ans. It should be sue It that the entire arm wilL have freedom of a' 
. 
A ns. 'They shoi~lcl not be depressed below the level of the bac~ o· 
hand when the ~eys are pressed down, and the fifth f 
side of the hand should not be lower than the thumb s1dt 
(d) the firstjoint of the thumb: Ans. Ic should generally be ~ept extended from the hand. 
(e) the fingers: A11s. 'They shottld be ~epr well cun•ed. 
7. What pos1t1on of the hand and wnst may he taken when playing a scale or arpeggio? 
5 _ _ _ Ans 'The hand may be turned slightly inwards, with die wnsr a lmle outwards. 
8. Give two rules with regard to action that should be observed. 
6 ____ Ans. I . Avo1Clconfu.s10nofact1011. 
2. Always have the finger prepared, above the note you are to play, before begmnmg a11y downward aa 
EAR TRAINING 
5 9. Melodic D1ctat1on. 
100 Total. 
Pupil's ,\'.:ame. ______ ---- ----- _ ---- __ ----- - -------- ----- __ ----- ___ _ 
Pupil's Address_ __ _____ _ 
Pupil'~ Class Jl{o. __ . ___ _ 
'Teacher's ;\lame ___ - - - - -- - __ 
Tc$l on Lc:.;son 46 P.1g..: Z 
eSherwood <?/Jf,usic ~chool C?.@ourses 
PIANO LE SSON 47 
Subjects of this Lesson: H ARMONY , I NTERPRETATION , EAR TRAINING 
HARMONY 
Primary 'Triads 
('This mbjea i& continiltd from Lesson ~. and i& mum.:d in Lesson 48.) 
COVERED FIFTHS AND OCTAVES 
In Lesson 45, HARMONY, you were cautioned against 
that progression of chords which would involve parallel 
motion of octaves or fifths, such as are shown in lllu5' 
tration 1. 
Illustration 1 
Parallel Fifths and Octaves 
Covered, or hidden, filths or octaves occur when two 
voices move by parallel motion into a perfect filth or 
octave, the first interval being either larger or smaller 
than the fifth or octave following it. (See Illustration 2.) 
Illustration 2 
Covered Fifth& and Octaves 
C.Overed fifths and octaves are allowed when occur, 
ring between inner voices, or between an outer and an 
inner voice (soprano and alto, soprano and tenor, alto 
and tenor, bass and tenor, or bass and alto). They are 
also allowed between outer voices when conforming to 
both the following conditions: 
1. The progression must be from I to V, or from I to 
N, or vice versa . . 
2. One of the two voices, preferably the soprano, 
must move by step (from one staff degree to the 
next) to the tone forming the fifth or pctave. 
Thus, covered octaves are quite allowable as at (a) 
in Illustration 3, the soprano moving by step; and are 
possible, but less desirable, as at (b), where the bass 
moves by step. 
Illustration 3 
Allowable Covered Octaves Between Primary Triads 
~ (a) (h) .-
·-
. 
- --
-
-- - --I 
~ 
• 
-& -& -& -& 
~ --- - ·-.. . ·- -.. ..  -
- --
' 
When covered octaves occur between other than 
primary triads, as in II- VI or VI-II, the soprano should 
move by step, as at (a), Illustration 4. Contrary motion 
between the outer voices would be better, as at (b), 
These triads are taken up later. 
''=========4''0 ((((( 
Musro ScHOOL CouRsBs- PrANO 
Illustration 4 
Covered Filths and Octaves in Other Than Primary Triads, and Improvement of the Progressions by Contrary Motion 
Possible progressions 
fj (a) 
, .• .. 
Better with contrary motion (b) 
"' 
' 
I 
- -
r~ 
. l I' -J 
- -
I - -. 
' -
"' tJ -
• 
-
-
-
-&-
tJ - I J 
- -
·9-
I ... "• - - - ... •..-. .. , .. 
- -
I 
~ .. 
- - -.. ,_ 
- - - ~ 
, I 11 II VI VJ ll 11 VI 
'The tM elody 'Tone Indicated 
As explained in Lesson 43, HARMONY, sma.11 figures 
over or under the first bass note, indicate the intended 
melody note. These figures- 3, or 5, or 8-are some, 
times used at other points where it is thought necessary 
to indicate the tone for the soprano. (See Illustrations 
5 and 6.) 
When a bass note, under or over which a figure 3 is 
placed, is followed by its repetition (or octave) with 8, 
it signifies that the first of the two chords has the third 
of the chord in the soprano, and that the next chord has 
the octave (root) in the soprano. 
Illustration S 
.~ 
I . -
l r -· ~ . - . . -. -. ~ -. ~ ~ . -
'"'., -
>C 
-. 
~ 1 2 8 4 5 6 • 
-& 
l ~ . . - -.. -
- -- --\ 
8 8 8 
I 
In Illustration 5, measures 4 and 5, you can rQ , 
see that this progression is desirable, because it I; 
the second chord down to a more satisfactory pa; 
to make a good connection with the following chord, 
A change from third to .fifth in the soprano is ser 
Illustration 6. It is better, here, to lead the thir: 
to the fifth instead of down to the octave, as, i: 
Illustration 6 
I ~ 
l - ~ ~ ~ 
" I 
- --
-
-
~ 
~ ~ ~ -<&- ~ ti- -& • l:)" 
r.. •• 
--I - . 
-
.. 
-. -. .. 
8 "' 8 5 
latter case, the three upper voices would have beell 
low. Some change of position is always desirable wi 
repetition of the same chord. 
Melodic 'Prog>ession 
Where the student is free to select the tones of his 
melody, it should be observed that there are certain 
melodic intervals to be either avoided, or used in a re-
stricted way. 
1. Skips of augmented intervals are forbidden. (The 
only augmented interval occurring in a major key, 
without chromatic signs, is the augmented fourth 
between the subdominant and the leading tone. 
An augmented fourth is called a tritone, becau 
includes three whole steps.) 
2. Skips of sevenths are usually objectionable, 
skips larger than an octave are forbidden. 
3. The skip of an octave is permissible, but sboui 
preceded and followed by tones within the act 
4. The leap of a diminished interval is permissiblen 
voice immediately returns within that inter 
preferably by step. 
)\\\\ 0 II/I( 
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INTERPRETATION 
The Pedals 
('This '1Abj"' is cominued from Lesson 39, and i1 ,.csuimd in Lesson 121.) 
THE DAMPER PEDAL (Conti~d from Lesson 39) 
The indications for the use of the damper pedal, like 
any other signs and marks, must be thought of with 
regard to the effects they produce, and not followed 
mechanically; for the real guide to its correct use is the ear. 
O:mparison between the proper use, the misuse and 
the non-use of the Damper Pedal, may very well be made 
as follows: Play the passage given in Illustration 7 
with no pedal, and notice the disconnected chords, all 
aeparated by quarter rests. Next, play it holding the 
damper pedal down throughout. There will be a con ... 
fusion of tones, caused by all the chords in the passage 
sounding together. Lastly, play it using the pedal as 
indicated by the pedal notation. You will now hear a 
series of chords, well connected, with no overlapping of 
tones, and with no gaps between them. 
As the hands are to be lifted for the rests in every 
case, the last manner of playing shows how the pedal 
may be used to connect chords, and make a legato, where 
this may be impossible otherwise. 
Illustration 7 
Passage to be Played With and Without Pedal 
~- I I 
I .. . ~ 
. - .. 
- - : I . .. 
- ~ - ~ 
' -
' 
' 
... • -
-
-
... .. • 
.. 
-
. 
.. .. ~ : - - • I - .. 
- -
.Ji 
. ~ 
' ' 
\ A A . 
Jn the following passage (see Illustration 8), a very 
canmon use of the damper pedal is shown, namely, to 
1UStain a bass tone while higher tones (to which it is 
-
-
' 
-
-
' 
I 
. . 
- -
.. 
- -
-
i -= = - -
' 
~ 
.. ... .. -
- • 
- ~ ~ 
- -
~ 
-
.. 
-
-
i -~ -~ 
' -
' 
A A LA • A 
related) are being played. Without the use of the pedal, 
the bass tones beginning the measures would not con-
tinue to sound with their respective chords. 
lllu.ttration 8 
Pauage Requiring Ped.I 
Andante sostenuto 
Many conditions over which composer and editor 
have little control, make it difficult to prescribe one 
positive manner of using the pedal in any given passage. 
It is chiefly on this account that pedal indications are 
not very definite. 
For example, the proper use of the damper pedal 
depends to some extent upon 
1. The size of the hands; the form of the fingers; and 
in fact, the nature of the entire playing apparatus, 
with its various inequalities in different players. 
2. The manner in which the playing apparatus is 
employed. 
These two things affect greatly the quantity and 
quality of tone produced. 
The proper use of the damper pedal also depends upon 
1. The speed at which the sounds follow one another. 
2. The registers (high or low, treble or bass) in 
the music lies at the moment. 
Generally speaking, the faster one plays, the less 
is required. As to the registers, it may be said that 
pedal may be employed in the high registers than · 
low ones, without danger of confusion in the 
because the higher strings quickly cease vibrating, 
out the application of the dampers. 
Taking into consideration these facts, it follows 
there may be several correct and artistic ways of 
ing. Many composers-&humann, for instance 
use the words con pedale, meaning, with pedal, I 
its use entirely to the discretion and taste of 
perienced performer. 
There is, finally, but one real criterion of corr 
artistic pedal usage, viz.: TO BB GOOD IT MUST 
WELL. 
The subject of the damper pedal and its uses is~ 
discussed in a number of later Lessons. 
EAR TRAINING 
Transposing Chord Progressions 
(This work ia to be done at home, and the teacher will gjve short tests upon it at the lesson period.) 
After playing the following chord progressions until you know them well, transpose them to the keys of 
and B~. Listen carefully for the correct reproduction. 
~~ 
~ - •1 .. . ~ . .. - . . . . , . 
-
. . . 
t J ~ . "I! i.• ~ . ~ . -6 • ~ ... ~ . -? . 1 . . . . . ~ . ?.: • 
I I 
M' .. . 
- . I ·- - &• . .. . ~ ~ . . 
-
- . 
' 
,-
I -I I 
~ 
.. 
- . ~ .. 
- - -
- -
. . I W• 
" 
I 
-
- -
~ . 
t. -a .. .. 1 - - -
. 
I ... I I 
' 
.. 
-
. 
-
-I . .. - , _ . I .. 
-
'' -
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GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
'I est on Lesson 47 
HARMONY 
I. When do covered, or hidden, fifths or octaves occur? 
; ··-- Aus. When two votees moi•e by parallel motion into a perfect fifth, or octave, from some other interval. 
2. &tween what paLrs of chords are covered fifths and octaves allowed? 
s _ Ans. Between I and V, and between I and IV. 
3. InJicate, by <lotted lmes, the covered fifths and octaves m the following allowable examples. Mark the 
chords, and indicate which of the four progressions is only "possible, but less desirable." 
12 __ Ans. 
'1 .. c- I 
-" 
-· - -· 
.. 
_ .. 
, 
- - -
-· 
... 
- --
-
... 
y 
" 
•• .. •• 
I 
--
•• 
t. 
" 
..... ,, -e-- ~~ '\~l e. " - ........ -&-
T4i-:i ~ 
-
-
.D. .n 
-
s 
IL ••• •• -- - - -- -7- .. _ .. - - -
•• -
,. ... 
--7 .. ... 
~ 
I I 
4. ~fark the melody tones, whether 3, 5 or 8, and the chords, m the following example: 
16 •• _ Ans. 
~" 
" ~ " t) 
TH ··I __ __L ______ J!___ ...... .J.. _______ ,P ______ '-···-~·-···- ____ 3 ___ "" __ 8 ______ --~---
•• • • 
.::..1• " r -
_.1._ ___ 'Jt _____ i ___ -___ -1.i _____ _.::-___ v _______ ...£.. 
5. Gh·e the four niles governing melodic progression, taught m this Lesson, as to 
1. Skips of augmented mtcrvals. 
.! Skips of sevenths. 
J. The skip of an octave. 
4. The leap of a diminished interval. 
Ans. Forbidden . 
Ans. Urnally ob;ectionable, aml s~1ps larger than a11 
octave are forbidden. 
Ans. Pennissible, but should be preceded and followed b)' 
tones withm the octat•e. 
Ans. Permissible if the t:oicc nnmed1atel)• returns within 
that mten•al, preferably by step. 
C'l·PY11&'sr I'll<) by A J LLlWt.U'n'. l'"pc•wl dn..:1 ltattrna.u,.nwl °'1p11caht Scc1.ucd 
AU "~ltta ""''"'•for 4IJ counrrtc"1.1"'li.J1n- 11N: 111'1• of fran•lou.,..t 
SHERWOOD Music ScttOOL Couru;l;:) P1ANO Test on 
Contnmed 
6. Harmonize the following basses in four parts. Mark the chord::., tie the common tones, and 
closing cadences. 
30 ___ Ans. 
T47·6 J. __ x·--~------1 .. _________ :::-_____ ll ________ x _______ ,d;;; __ 
3 
_:r. _ _ - _ _3-__ _ T 
INTERPRET AT lON 
7. What is a common use of the damper pedal? 
4 Ans. Sustammg a bass tone while l11gher related cones are bemg sounded. 
8. Which speed requires less pedal, fast speed or slow speed? 
2 ____ A11s. Fast speed. 
9. In which register may more pedal be employed, the low or the high register; and why? 
-I _ _ Ans. 'The high register, because the higher strn1gs 41t1c~ly cease tnbrating, without the application of rited 
10. What is the one real criterion of correct and art1st1c pedal usage? 
5 _ Ans. Whether 1t sounds well or not. 
EAR TRAIN lNG 
5 11. Transposing chonl progressions. 
ioo ___ Total. 
Pupil's Name _ __ ---- ------ . 
Pup11".s Address ___ --------- __ 
Pupil's Class''"·----- ___ _ __ 
'Teacltcr s \'.ame __ ·--- - _ 
eSherwood C?/K,usic eSclwol 8@ourses 
PI A NO L BSSON 48 
~J«ts of this Lesson: HARMONY , I NTERPRETATION , EAR TRAINING 
HARMONY 
Primary 'Triads 
(Thu subJut u continued from Lu.an 47, and u Yuumtd in Lu.an $0.) 
nnn .... QNIZING A MELODY, CLOSE POSITION 
In Lesson 46, HARMONY, you learned how to add 
"'l&·MAI, alto and tenor parts to a given bass. We shall 
proceed to add alto, tenor and bass parts to a given 
. 
AA in the previous exercise, we shall confine ourselves 
the use of the primary triads (I, IV, V) in close posi, 
Dlustratlon 1 
A Given Melody to be Harmonized 
1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 
J IV V 
SCJne of the tones given in the melody (see Illustra, 
1) belong to more than one of the available chords 
IV, V), and the chord we choose will depend upon 
chords that precede and follow. The tones which 
ooly belong to one of the primary triads are indicated 
Rcxnan numerals. 
We must harmonize the first tone with the tonic 
which is, besides, the only one of the primary 
· of the key of C that contains the tone, E. The G of 
aeoond measure, may be the root of the V chord, or 
fifth of the I chord. We shall choose the same 
harmony as in the first chord, keeping the bass tone, and 
moving the alto and tenor up to the next tones of the C 
chord. (See Illustration 2.) 
DJIJ$fration 2 
I 
T he third measure contains A, and requires the chord, 
IV, as already marked. This measure, therefore, con, 
nects with the second measure as in Illustration 3. 
DJU$ttlltion 3 
I IV 
The fourth measure has the tone, G, and this tone is 
repeated in the fifth measure. To repeat the same 
chord, in the same position, would be too monotonous. 
1\:------===;;;;:::!7 0 ''l(J 
Col'Jrilhc 1923117 A. J. Lt.aWll.t.nl. fmp<riol ond fn""'4ldoNI Col>Yrlthc Scaw<d 
All ,.,.., '"""""· f.,, all ""'"""'· md\ld•na ci.. •ilh• of ... ..iilarioe 
\\II' ___.A...-==~~--
SHER WOOD Music S c HOOL 
It is better, therefore, to use a different chord in such a 
case. 
In connection with repeating the same chord or using 
a different chord, the following two rules will be found 
useful: 
1. When the melody is repeated, change the harmony; 
that is, emplcy a d1.fferent chord containing that same 
melody tone. 
2. When two di.ff erent consecutive tones are found in a 
melody, both of which belong to the same chord, use 
the same chord in the changed position. 
We find that G, in the fourth and fifth measures, 
belongs to both I and V, and we therefore use one chord 
for the first G, and the other chord for the second G. 
Let us use the V chord for measure 4; and, there being 
no common tone, we must lead the alto and tenor down 
with the soprano, as the bass moves up to G. (See 
Illustration 4.) 
Illustration '4 
IV V 
Having used the dominant (V) for the fourth measure, 
we shall use the tonic (I) for the fifth measure. T he 
melody itself contains the common tone. (See Illustra, 
tion 5.) 
Dlusttation S 
v 
The sixth measure has a tone, C, that can be found in I 
and N. If we were to use N, and progress in parallel 
motion, we should have parallel fifths and octaves, as at 
(a) in Illustration 6. 
If we were to lead the bass in contrary motion 
upper voices, we should still have parallel fifths 
the soprano and tenor as at (b). 
It is, therefore, advisable to use the tonic (I) 
this measure, as at (c), and our progression is tha 
correct and satisfactory. This complies, alsoi 
Rule 2, just given. 
Illustration 6 
I IV l I 
T he B of the seventh measure calls for the 
(V) chord. We keep the common tone, G, in ti& 
The eighth (and last) measure, with C in the 
naturally demands the tonic (I) chord, and as it 
the seventh measure, it forms the cadence. (Sec 
tration 7.) 
IDustration 7 
'l 
I 
I - -. - --- -~ "' 
-.., 
- u 
' 6 7 8 
I L •• -I 
-- --\ 
I v I 
The whole exercise, correctly harmonized, is 
Illustration 8. 
I 
IDustration 8 
H armonization of the Given Melody 
IV v I v 
--=~----uo I///{ 
Music ScHOOL CouRs.Es-P1ANO 
(b) Practice the finger passages in a variety of rhythms 
and at different rates of speed, observing the same 
fingering throughout. 
(c) Do not force a passage by Jong-continued practice, 
with monotonous repetition. After a period of 
concentrated practice, put it aside, and come back 
later with mind and muscles refreshed. 
(d) Avoid mechanical practice by the hour. It is not 
bow long nor how much, but rather HOW, that 
counts. 
After you feel that you have made some decided 
progress with this division, take the next division in the 
same way; and so on. 
SUMMARY 
There are, briefly, stated, three distinct stages of 
assimilating and mastering any musical composition. 
First stage: Phying a composition, without 'I! 
sion, without pedals, in strict time and below 
dicated tempo. 
Second stage: Playing a composition as in the 
stage, but with pedals, and strict adherence to all · 
tions of dynamics and tempo fluctuations. 
Third stage: Playing a composition freely- that 
say, rhythmically and up to the indicated tempo. 
These required stages signify that a composi 
to be thoroughly studied from the physical-me 
standpoint first, before entering upon the em 
spiritual plane of interpretation. Learn the letter 
work first, then proceed to the interpretation 
spirit! 
EAR TRAI N ING 
Melodic Dictation 
[
The following di.rections are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly lesson period. J 
It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has toi:oe lcoowlcdge of music. 
First, play the complete melody given below, according to previous instructions; then play it section by 
allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. 
In Wooden Shoes (Swedish Folk-Song) 
'. i
1
"'r Er rg Ir Qd 1IF J J 3 3 I J !] J I 
,. 
(C) 
r F E c r 1r 0 J <tr fJ J J I J J i I 
.,. <ei J IJ ~ 
if)_ ~ ~ J J Ir I J r EL! r 
,_ (gJ J IJ ~ (h.l J r If d 3 J ~ I ~ ~ 1 II 
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GRADE INTER MEDIA TE A 
'Test on Lesson 48 
HARMONY 
1. What mle m harmony applies when the melody tone 1s repeated? 
A 1s. Change the harmony; tht1t is, employ a different chord contan11ng that same melody tone. 
2 What 1s the rule when two different consecutive tones are found m a melody, both belonging to the 
same chord? 
Ans. Usi: the same chord in the changed position. 
3. Harmonize the tallowing melodies in close position. Indicate the chords used, the melody tones, the 
common tones, and the cadences. 
HS·., -~..__ __ ..... --111=.._ _______ _I _____ ·-------=--·-----· ~-----·----z ............. -..... r. .. ________ ~ m r so -7 
j 
0 
---~----.. ~-............ Y ............ .I ....... - ... :::: ............. ::s¥.':: ........... d.J::.. .... --.... ::::: .............. :::b ..... _. 
INTERPRETATION 
4. What 1s the first thing to observe when preparing a new composition? 
Ans. The title. 
5 Name three titles that act as some guide to the composer's thought. 
Ans. r'fhe Rustle of Spnng," "Dance of the GrJOmes," "Slumber Song," or others.] 
6 Name three title~ which are \'ague as to meaning. 
Ans. "Klav1erstw!ck," "Marceau Je piano," "Prelude," or others.) 
7. Gl\·e three title~ which define, more or less, the form of the piece. 
Ans. ["Dance," "\Valtz," "Gavotte," or others.) 
8 What three other things are to be observed? 
Ans. 'fhe key s1gnawrc, the measure signature, and the tempo mark. 
U-1f'Y'1a"J IQZQ f)' A J Lt1wruli-, l"'ptrwl dn.I Jnu·nwhmwl Copyr1g,Ju ~Utt1l 
All ••htt rttC•n·.l. /.rr ciH catmtno, 1..cluJ1"1,s tht rt~ht Pf tr"naL1twn 
StteR wooo Music ScttooL CouRsu; P1ANO 
.. 
.. ~ 
"'-.... ... :le~ 
INTERPRET A TlON Contmued 
9. What should be noticed particularly, as to tonality? 
5 ____ Ans. Whether the i{ey is major or mmor. 
10. What does the tempo mark indicate as to the character of a composition? 
4 __ Ans. Whether 1t 1s d1gmjied, ma1est1C, lit·ely, or agitated, ere. 
11. How should the first reading of a composition be done? 
Test 011 
5 _ _ Ans. Slowly, with acwracy and m tnne, with little or no pedaling, although observing the 111J1cated 
and phrasmg. 
12. Give briefly the four suggestions for pract1c111g difficult passages. 
B ____ Ans. 1. Play them, at first, with each hand smgly, and then u.1ith the hands together. 
2. Practice the finger passages ma variety of rhythms and at different rates of speed, observ111g 1 
fingermg throughout. 
3. Do not force a passage by long-conrmued practice, with monotonous repetition. 
4. Auo1d mechamcal practice by the honr. 
13. Name the three distinct stages of assimilating and mastering any musical composition: 
8 __ . Ans. First Stage. Playmg a composmon, without expression, without pedals, 111 stnct time and 
indicated tempo. 
Second Stage: Playing a composition as m the first stage, but with pedals, and strict adherei 
indications of dynamics and tempo fluctuations. 
'fh1rd Stage: l'laymg a compositio11 f1cely and up to the mdteatcd tempo. 
EAR TRAINING 
5 14. Melodic Dictation. 
ioo Total. 
Pupil's ;\{dme __________ --- __ 
Pupil's Address .. 
Pup11"s Cldss ]'{o. _____ _________ _ 
'r.:acher ·s ~\'..1mc. _ __ _ _ _ __ 
eSherwood <2/Uusic eSclwol ~ourses 
PIANO LBSSON 49 
Subjects of this Lesson: GENERAL THEORY , lliRMoNY , EAR T RAINING 
GENERAL THEORY 
Ornamentation 
1lfE TRil.L 
The Trill (or Shake, as it is sometimes called) is, like 
the tum, an important member of the family of orna-
ments. It is one of the most difficult to interpret, for 
there are many varieties, and there is a wide difference 
ri opinion regarding the manner in which these various 
trills should be played. 
In older music, signs such as we now associate with 
the mordent (see Lesson 62, GBNl!RAL THEORY) were 
med to indicate the trill. In modern music, the sign, 
tr followed by a waved line, thus: tr -...--.--00-, 
ia generally used, especially if the sign is placed over a 
big note. 
The trill may be defuied as an even, rapid alternation 
ti a given note-the principal note--with an auxiliary 
.er. The auxiliary note is always either a step or a half 
~ above the principal note. 
Te BEGINNING OP THB TRILL 
The trill is rendered in two different ways, beginning 
with either the principal note or the upper (auxiliary) 
note, as shown in Illustration 1 (a) and (b). 
lliustration 1 
(a) Trill Beainnini on the Principal Noce 
Written ' r ................. ... 
(b) Trill Beginning on the Auxiliary Note 
.J. fro .................. . 
Written -4@r....-__,r--- ------
PJayed ' WJ 
)\\\1 o Ill(( 
SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL CouRsBs-P1ANO 
These two ways of playing the trill are quite different 
in effect, because, at (a) the principal note falls on the 
accent, and, at (b) the auxiliary note falls on the accent. 
The question as to which is proper in any individual 
case is an unsettled one. The matter seems to depend 
upon the period to which the music belongs. Most of 
the earlier masters, including Emanuel Bach, held that 
the trill should begin with the upper, or auxiliary, note; 
while later writers, such as Hummel, Czerny and 
Moscheles, say that it should begin on the principal 
note. 
Generally speaking, it is safe to assume that in playing 
the works of the earlier masters, from Bach to Beethoven, 
the trill begins with the upper, or auxiliary, note. There 
are exceptions to this rule, however, and these will be 
explained when met with in the study of classical com-
positions. 
THE TRILL PREFIX 
In more modern music, it is customary to begin the 
trill with the principal note on the accent. If it is de-
sired that the trill begin on the auxiliary note, it is 
usually indicated by a small grace-note, or Prefix, written 
immediately before the note to be trilled. (See Illus-
tration 2.) 
ruustration 2 
TriJI Beginning on the Auxiliary Note 
BEETHOVEN: Sonata, Op.53. 
' b............ • ............... .. 
~ 
Ea-rly T-rill P-refixes iv 
There are several varieties of the Trill Prefix it • 
older music, besides that shown in Illustration 2. 
of these, an Upper Prefix, often used in thew T 
Bach and Handel, is indicated by the sign sboit 
Illustration 3. 
lliustration 3 
Early Trill With Upper Prefix 
BACH: Sarabande 
tt 
~ 
Ii 
cc 
D 
Written --... °"" a 
~:1 rtEGfr: ;Ir 
A Lower Prefix was written and played as sOO. 
Illustration 4. Some of these notations are also llfG 
later composers. 
mustration 4 
Trill With Lower Prefix 
Each of the four different notations on the upper 
of illustration 4 is played as indicated on the lowerr 
Among modern composers, Chopin and Weber U, 
always write the prefix with two notes; Beethovenl 
'=========70'~======~ ·~~vrc~ 
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two notes in his earlier works, but in his later works, 
prally but one. 
Tm CoMPLirrION OP THE TRILL 
A trill, unless very short, is usually completed by a 
tum. This turn is variously indicated, sometimes by 
two small grace-notes, sometimes by notes of ordinary 
me. Sometimes the turn is not indicated at all, and the 
canpletion of the trill is left to the taste of the player. 
IDustration 5 (a) and (b) shows the two ways in which 
a tum completing the trill is indicated. 
IDUll:r:ltion 5 
(•) Tum C-omplcting TriJJ, Indicated by Grace-Notes 
(6) Tum Complcrina Trill, Indicated by Notes of Ordinary Size 
HANDEL: Gigue 
J,~ fro .. • •• •••• • •••••• 
Written i' J J J J ~ I 
~·d4-JJJ~ 
In very old music, seldom met with today, still other 
igns were used to indicate that a turn must complete 
the trill. 
THB SHORT TRILL 
Trills on very short notes, or when the tempo is very 
rapid, require no turn for completion, but consist merely 
of a triplet. (See Illustration 6.) 
InUltnltion 6 
Short Trill, Not Completed by a Twn 
THE SHARP, FLAT OR NATURAL ADDED TO THB 
T RILL SIGN 
Sometimes a sharp, flat or natural is placed above the 
sign of the trill, to affect the note above the principal 
note-the auxiliary note. An example is shown in 
Illustration 7. 
IDIUtration 7 
Accidental Above the Trill Sign 
Written 
' t .... ......... ... .. 
== = II 
'=========!f""'iO~====---===' 
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HARMONY 
Opening and Closing Chords 
A harmonized melody usually begins with the tonic 
chord, which establishes the key at once. The first 
tone may be either the root, third or fifth of the chord. 
In actual compositions there are many exceptions to 
this general rule, but as we are now concerned with the 
fundamental principles of four-part writing-and this 
is the basis of the science of Harmony- we shall con, 
form to it. 
The concluding chord of every exercise or composition 
should be the tonic triad. The last tone of the melody is 
usually the root of the chord, but a composition may 
end with the third or fifth in the highest voice, if 
the melody is such that either of these seems to be its 
natural conclusion. 
The hymn-tune ••st. Cuthbert" by Dykes, is an 
example of a composition ending with the third of the 
chord in the melody. The hymn ••Now the Day is Over" 
by Barnby, is an illustration of a tune ending wid 
fifth of the chord. These endings are shown in 
tration 8 at (a) and (b). 
IDustration 8 
EAR TRAINING 
Transposing Hymn-Tunes Melodic Dictation. 
(Th.is work is to be done at home, and the teacher will give short tests upon it at the lesson period.) 
T RANSPOSING HYMN-Tums 
Play Illustration 8 (a) and (b) of this Lesson, each in five other major keys. T est your transpositions by 
listening. 
[ 
The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be con.ducted at the weekly lesson period. ] 
It may also be conducted at other times by any membler of the family who has some knowledge of mwic. 
MELODIC DICTATION 
First, play the complete melody given below, according to previous instructions; then play it section by 
allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. 
Tlie Hunter 
1. D~fine the trill. 
SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL CouRsEs-PIANO 
GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
Test on Lesson 49 
GENERAL THEORY 
Ans. An ei·cn, rapid alrernat1on of a given note - the prmc1pal 11ote- w1cl1 an auxiliary note. 
2. What b the auxiliary note? 
Ans. The nore either a step or a half step alxwe the prmcapal note. 
3. In what two d1tfcrent ways may the tnll begrn? 
. Ans. Either with the prmc1pci! note or with the auxiliary note. 
4. •Illustrate, on the staff" below, both ways of playing a trill on G. 
Ans. 
11!1· I 
f-J® Ui!1 t1 
5. Which form of begmnmg the trill was used by the earlier masters. from Bach to Beethoven? 
Ans. 'That form u h1ch begms with the auxiliary note. 
6. Whu:h fo~m dtc.l later wfiters, such as Hummel, Czerny and Moscheles, recommend? 
Ans. 'The form begnmmg with the principal note. 
7. In more modern music, which form is customary? 
Ans. The form begmrnng with the pnncipal note. 
8. If it is desired that the trill begin with the auxiliary note, in modern music, how is it indicated? 
f .. Ans. By a small grace-note, or Prefix, wntten nnmedwtely before the note to be trilled. 
9. How t" a trill usually completed? 
.... Ans. By a 111m. 
10. In \\'hat two ways is the turn sometrmes indicated? 
Ans. Somec1mes by tlW small grace-notes and sometimes by notes of ordmtiry size. 
11. Of what Jo very short trills consist? 
. Ans. Merely a tnplec. 
12. What note does a sharp, tlat, or natural, placed above the sign of the trill, affect? 
... Ans. The note aboue the prmc1pal note. 
~..cr1 1h1 Vll'J h, A J Ltt..,ntrf. /mpt1w1 Jn.l l11rl'l',\oU1•'"-' l.Alr-.,.e~1 S.'('urtl 
All riiltu Tt't•lel. J'-" 1111 Cl>Untuu, md1 .. i111g du: "&kr. oJ 1r.iruL11.,•rt 
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HARMONY 
13. \V1th which chord docs a harmoruzed melody usually begin? 
5 ____ Am. Wtth the tome chord. 
14. \Vh1ch tone of that chord may be useJ as the first melody tone? 
5 -~ __ A ns. Any - either the root, tlnrd or fifth. 
15. With which chord should every exercise or composition conclude? 
5 _ _ Ans. With the tome chord. 
16. Which tone of that chord may be used as the last. melody tone? 
5 ____ A ns. A ny, but the root is generally used. 
'Test on Le~ 
17. Harmonize the following melodies in close position; mark the chords, melody tones, and common 
(Note 1hi1t cite fim example begnis with che rlaml tif che cht'rd, an,! enc '"""d t~omple mds u•11h che fifth of che chorJ.) 
30 - - - -
1 l 'l Ii 
_ I.~ _____ N _________ 4 _________ ...... I .... -......... :~·-····-·········"'J[;_·············-··--I--..... . 
·--···I·········---··-¥.·--·-·-···-··-·J ____ .............. ::::-.................... W.~ ............. _.:Y.~ ......... _____ -:.f:.._ ......... . 
EAR T RAIN ING 
5 18. T ransposing Hymn-Tunes. 
2 19. Melodic D1ctat1on. 
100 -- - - Total. 
Pupil's Address . _ _ _ _ _ __ 
Pupil's Class .N,o. ____ _____ ____ _ 
'Teacher's ,1\(ame ____ ___ _____ _ _ 
Test on Lesson 49 
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PIANO L ESSON 50 
GRADE - INTERMEDIATE A 
of this Lesson: HARMONY " FoRM AND A NALYSIS " EAR TRAINING 
HARMONY 
Primary Triads 
('111iJ Jubject is contiruu:d from Lesson 48.) 
ONIZING A MELODY, OPEN POSITION 
1Jp t.o this time, our harmony exercises have been 
out in close position. We shall now take a 
from the Test to Lesson 48, HARMONY, and show 
it may be harmonized in Open Position. (See Illus ... 
1.) The alto part is to be written on the treble 
with the soprano, and the tenor on the bass staff, 
the bass. 
IDustration 1 
A Given Melody to bo H armonized 
it Dlustration 2 are shown several possible arrange ... 
of the first chord. Play each one and listen care-
to the dect, noting the comments which follow. 
IDusttation 2 
Arrangemenu of Chord to Hannooiu C 
(b) (d) (e) 
(a) Weak. Here we have no 5th, and the root is trebled. 
(b) Not bad, but the 5th is oot, in general, the best tone to double. 
(c) Possible, although we have oo 5th, and the 3rd is doubled. 
The 3rd, being in the soprano, makes this doubling less 
objectionable. 
(d) Good. The doubled 3rd in the soprano is allowed. 
(e) Bad. Here we have no 5th and there is more than an octave 
between the tenor and the alto. 
(f) Good. See (c) and (d). 
(g) Bad. The interval between the tenor and the alto is too great. 
(h) Good. Here we have a typical arrangement-the root is 
doubled, the 3rd and 5th are present, and the upper voices are 
less than an octave apart. 
lllustration 3 shows the completed exercise. The last 
two chords are in close position, which may also be 
used, whenever more convenient. 
Illustration 3 
Hannonizat:ion of the Given Melody ;.. Op•~ 
1'===---~==~ 0 ff((i ..... -......--. 
CoJ>1fl1h• 1028 !., A. J. Lt.101.t.'11'. lmpafol onJ lnknl<Srional CowiSh• S.ntl'td 
All r•&ftu ,...,...J, fen oll °"'"""'• tncl...Jm11h• nih• of rromlo•""1 
~===~===.:1'0 ""' 
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FORM AND ANALYSIS 
CJ{ondo yorm 
The Rondo Form is very old, both name and form 
being derived from the old French rondeau, or round, 
meaning a returning, a coming round. As you study the 
rondo, you will see that it is an extension of the primary 
form studied in Lesson 33, PoRM AND ANALYSIS. Six-
teenth century French songs were in this form, so ar-
ranged that the opening and closing lines are the same. 
The following stanza by Bunner, illustrates the plan, 
in its recurring chief theme: 
A pitcher of mignonette 
In a tenement's highest casement; 
Queer sort of flower-pot-yet 
That pitcher of mignonette 
Is a garden in heaven set, 
To the little sick child in the basement; 
That pitcher of mignonette 
In the tenement's highest casement. 
The musical rondo closely follows this literary pat-
tern. There is one first subject known as the principal 
subject, or theme, and all of the other subjects, or epi-
sodes, are secondary in importance. 
Some writers define as many as six rondo forms, but 
the underlying principle is the same in all, namely, the 
constant return of the principal subject, with episodes 
or transitions between its appearances. The form most 
commonly met with consists of a first subject, an episode, 
the first subject again, another episode, and a final return 
of the first subject. 
Many pieces not called Rondos, Rondinos, or 
lettos are written in rondo form; that is, there 
principal subject, or theme, which continually 
ANALYSIS 
We have selected for analysis, one of the most 
ful examples of the rondo, ''Soeur Monique" by 
Couperin, a French composer who lived 1668-1 
The principal subject, or theme, consists of a 
eight measures in length, subdivided into two 
measure phrases, the first four-measure phrase 
with what is called a half cadence on the do · 
the second four-measure phrase ending with 
cadence in the tonic key. 
This period is repeated, then follows the first 
six measures long, ending in the key of the 
after which the principal subject returns 
repetition. A second episode of fourteen measures, 
what similar to both the principal subject and 
episode. begins in G minor (measure 30) and e 
major (measure 44), whereupon the principal 
makes its third appearance. 
A third epi1ode of twenty-four measures, in tlx' 
the tonic (measure 52) is rather contrasted, in 
with all that has gone before, having a continuous 
ment in sixteenth notes. It consists of three 
measure parts, the third a repetition of the 
After this, the principal subject makes its fou 
final, appearance. 
IDustrarion 4 
A Rondo 
FRANQOIS COUPERIN: 
Hal( Cadence 
EPISODE Il 
\Ill' ~ I/If( 
SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL CouRsBs._PIANO 
EPISODE III 

)\Ill u Ill(( 
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EAR TRAINING 
Melodic Dictations 
[
The loUowing direction$ are foc the teacher, and the work is to be conducted nt the weekly lesson period. ] 
It mny also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge o( music. 
First, play the complete melodies given below, according to previous instructions; then play them 
section, allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. 
Finnish Mel 
(c (d 
1 
.c 
H 
SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL CouRses-P1ANO 
GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
T est on Lesson 50 
HARMONY 
I. Jn open position, where <lo we wntc 
(a) the alto part? Ans. On the treble staff with the soprano. 
(b) the tenor part? Ans. On the bass staff, with the bass. 
2. In lllustration 2, why is example (h) the best? 
6 ... Ans. 'The root is doubled, the .lrJ ,md .5th are present, and the upper voices a.re less than an octave apart. 
3. When 1s close position permissible in open position harmony? 
j .... Ans. Wheriet·er more com·inue11t. 
4. Harmoruze the following bass m open position. Mark the chords an<l the melody tones. 
!Tim cxdm('lc ha~ bte11 f1Tmotuly lr11rrncm1zc1l 111 rl1m {'!>.>1tnm.) 
..•• Ans. 
___ .l: .............. z. .. _ ........... ~---·---- I.·-·-·---······=········ ·--~---·········Y ................. J~-----
5 Harmonize the following melody in open position. Mark the chords and the melody tones. 
Ans. 
~J ~{..,. ....... 
··-±-------------~-----·J: ···----~-- _'¥;-______ ,_::I; _____ _ 
C1ry ·~~· !IJ~cJ hy A . J Lu ... ·u.LT)I. lmpc•wl •"·' huun.11111,Mtl C(JrJ'if!h~ St""''l 
AU nakt1 ffltf\'(,i. fur ;all (\l'IJtttrltf, l•h.lu.hn,a '"' '""( oj Od"'l1r1e.1n 
S1rnRwooo Mus1(,, &uooL Cou1ums PtANO 'Test on 
FORM AND ANALYSIS 
6. What is the <lenvation of the Rondo Form? 
6 ___ A11s. Both name and form were dern:ed from the old Fre11ch "romleau," or round, meaning a ret11 
commg round. 
7. What is the fir::;t subject called? 
5 _ _ _ _ Ans. 'The pnnc1pal subject or theme. 
8. What <lo the other subjects constitute? 
5 __ _ Ans. Episodes. 
9. Of what does the most common form consist? 
1 O ~ _ _ _ Ans. A first mbject, an episode, the first subject again, another episode, and a final return of the first 
EAR TRAININ(, 
5 ____ 10. Melodic Dictation. 
100 ____ Total. 
P11t11/'s ,~dmt _______ _ __ ___ ----- _____ -------- __ _ 
Pu.pal's Address ________ ------
Pupil's Class }\o. ______________ _ 
Tcad1n 's }\~11111c ____ ____ • _______ --- - - ___ ---- ______ __ __ __ _ ___ _ • ____ _ 
Test on Lesson 50 P.1g..: 2 
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GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
&11id-<Jrade Test 'Jollowing Lesson 50 
GENERAL THEORY 
I. (Ls. 44, 49) Explain the difference, as regards the principal note and the auxiliary note, between the turn 
and the tnll. 
Ans. The tarn has auxiliary notes both above and below the principal note, while the tn H has the auxiliary 
note abot•e, only. 
HA&\110NY 
2. (L. ·H) Write the average range of each of the v01ces in four-part harmony. 
___ Ans. t ''""'~ ~ ~ Alto Tl· nu r::St &J. na, ... .j;- . _ , ~ II ~: e ij 11~: ~ z2 lj 7 II ~ ~ u ~ -m 5n 2 ~ 
3. (L. 42) Name the tetrachord common in the keys of 
4 ---- (a) E and B. Ans. B C# D# E. 
(b) E', and AJ. Ans. E) F G A >. 
t (Ls. 41 , 42) Wnte the primary triads in the keys of A and EJ, in both close and open position. Place 
key signatures, and mark the chords. 
6 • __ Am. 
~11..i fl 
- -
Close Open Close Open 
- ' " " . " 
., 
"" 
.,. . . 
-
':"'/ .- A - . - A • -- ,.... IJ 
-
n ., 
-
fl 
-
-
n -
' " -
~ 
- ' 
~ 
-
- · 
t ' ~ D - ~ "' - ~ ..:>-
m 50 -J J:) 
-
("> i'l ~ 0 
~  .. ,. .. L ~· - -,., ,. 
-
u ~ L> 
--J· " , L ~ 
-
-
_.J._.~ ____ _!;_ __ _I_~ __ :y ________ _ .I._~ ];____ T IV- -·- ~ ·---
5. (L. 43) Illustrate the connecting of triads l-V, ancl I IV, in the key of E), close position, giving the 
.. . Ans. 
~ ' 
. 
' 
1? 
v 
. ., 
t 
~11' 50 .5 
•l: ,__, , .. 
, 
soprano the root , third and fifth, respectively, of the first chord. Give key signatuL and 
chord markings, and tic common tones. ,P' 
Tonic and Dominant Tonic and Subdominant 
-
-
.,,,, 
~ 
-
·-
.. 
s { t'> 
~ 
-
. 
. ' 
"""""' r ' ... 
- ' 
-
.,. 
- -= . 
-
-
~ 
-
-
...:::- Ji?_ () ~--o.._,.. 0 
3 :; 8 r- 3 
-
u . I 
- -~-
-
. 
cl.'fl)'f lJ:"' J9J'<) hy A I. L U:Wl'lLTH. f,..pt11af ;1 11.J ''""~llJJ •1.l l C.·l'Y'""• &cu1cJ 
AU '"ft" rc•nwJ, ft)r o1U couturitf, mduJu1a: du t1al11 c1J tr"1u l.it.wti 
,., p 
OJ ~ . 
-
-~ ~ 
~ - .._ --
;) 
< 
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HARMONY- Continued 
6. (Ls. 46, 47) Harmomze the following basses in close position. Indicate the chords, melody t 
cadences. 
12 ____ Am. 
(G) a ~LL 
I r. - - - -. -..-. -~ ~ 
- -
-. 
.. -., -. 
' 
... - , ~ ~ .. 
~' rJ 
' 
,, 
"' 
~ LJ -~ ~ 
t 0 ..._ L.,--7 0 ~ 0 .S-~17. . '6 I S" 'O 5 ~ ~1..---~------·-···;; 
c... , -.. --r. 
-
-
. 
" -
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\·' -. -
-
;\IT :iO • 6 ••••• I ............ =: .............. :!Jl ............ I. ...... - ..... ::i:. ............... =-·····--··.r~ ............. I ....... _ 
(b) fi I 
' .... 
·-
H ...-.!). • ~ LI . , . 
- -
,, 
'' 
<J 
-
- " 
~ 
- - -
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-
I I 
-8- 0 - - ... L/ - ~ u i5' 8-0 
. 
.s s 
A 
-
••• _.31__ •••• ... 1-a .. ~ ., (; 
-
, -. 
-.. .. ~ 
-
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-. 
- -.rT 
.:;,,;L p.: , .. " - ~ 
•• •• 
-· 
........ l. .......... ..l ...... -... x_ ......... -=·-····-····1- .......... ::::-......... ..If. ........... :i.. _______ ~---·-· 
7. (Ls. 48, 49) Harmonize the following melodies in close position. Indicate the chords, melody t 
cadences. 
12 Ans. 
a jl\ I 
-
~ ,. -..; .. 
--
~ 
--..~ ~ 
-. 
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-I "' - ., n . ·~ - -~ ~ 
-
~ ~ 
-
l I - -
...,. 
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1 
,,... 
3 0 -6--~ y .J- 1 11 a; ' . ______ .._ _____ ...... ...: ~~--
-
, -· 
' 
-.. .. ~ ·~ 
-
~ ,, 
. ~ u · ~ ~ 
' J -u .. ~ ~ 
MTS0-7 
___ I 
·--- _____ :w=_, ___ -__ _ .3:_ _____ =···---····k·--·-
b)I'\~ H 
. -~ -,. 
•• . .. r> 
-. -. -~ 
--. ~ .. 
·-· 
. 
-. - -. 
' ' I J 
- - -
-
~ 
4; l ... ..... 
.e- 'lr -e-
.J 
' 
,s t ~ 
.q d'.(' !:'iii.~---· 
---·"'-······· LL 
-
-
...... . . __.. ··1 ,1,; -..-; 
-~-.. -~ r> ~ . 
-, n. -. ~J \ , . 
_x _______ _:_:: _____ i,_ _______ .i! __ x_ _ _ .....::::_ ___ :51;. _______ J:. _____ _ 
8. (L. 50) Harmonize the following examples in open position. Indicate the chords, melody tona, 
cadences. 
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HARMONY Cuntnmed 
:.11 ~n-s 
______ :f:. ________ _}[_ _________ J__ - ---·---~------Y·--·--··----X--------
FORM AND ANALYSIS 
9. (L. 50) In a rondo, how many times does the principal theme occur? 
Aru. 'fhree, or mvre. 
10. (L. 50) Wh1t numb~r of episodes are used when the principal theme occur:, four times? 
__ Ans. Three. 
TECHNlC 
11. (L. ·H) lndic,itc, in the following example, by dotted line~. where th\! lei t ham! G's come with relation 
---- A11S. 
to the ngbt hanJ part. J 11..&•:.:Lo" 
,.,. ' Cit'\. "'l.t! {L • Y>" A..,. o.\.U"1>-
12. (L. 45) How arc weight an<l muscular impulse upplied to produce different touches? 
Ans. Siro~e tollch, by a greater vr less censmg of the muscles, presmre touch, by weight with muscular 
impulse added at the moment of playmg, and weighc roach, by relaxmg the muscles, so that the 
tone 1s produced a.~ though from the mere dead weight of the arm. 
M1J-Gr,tlk: Test Followuig Lesson 50 P.1ge 3 
SHERWOOD M u Sic Sc HOOL Cou RsE:> P1ANO Mid-Grade <'fest Followmg 
TECHNIC- Contmued 
13. (L. 45) Write the harmoruc mmor scale begmnmg on C#, both clefs ; also its tonic major and 
maJor scales. Give the proper key signatures and fingenngs. 
6 Ans. 
l\11 nur 1 onic ~lnjor Rdntivr 
14. (L. -t6) Why is slow practice, with mental alertness, recommended? 
Ans. It is the best means of avoiding stiff muscles. 
15. (L. 46) Describe the correct position at the piano. 
5 -- - - Atts. 'The seat arranged so that the forearm forms a horizontal line, and rhe entire arm has 
action. The fcnuc~les ttot depressed below the level of the bac~ of the hand, and the: fi 
well wn1ed. 
INTERPRETATION 
16. (L. 42) How is a piece sometimes memonzed without any special effort? 
5 __ _ Ans. By studying 1t carefu.lly and with ccmcentrared attention. 
17. (L. 48) Name four important thmgs to observe when prepanng a new compos1t1on. 
5 - - Ans. 'The c1tle, the ~ey signature, the measure signature and the tempo mar~. 
ioo ____ Total. 
Papi!'~ 1'{t1mt: __ __ . __ . - ---- -
Purr/'s A clclrcss _________ --------- - - -- ___ _ -------- -
Pupi l'~ Cl11SS N..o. _______ _____ _ 
TO THE TEACHER: Please 611 in your ruune and address below. T he Examination 
Pa~r will be returned to tbat address in one of our special mailing envelopes. 
'Te.i.:her ·~ ]\(amc: ________ ___ -- ---- ______ _ - ---- ___ ·--- - - - --- ______ _ -- - ----·-·· 
Teacher'• 
Account Nwnber Srrc:a Address __ --- -- - - - __ - -- ---- - ____ ___ ----.--- --_------ - -- ____ __ -- -- __ _ 
(Plrase fill m J City and Swu 
Mid Gra<le Tl!st Pollowmg Lt:$SOn 50-Page 4 
eSherwood <?/J{usic ~c1wol ~ourses 
P I A N O LESSON 51 
Subjects of this Lesson: HARMONY , HISTORY , EAR T RAINING 
HARM ONY 
Secondary Triads 
('Tl111 uib1ea i1 ruumed in Lenon S2.) 
HARMONIZING A BASS, CLOSE POSITION 
Heretofore, we have used only the primary triads 
(I, IV, V) in harmonizing our melodies. 
The minor triads on the supertonic, mediant and sub-
adimt of the major scale are caUed Secondary Triads. 
'The secondary triads connect in the same way and 
are subject to the same rules as the primary triads. 
(See Lessons 42, 43 and 45, HARMONY.) We shall begin 
their use in the harmonization of the given bass in 
IDustration 1. 
Illustration 1 
A Given 8- to he Hannoruud 
Proceeding as we did in Lesson 46, HARMONY, we shall 
m out this exercise in close position, using both the 
~ and secondary triads of which the given bass 
um are the roots. We shall indicate with Roman 
numerals the chords to be selected, using large numerals 
ID desi~te the major triads and small numerals for the 
minor tQm, as explained in Lesson 38, HARMONY. 
(See Illustration 2.) 
Dlustration 2 
Harmonization of the Given 8-
I IV I VVIll V I IV - I - VIV I 
At (a), Illustration 2, there is no common tone; there, 
fore, the upper voices move in contrary motion to the 
bass. At (b), we have not retained the common tone, 
A, in the same voice, because, in the progression, n-V, 
contrary motion is preferable. At (c), also, the common 
tone is not retained. In this case, we wish to let the 
melody end on the keynote, although it could have 
ended on the third. 
The covered octaves at (c) are allowed, as they con• 
form to the conditions stated in Lesson 47, HARMONY. 
The progression is from V to I, with the upper voice 
moving by step. 
'The third of the chord should always be present, as 
upon it depends the major or minor character of the chord. 
The fifth may at times be omitted, and the root trebled. 
'-====----uo flt(( 
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H I ST O RY 
'The !Afusic of Primiti'>'e and cAncient Peoples 
One of the most interesting studies in all the realm of 
music, is that of the attempts of primitive and ancient 
peoples to express their emotions in musical language. 
When we think of music, we think of musical sounds, 
definitely organized into a plan or design. I t may be well 
to pause a moment and realize again just what sound 
and tone are. All sound, as stated in Lesson 1, GENERAL 
THEORY, is the result of vibration. This vibration is 
conveyed to the ear by the air, which is also set in motion 
by the vibrating substance. When the sound waves 
are regular, the result is tone; when irregular, mere 
noise. 
In the very earliest stages of primitive civilization, 
human beings tried to find ways of producing the 
vibrations that made sound. They found six modes of 
vibration, to which we, advanced as we think ourselves, 
are still restricted. These are the setting in motion of 
(a) Columns of air- as in a tin whistle or an organ 
pipe. 
(b) Stretched strings--as on a violin. 
(c) Reeds- that is, elastic strips of metal or other sub-
stance made to beat periodically against the air. 
(d) Elastic membranes- by forcing air against them, as 
when we make our own vocal cords vibrate. 
(e) Elastic membranes-by striking them, as in the 
case of the drum. 
(f) Elastic solids- by striking them, as in the cases of 
bells, bars of iron, bars of wood, etc. 
As long as man only listened to the sounds he was 
able to produce by any of these methods, there could 
still be no art of music. But when he began to arrange 
and combine these sounds, and to regulate them rhyth, 
mically- for rhythm has been the outstanding feature of 
the musical expression of all primitive people-the Art 
of Music, crude as it might be, was born. 
According to the evidence of pre-historic relics, one of 
the most ancient instruments is the flute. (See lllus-
tra tion 3.)* 
•The illustrations of ancient and medieval inatrumeots in Lessons SI, 67 and 68, 
Harou, are by courtesy of the Mettopolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
IDu.sttation 3 
Ancient OUnese Flutes 
The flute may have been suggested by tM 
whistling over a river reed. Possibly a branch 
against a hollow tree suggested the drum, 
the twanging bow-string naturally developed · 
rudimentary harp. 
Primitive flutes have been found in ancient 
many parts of the world. The Kaffirs employed 
call cattle; the Caribs of Guiana, who made 
out of jaguar bones and sometimes human ~ 
them to signal the approach of an enemy. 
Most popular among the stringed ins 
primitive peoples is the harp. (See Illustration 4.) 
lllustration 4 
Ancient Egyptian Hatp 
African tribes have always had harps, varying 
and with the strings ranging in number from 
eighteen. 
Primitive banjos, zithers and mandolins m 
in Africa. The Malays have a two-stringed · 
in East Java is found a rude 'cello, fashioned 
cocoanut. 
.__ ____ =~=-t?•• flt(( 
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Primitive drums of all sizes abound. In Africa, the 
rum is used not only to accompany music and dancing, 
ut also to herald the approach of a stranger. 
The gong is a very popular instrument among savages. 
II chief use is to arouse its hearers to a warlike frenzy. 
Trumpets and horns are found in abundance among 
Olllltive people, the materials used being wood, ivory, 
r even large sea-shells. 
The Arabian rehab is often called the ancestor of our 
violin. 
Egyptians were the .first people to cultivate 
· seriously. History records that musical perform, 
on the banks of the Nile date ba('.k to 4000 B.c.; 
through the discovery of drawings, paintings, 
sculpture, we .find that instruments and players 
in great numbers. There were drums, flutes, 
pets, and a great variety of harps. Particularly 
ting is the Egyptian music, because Pythagoras, 
Greek philosopher and the founder of the Greek 
· system, was educated in Egypt, and made a deep 
y of the Egyptian ideas of music. 
The Chinese have been engaged in writing learned 
rises on the art of music for many centuries. It is 
am- Sheng 
instructive to note that they recog ... 
nize eight sound-giving bodies: 
stone, silk, skin, bamboo, clay, 
gourd, wood and metal. Prac, 
tically all of our instruments have 
been developed according to the 
principles evolved by the Chinese. 
Their favorite musical instru, 
ment is the sheng. (See Illustra, 
tion 5.) 
The sheng has seventeen pipes 
of different lengths, .fixed in a 
gourd. A mouth-piece is fashioned 
in the side of the gourd, through 
which the player draws in his 
breath, instead of blowing. 
The Assyrians, Babylonians, 
Chaldeans and Hebrews possessed 
many musical instruments. Among these was one known 
as a psaltery, an instrument of the harp family, its 
strings being plucked by the .fingers. 
A species of psaltery, the strings of which were 
struck by wooden hammers held by the player, instead of 
being plucked, is the dulcimer. A medieval example is 
shown in Illustration 6. 
IDusuation 6 
Dulcimer 
In the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York 
is an elaborate harplike instrument bearing the name 
Dulcimer, but having a keyboard. It originated in 
France in the 18th century. This instrument is shown 
in Illustration 7. 
IDustration 7 
Fttneh "Duldmer" of the XVIllth Century 
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GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
~est on Lesson 51 
HARMONY 
l. What are the secondary tnads? 
Ans. 1The mmor mads on the mpertomc, mediant and submediant of the major scale. 
2. What rules govern the secondary tnads? 
Ans. The same rules as got•ern the primary triads. 
l Harmonize the following basses m close position, using primary and secondary triads, and marking them 
with Luge and small roman numerals, respectively . 
.. _N_ .... \l. ..... ~ ....... it ..... 'f ....... I .... .:: ....... .Y.C .... !r ..... ..L .... ~ ..... J[ __ X ........ .I ....... . 
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HISTORY 
4 Name six different sources of vibration for musical sounds. 
Ans. (1) Columns of air, (2) Stretched strings, (3) Reeds, (4) Elastic membranes, by forcmg air agamst them, 
(5) Elastic membranes, by stri~ing them, (6) Elastic solids. 
5. What in~trument was probably suggested 
(a) by the wind wlusthng over a river reed? Ans. 'The fiute. 
(b) by a branch bumpmg against a hollow tree? Ans. 'The drum. 
(c) hy the twanging bow-string? Ans. 'The harp. 
6 \\ bo were the first people to cultivate music senously? 
••• Ans. 'The Egyptians. 
SttERwooo Music Scuooi. COURSES PIANO 'Test 011 
HISTORY Comntued 
7. What is the date of the earliest recorded musical performance on the banks of the Nile? 
5 AtlS. 4000 a.c. 
8. What Greek philosopher, who founded the Greek music system, was educated m Egypt? 
5 ____ Ans. Pythagoras. 
9. Name the eight sound-giving bodies recogruzed by the Chmese. 
8 Ans. Stone, s1!~, s~in, bamboo, clay, gourd, wood and metal. 
10. What is the favorite musical instrument of the Chmese? 
5 _ _ _ Ans. 'The Sheng. 
11. What scale is used by the Chinese? 
5 _ _ _ _ Ans. 'fhe peittatomc, or flt'e·tone scale. 
12. Name two folk-songs illustrating the use of the pentatonic scale. 
5 __ _ Ans. "Auld Lang Syn~" and "Bomue Doon." 
EAR TRAIN ING 
10 13. Transposing a given example m four-part harmony. 
ioo Total. 
Papirs N.cnne __________ _____ _ 
Pupifs Addrc:ss ______________ ------- _ ----- ----------------- ____ _ 
Pupirs Clc1ss N ..O·----- ------- __ 
'Te,ichc:r's ,\(tune: ____ ___ ___________ • __ 
SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL COURSES PrANO 
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Cf est on Lessoa 
HIST ORY Continued 
7. What 1s the date of the earliest recorded musical performance on the banks of the Nile? 
5 Aris. ·WOO n.c. 
8. What Greek philosopher, who founded the Greek music system, was educated in Egypt? 
5 Aris. Pythagoras. 
9. Name the eight sound-giving bodies recognized by the Chinese. 
8 Ans. Stone, st!~, s~m, bamboo, clay, gourd, wood and metal. 
10. What is the favorite musical instrument of the Chinese? 
5 Ans. The Sheng. 
11 . What scale is used by the Chinese? 
5 _ _ _ Ans. 'fhe pentatonic, or jive-tone sea.le. 
12. Name two folk-songs illustrating the use of the pentatomc scale. 
5 ____ A ns. "Au.Id Lang Syn~" a.nd "Bonnie D,M1." 
EAR TRAINING 
10 13. Transposmg a given example in four-part harmony. 
100 Total. 
Pupil's .N,cLme_ ----------- ------ _ ------------· ----------------
Pupil's Address ___ ----------- __ 
Pupil's Class ;\{o. ____ __ ______ _ 
'Teacher's ,\[ame _______________________ --- •• ______ •• ____ •• ___ ••• _ •• 
eSherwood <?Atusic eSchool <2@ourses 
PIANO L ESSON 52 
Subjects of this Lesson: HARMONY , HISTORY ,, EAR T RAINING 
H ARMON Y 
Secondary 'Triads 
('11i11 '1'bjea ii continutd from lAson SJ, and ii rewind in uuon SJ.t 
HARMONIZING A BASS, CLOSE POSITION 
Re\'iew all the instructions given for harmonizing 
basses in close position, beginning widi Lesson 46, 
HARMONY, and work out the exercises in the T est 
accompanying this Lesson. 
H I STORY 
'The ~usic of the greeks 
In Greece, poetry and music were at first treated as 
me art. In the mythical, or heroic age, the wandering 
minstrel fiourisbed. Traveling from place to place, he 
Illustration 1 
Early Grcelc: Lyre 
chanted his epic fragments, accompanying himself on the 
Lyre, the most common of the Grecian instruments. 
'Ikearly lyres bad but four strings. (See Illustration 1.) 
The Kithara was a larger lyre, often having as many 
as eighteen strings. The Magadis was an oriental harp 
of varying shape, having about twenty strings. From 
this, came the word "magadizing," which means playing 
in octaves instead of in unison. Flutes, double and single, 
also trumpets, were very popular . . 
The power of music among the ancient Greeks was 
most marked. We read of Terpander singing away the 
Spartan dissensions, and Tyrtaeus arousing that same pe<>' 
ple to martial glory by his music. Polycrates kept a boy 
choir in his court at Amos to "sing sweet Lydian 
melodies" during bis meals; and Sappho trained in her 
school the fair young Grecian maidens in the art of 
poetry, song and instrumental music. 
Greek writers all agreed that music had a serious, 
moral value. The moral character of music was called 
the ethos of music, and its value was known as ethical 
value. 
Cop7'is/u 1928 &, A. J. Lu .....unr. ImJ><Fi4l 4.0 lnrtrNlti°""I CoMTU!ht Secured 
AU righ11 ,,'"-'t'Wd. /Of ell c.m4rl.tnU, ntdudin1 rh1 naht of ""'"'Lu\on 
)\\\\ II I/II( 
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The different Greek modes, or scales (described in this 
Lesson) were considered to have very different influences 
and effects. For instance, the Spartan boys were taught 
the Dorian mode exclusively because it was considered 
manly and dignified. The Phrygian mode was also con-
sidered inspiring and noble, but the Lydian mode was 
looked upon as effeminate. 
As stated in Lesson 51, H ISTORY, music in ancient 
Greece was given a scientific basis by Pythagoras. H e 
was born in the year 582 n.c., and traveled exten-
sively, bringing back from Egypt the knowledge of 
systematic, scientific music. 
GREEK NOTATION 
Our knowledge of Greek notation is very limited, 
being derived from some fragments of ancient music. 
Apparently, the letters of the Greek alphabet were used, 
both small and capital letters, written in various posi-
tions- upright, inver ted, lying on one side. These in-
dicated relative pitch, but not duration, which was 
regulated by the meter of the poetry. 
GREEK SCALES 
Much has been written about the Greek scale system, 
and not without considerable confusion, as there is some 
divergence of opinion as to the facts. 
All authorities agree, however, that the Greek scale 
system was based on the tetrachord, a word which 
means four strings. The lyre was the favorite instru-
ment, and from the time of Homer, up to several hundred 
years later, it had, as already mentioned, but four 
strings. The tones produced by these strings, and re-
ceiving from them the name of tetrachord, are repre-
sented in our modem notation as shown in Illustration 2. 
They are given in descending order, because that is the 
way in which the Greeks thought their scales. 
Illustration 2 
Note. of the Four-stringed Lyre, Forming a Tetrachord 
i): e II e II :=- II 
To a Greek, the essential parts of a tetrachord were 
the top and bottom strings. These, though not of a 
0 
fixed pitch, always made a perfect fourth with eaQ 
and were known as " standing notes," while the 
between were known as " movable notes." Tli 
adhered steadfastly to this root-idea of tetra 
when their experiments carried them into 
their scale, they accomplished it by adding other 
chords above and below the first one. They W 
ways of doing this. They overlapped them 
joined them by making the last note of the fine 
chord the first note of the second; or they 
them by a whole step. Illustration 3 shows 
methods. 
Illustration 3 
Two Methods of Connecting Tctrachordt 
(Only the extreme notes of tmadtords are gi1C11.) 
Overlapped Tetrachords 
<aJ ~ f7Jj v= e j 
Separated Tetrachords 
({;) £i, ~ 
tJ= II 
The first method, (a), was known as the me 
'"join,,, and the second, (b ), the method of the 
The space between the .. standing notes" of 
chord could be filled up in different ways, and 
duced the different kinds of scales of that periodi 
diatonic (in various forms), chromatic, and 
It is with the diatonic variety that we abal 
concern ourselves. 
There were three types of tetrachords, 
these the Greeks created their octave scales 
These three types of tetrachords differed 
another in the arrangement of the two whole 
one half step necessary to fill the space 
standing notes. 
If the half step came in the lowest position, 
chord was called the Dorian Mode. If the half 
in the middle position, the tetrachord was 
Phrygian Mode. If the half step came in the 
Ll!SSON 52 , p AGB 2 
Illustration '4 
Three Principal T etrachorda 
Dorian Halt Step Phrygian Half Step Lydian ea.If Step Z: e F (3· II ,, f7F e 11 v= 47If r " 11 
ps'tion, the tetrachord was called the Lydia M d n o e. 
These chan?es can be made in any tetrachord-for 
llance, that m Illustration 2-by means of accidental illlll~g the "~ovable notes". They also occur with~ 
ttaccidentals (m our notation) in certa. . . d ~ . m pos1t1ons, an 
£. or converuence, thus shown in Illustration 4. 
The Greeks then proceeded to form a complete octave 
· " r.-~ .. :A_ .... 1 ... ,.;,.,rt it :ihnvP the first bv 
scale in each of these three modes. The most satisfac ... 
tory met~o? was to a?d to each tetrachord, another of 
exactly sun1lar formatton, placing it above the first b 
the method known as the break. y 
G Tte Dorian, Phrygian and Lydian, where the oldest 
ree modes, Illustration 5 shows the octave scale f 
each mode, made from its corresponding tetrachord.s o 
';w...9~) 
, •-· J- , Dorian, Pb.ry~an and Lydian Octaves F«;°1ed by Comb;ung Two Turachorda of ~Kin.fl ,L. ~ ~""' J."'- ~ .. ~ ,. / , < d~~/ / v '/ u !': ~a~~ , ,  , , 
Upper Doria.n Tetrachord 
~ .Q -e---0 
D.orian -!--)-=----------
Upper Phrygian Tetrachord 
.Q -&----.. 
o e 
Phrygian-!J-=--------
Upper Lydian Tetrachord 
-&----.. 
Lydian 9: 0 e 11 
The Lydian mode appears to be identical with our C 
.;r scale, but there is an essential difference. The 
Cmbhad names for every string on their lyre, and that 
wU:htbey called mese (may-seh) gave the tone which, in 
my scale, and wherever it occurred, corresponded to 
•keynote. This tone was not. as in our scale, the final 
•of an octave, but it was the note to which the song, 
aane way, gave the most prominence. 
The topmost note of the lower Dorian tetrachord 
{t£ illustration 5) is mese, and that note (A). remains 
iain all the examples. Hence, the difference between 
Lower Doria.n Tetra.chord 
break v= e o 
Lower Phrygian Tetrachord 
it 
break e 
Lower Lydian Tetrachord 
break e ii 
the Lydian Octave (the third in Illustration 5) and our C 
scale would be that in the former, A, and not C, is the 
keynote, upon which the tonality centers. 
Among the other names of strings, or, practically, 
scale degrees, may be mentioned that of hypate (hip-
ab'. teh), as it involves a curious contradiction, in our 
terms. The word means .. highest," and referred to its 
position on the instrument. As the highest string was 
the longest, and gave the lowest tone, we should call it 
.. lowest" (referring to pitch). The low Eis hypate in the 
Dorian Octave of Illustration 5. 
~!lliii[i\\..--~-· - ... ~ 11111 
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Illustration 6 
Greater Perfect System 
the join the brealc ....-........ 
The .. Greater Perfect System" of the Greeks (see 
Illustration 6) consisted of a succession of four Dorian 
tetrachords with an additional note, A, at the bottom. 
The addition of this final note, A, below the lowest B, 
is attnbuted to a lyre player, Phrynis, in 456 B. C. Ob-
serve that both the method of the .. join" and that of the 
"break" are used. 
Out of this System seven different octaves may be 
taken, constituting the seven different chief modes of the 
Greeks, and distinguished from each other by the vary-
ing arrangement of steps and half steps. They may be 
produced on the piano, by playing from any one of the 
first seven notes of the system to its octave below, with, 
out using black keys. Those beginning on E, D and C, 
have already been described and named. (See Illustration 
5.) The octave running from A to A was called the 
Hypodorian octave, and is the same as our natural minor 
scale. (See 11lustration 7.) The entire series composing 
the Greater Perfect System is, in fact, the same scale, 
continued over two octaves. Observe that in 
mese (A) corresponds in position to our key1l0tt 
Illustration 7 
Hypodorian Octave 
Enough has been said to show that, in the 
modes, we find at least the beginnings of our 
.minor scales. 
The modern terminology employed in music 
words used by the Greeks, although the m 
some of them has entirely changed. The word 
has retained nearly its original meaning. That 
call Harmony, the Greeks called Symphony. 
now applied to organ stops, originally meant 
Tone, Semitone and Tetrachord have pra · 
tained their original meanings. 
EAR TRAINING 
Melodic Dictation 
[
The following diHctio~ are for the teacher, and the worlc is to be conducted at the weekly l~n period. ) 
le may also be conducted •t other tim~ by •ny member of the family who bat eoma knowledge of music. 
First, play the complete melodies given below, according to previous instructions; then play them 
section, allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. 
(a) (b) 
SHERWOOD Music Scttoot CouRsEs - P1ANO 
GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
Test on Lesson 52 
HARMONY 
I. Harmonize the following basses m close position. Mark the chords with the proper large and small 
roman numerals . 
. Ans. 
·---1-.. ~ .. --A-.Y·-···-·····J~_.L.::-_ ... _ .. : .... -s ........• m .... J¥ ....... Jf .... r.. ..... L .. _ 
2. Name a common Grecian mstrument . 
. Ans. The lyre. 
3. How many strings haJ the early lyre? 
•.. Ans. Foitr. 
HISTORY 
4. What was the group of tones produced by these strings called? 
Ans. A tetrachord. 
S. What names di<l the Greeks give to the top and bottom strings of the tetrachord, an<l what interval was 
between them? 
-·· Ans. They were called stand mg notes, and were a perfect fourth apart. 
6 How were the different kinds of tetrachords formed on the lyre? 
.. Ans. By retuning the two inner stnngs and ma~ing the half step come in three different pos1tt0t1s. 
7. On the ba~s staff below write the three principal tetrachords. Give the name of each and indicate the 
position of the half step . 
•• Ans. 
Dorian 
I 52 -7 
Phrygian L}dian 
II tJ= c e ;; e 11 :>= ~ 'c • 
Gor1r1g~1 JV2Y hy t\ J l.uwn1 YN lmpcNJ ••1..I lntcnwr..,mal Ct.pyna~r S<ct1rr.l 
/\II "ICl1u r<JC"itJ, fur dif COU1'U1iit'J0 rnch1.tlnll iht n&hl of trantlahtm 
0 It 
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HISTORY Contnrned 
8. How was the complete octave m each of these modes formed? 
4 ____ Ans. By add mg above each tetrachord, allother of exactly similar formation, with a whole step bttu 
9. On the bass staff below write the complete octave scales of the three oldest Greek mod~. 
mode, mark the upper and lower tetrachords, and mdicate the half steps. 
9 ____ Alls. 
~ T l'i2·9 _. Q. ~ ,., 
10. What did the Greeks call the note rn their scales which correspondis to our term, keynote? 
5 ____ Am. Mese. 
11. Of what did the "Greater Perfect System" of the Greeks consist? 
4 ____ Ans. Of a succession of four Donan tetrachords, with c.m add1t10nal 1wte at the bottom. 
12. How many different octaves, or chief modes, did the Greeks obtam from the Greater Perfect 
5 A 11S. Seven. 
13. \Vh1ch one of the Greek octave seal~ is the same as our natural mmor scale? 
4 ____ Ans. The Hypodonan. 
EAR TRAINING 
z_ _ _ _ 14. Melodic Dictation. 
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PIANO \ LESSON 53 
Subjerts of this Lessan: HARMONY "' FoRM AND ANALYSIS "' EAR TRAINING 
HARMONY 
Secondary 'Triads 
('This mbjtct is continual from Lesson 52, arnl is resumed in Lesson 54.) 
HARMONIZING A MELODY, OPEN POSITION 
We shall now take a soprano melody and harmonize 
it in open position, using the secondary triads as well as 
&primary triads. (See Illustration 1.) 
IDusttation 1 
A Given Melody to be Harmonized 
F.ach tone of the melody can be considered as the 
fuodamenta~ third or fifth of a chord, and the selection 
we make depends upon what precedes or follows it. 
The first chord should be the tonic triad. The second 
tme, D, is the fifth of that chord and we retain the tonic 
lmmooy, according to Rule 2 given in Lesson 48, HAR-
)IQ!IY, 
The progression, I to N, is good, and so we harmonize 
t!i6.rst tone of the second measure with IV. 
By choosing V for the D in this measure, we can use 
& tonic (I) chord for the next D, the first tone in the 
!bird measure. This gives a change of chord with repe-
tition of the tone, according to Rule 1 in Lesson 48, 
HARMONY. The same rule is applied again in measure 6, 
where the B is first used as the third of the tonic tria~ 
then as the fifth of the submediant (v1) triad. 
Retaining the common tone in the same voice need 
no longer be considered a n~cessity, though often good. 
In the progression m-vx (measures 4-5) the common tone 
is not retained; the rule is here disregarded in order that 
we may use contrary motion and so obtain a better 
melody. (See Illustra:tion 2.) 
IDustration 2 
Harmonization oE the Given Melody 
1-lVVI-VmVIV IVIIVV I 
Had we used the progression N I in measure 2, the 
first chord of measure 3 would require to be some other 
than I- possibly V. 
o ~m 
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FORM AND ANALYSIS 
CVariation 'Jorm 
The Variation form consists of a theme and variations 
upon it. 
The underlying principle of the variation form is the 
development of the theme as originally presented, and 
this may affect its rhythmic, melodic and harmonic 
character. 
ANALYSIS 
"The Carman 's Whistle" illustrates such variation in 
many different ways. (See Illustration 3.) The composer, 
William Byrd, lived in England in the sixteenth century 
(1538--1623), and the music is, consequently, in the older 
style, in its general treatment. 
The Theme 
The theme consists of sixteen measures divided into 
two eight-measure periods, the first of which closes in 
the dominant. There are seven variations, which show 
considerable ingenuity, while preserving the theme very 
clearly throughout. 
Notice that the first two measures of the theme are 
imitated by the bass in the third and fourth measures, at 
the fifth below. In the fifth measure (the first measure of 
the second four-measure phrase) the theme is repeated 
an octave higher, and is supported by harmony in the 
left hand. 
Variation I 
Ornamentation by means of trills is employed, and the 
theme is altered by breaking up its quarter notes into 
eighth notes. The melody is also slightly changed in 
places, so that we have here melodic and rhythmic 
variation. 
Variation II 
The harmony undergoes many changes, the tenor and 
bass imitate each other in little figures, and the staccato 
is freely employed. Here we have chiefly a harmonic 
variation. 
Variation III 
The harmony of this variation introduces many new 
features, as compared with the original harmonization 
found in the theme and in Variation I. 
a harmonic variation. The bass is made 
tinuously moving, so that the variation is also a 
variation. 
Variation IV 
The bass is given a rhythmical pattern wbick 
in every one of the first four measures at different 
In the last four measures it develops into a 
companiment of eighth notes. This is · · 
rhythmic variation. 
Variation V 
This is principally a melodic and rhythmic 
The opening notes of the melody are disguised. 
other voices have considerable rhythmic interar. 
Variation VI 
Here we have less rhythmic movement, 
syncopation. Harmonic variety also plays a i;rt 
variation, as may be first observed in the A · 
ing. 
Variation VII 
In the first eight measures of this variation, the 
in its simplest form, is supported by a running 
the bass, as in Variation IV, last division. In 
four measures, the bass assumes a portion of the 
and the running figures then appear in both 
and lower voices. 
The last twelve measures of the compositilll 
sort of concluding section. They are not nam£d 
tion," because the theme is not present in 
form as it is in every other section. The thm 
tinctly suggested by the harmony, however, 
full and sonorous, and there is some imitatioo 
the upper and lower voices. 
Observe that each variation is exactly twelve 
in length, as is also the final division. This ila 
unusual rhythmic unit. 
Alltgro maestoso 
THEME 
IDusttat:ion .3 
A Composition in Variation Form 
fr 
WILLIAM BYRD: The Ca.man's Whistle 
VARIATION JI 
· piu animato· 
m 
p tranquitto 
41 
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OTHER VARIATIONS 
Edward Elgar, the noted English composer, has 
written for orchestra, a set of Enigma Variations in 
which each variation of the theme is suggestive of some 
characteristic trait of a friend; the public being per-
mitted to speculate as to the individual whose musical 
portrait is suggested by the initials forming the heading 
of each variation. 
Bach and Handel both exhibited skill in writing varia-
tions. One of the most remarkable examples in 
is J. S. Bach's Thirty Variations on an Aria in G 
for a harpsichord with two rows of keys. (See 
HrsTORY.) The principal theme is a dance 
written in the b.lss clef, and the thirty varia 
built upon the harmonic framework of this dance 
The following excerpt, showing the theme 
beginnings of two variations (Nos. 2 and 10), wi4 
interest. (See Illustration 4.) 
Illustration 4 
Theme and !kginnings of Two Variations 
THEME 
VARIATION II 
Handel's composition, known as the ''Harmonious 
Blacksmith" is a very interesting example of the varia-
tion form. His manner of treating a theme was very 
different from that of Bach. It was more florid and showy. 
He made much use of rapid scale passages and arpeggios, 
and frequently depended, for his effect, upon the quick 
succession of the notes. In repeating the theme, he often 
increased the speed of the composition by pr 
theme in quarter notes, then eighths, then 
etc. 
With the rise of the sonata, and with the· 
opera upon the development of music, the 
form declined in populanty. 
EAR TRAINING 
Transposing a GiYen Example in Four-Part Harmony 
(This work is to be done at home, and the teacher will give short tests upon it at the lut00 period.) 
Play the completed exercise, illustration 2 of this Lesson, in the keys of F, A and E. Listen closely soaa 
each transposition agree with the original. 
SHERWOOD M usi c ScHOOL CouRsEs-P1ANO 
GRADE INTERMEOIA TE A 
'Test on Lesson 53 
HARM ONY 
1. In harmonmng a melody, how may each tone be cons1dere<l? 
Ans. As the ftmdamemal. third, or fifth of a chord. 
2. How can the chord selection be determined? 
Ans. By cons1dermg what precedes and follows. 
3. Harmonize the following melodies in open position, using hoth primary and secondary tnads. Mark the 
chords. 
Ans. 
' ' 
_J,. _  J[ _____ J __ ... 'lik. ....... .n .... _1l ....... .xr __ l: ...... ::::: ..... :'l!r.. ...•• J.~ ................ Jr .... 1.: ....... +.. ...... . 
_____ t_.J£" __ .... P.: .... Y ....... .1 .... ..1I ... ..X. __ z ___ J.t ..... 1L .... I ..... Y ... .JL ... X ...... -I ...... . 
FORM AND ANALYSIS 
4. Of what does the Vanat1on Form consist? 
Ans. Of a theme with rn.natwns upon 1t. 
5. What is the underlying pnnc1ple of this form? 
. Ans. 1he derelopment of the theme as originally presented. 
6. What elements of the character of the music may this development affect? 
Ans. 'The rhythmic, melodic or hannomc. 
Copyr tht J9~ hy A J l Lfwt.LL1'S 1mpcr"11 •.W l111tr1w1~1111.al C.. 'M"&~t &uut.1 
1\11 11a••• ron...i. /.,, .u <••"'"'"· 1•d...l1t1~ •he"•"' o/ 1·••11'11•"' 
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FORM AND ANALYSIS Continued 
7 In "The Carman's Whistle," by Byrd, which variations have harmonic development? 
6 -- -- AllS. N.os. II, III and VI. 
8. Why is not the name, Variat10n, given to the last twelve measures of this composition? 
3 _ _ _ _ Ans. Beetmse the theme 1s not present m tmd1sgwsed form as it 1s m ei1ery other section. 
9. Name two other compositions m Vanation Form, ment1one<l m the Lesson. 
8 _ _ _ Ans. [T wo of these.Il Elgar "Enigma Variat10l1S," Bach "Tlmty Vanat1ons on an Aria 111 G, 
"The Harmornous Blac~snuth." 
10. What caused the decline in popularity of the Vanation Form? 
4 ____ Ans. The nsc of the sonata and the mftuence of opera upon the dc1:clopment of music. 
EAR TRAINING 
5 ____ 11. Transposing a given example in four-part harmony. 
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PIANO LESSON 54 
HARMONY " F ORM AND ANALYSIS , EAR TRAINING 
HARMONY 
Secondary 'Triads 
('Tins 1ub1ea is continued from Lesson 53.) 
l&view Lesson 53, HARMONY, and work out, in open position, the exercises given in the Test on this Lesson. 
FORM AND ANALYSIS 
lnilrumental 'Pieces of One 9.-IO'Yement 
(This sub1ea is resumed 1n uucn 58.) 
lltrumental musical works may be divided into two 
ose of one movement, and those of several 
ts. 
Tiie iatter, comprising series of separate numbers, and 
Ding Cy~les, are called Cyclical works. 
Uidcr the hea<l of Instrumental Pieces of One Move, 
art included the March, Etude, Scherza, Toccata, 
Without Words, etc. 
Tiie chief distinguishing characteristic of these pieces 
rhythm rather than the form. (See Rhythm, Lesson 
Cam.AL THOORY.) Frequently they are ahke as to 
A Song Without Words and a march may have the 
sttuctural plan, or form-the ternary form ex, 
in Lesson 37, FoRM AND ANALYSIS but may 
ptly in other respects. In some cases, the pieces 
be 90 irregular with regard to form that they appear 
to be without a definite structural plan; as, for instance, 
the fantasia and the rhapsody, which indicate by their 
very names freedom from regular form. Pieces of this 
nature are sometimes spoken of as pieces in Free Form. 
DANCES 
The dance has an important bearing upon the develop' 
ment of music, and some of the musical forms of the 
present day found their origin in dance music. For, 
when musicians combined the slow, dignified dances of 
the nobles with the merry dances of the peasants, it was 
natural that there should be a return to the original 
dance as a conclusion; and we see in this custom the 
origin of the three,part form. 
THE MINUl!T 
The Minuet is one of the most important of the dance 
forms, so much so that the name Minuet Form is often 
CoP:Yrla~• 1928 b, A. J, Lt1WU.LT>1. lmj><Tidl •ncl !nt<r""''°""I CoJ,,rili)it Swmd 
AU •!ih" """"J• ftw •II l.'41'ntro<J, 1nclud1nc 1114 "''" o/ ''""'Litwm 
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used to represent the general plan of construction we call 
ternary form. (See Lesson 37, FoRM AND ANALYSIS.) 
The name, minuet, is derived from the French adjective 
menu., meaning small, and referring to the small steps with 
which it was danced. Originally, the minuet was in 
two-part form, being a composition consisting of two 
periods, each one eight measures in length. Each period 
was repeated. Then a second minuet was added, like 
the first in form, but affording a contrast. As it was 
written in three-part harmony, it was called trio. Later 
this was expanded into a larger three-part form, by the 
repetition of Part I. The name, trio, for the middle part, 
has been retained even to the present day, although it no 
longer has the original significance. 
The minuet has outlived most of the old dance forms, 
and is still popular. It is the only one of the old dances 
which holds its place as a part of large instrumental 
works. 
Haydn first introduced it into the symphony (a 
sonata for orchestra). Mozart used it constantly in his 
symphonies. Beethoven changed the character of the 
movement somewhat, and called it a scherzo. M endelS' 
sobn and Schumann, however, both used the minuet; the 
former in bis Italian Symphony, the latter in bi 
phony in Ei,. 
T HB GAVOTIE 
A Gavotte is an old French mountaineer's 
originated in the town of Gap, where the wcm 
called gavottes; hence its name. 
Like the minuet, it is written in ternary form, 
a duple or quadruple measure, beginning on the 
half of a measure. It is much livelier in characur 
the minuet. 
Often a second gavotte follows immediately 
first, contrasting with it in key and character. 1i 
gavotte is then always repeated after the second. 
We give the first four measures of a celebrated 
by Bach; also a second gavotte, or musette, which 
it. (See Illustration 1.) 
It will be seen that the same rhythmical pattm 
vails throughout. 
The second gavotte is called a musette, bee.au! 
a drone (continuing) bass, resembling the music 
by a sort of small bagpipe called a musette. It is 
key of G major, and the note G is sustained 
as is seen in Illustration~ 
Illustration 1 
J l\(,. c:p 
Gavotte and Musette 
Giocoso BACH: Gavotte from Third Eng la 
> 
\\\\\ 0 Ill(( 
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Ta Poi.oNAISB 
~Polonaise is of Polish origin. It is a moderately 
a, dignified dance, in three-four measure, largely used 
11 am festivities. Its rhythm, ~ 0 .IJJJI 
1 tuy characteristic, and an interesting peculiarity is 
Dlustration 2 
Cadell()e on Third Beat 
OHO PIN 
'-t the last chord of the final cadence is on the third 
Im. (See Illustration 2.) M odern polonaises generally 
n tri>s, and are in large ternary form. 
THB WALTZ 
The Waltz was first heard of in Bohemia, Austria 
and Bavaria, in the latter part of the eighteenth century. 
Its music was originally written in three-four or three-
eight measure, in a two-part form, consisting of sixteen 
measures, or two complete periods of eight measures 
each. Later, it became the custom to combine several 
of these sixteen-measure divisions, adding a secondary 
movement (trio). 
Schubert followed this custom of combining a number 
of sixteen-measure waltzes in his "Set of Waltzes," but 
made extensions and improvements. 
We quote eight measures of one of these delightful 
little waltzes. (See Illustration 3.) Observe that, al-
though this waltz is written in the key of Ai,, we do not 
hear the tonic chord until the third measure is reached, 
and not in root position until the eighth. 
Illustration 3 
Waltt SCHUBERT: Waltz, Op. 9a. 
TaMAzuuA 
~Mazurka is of Polish origin. It is written in 
~measure, and there is generally a strong accent on 
k 
either the second or the third beat of each measure. Its 
tempo is very capricious, and the minor mode is often 
employed. Both the minor key and accents are illustrated in 
the M eyer-Helmundexample below. (Seelllustration4.) 
Illustration 4 
~~iii\.--~-----~· ''"' 
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THB TAR.ANT.ELLA 
The Tarantella is of Italian origin, and is written in 
six-eight measure. It has been described as a "delirious 
dance," so fast and wild is its performance. The follow, 
ing excerpt (see Illustration 5) is in the key of C minor, 
and exhibits the characteristic rapid tempo. 
twenty-four measures of the complete piece · 
eight measures quoted, and, after a digressioo 
measures, the return of the same. These 
measures form the first division of an exteodid 
part primary form. 
lllustratioo S 
Taran1eJJa 
EAR TRAINING 
Melodic Dictation 
[
The following dittctlons 11re for the 1eacher, and the work is to be conducted al the weddy le930n period. ] 
It may a1lo be conducted at other times by any mci:nber of the family who h:11 eome knowledge of mu.sic. 
First, play the complete melodies given below, according to previous instructions; then play them 
tion, allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. 
Old 
(a) (b) (C) 
SHERWOOD Music Scttoot CouRsE.s-P1ANO 
GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
Test on Lesson 54 
HARMONY 
Harmonize the following melodies in four parts, open position. Mark the chords. 
Ans 
FORM AND ANALYSIS 
., Into what two classes may instrumental works be divided? 
Ans. Thvse oj one movement and those of several movements. 
l What arc musical works comprising several movements called? 
Ans. Cyclical wor~s. 
4 What 1s the chief dbt111gu1shing charactenstic of pieces such as march, scherzo, etc? 
.i\m. Rhyth111. 
5 What form originated from the custom of combming the slow dignified dances of the nobles with the 
merry dances of the peasants? 
A . 'rite three-part da11ce form. 
6 Which of the old dances 1s the only one to bold its place as a part of large instrumental works? 
Ans 'rhe 111i1111et. 
Cor.>'1J!.hl JfJl9 "' /\ J IAtWLU\'H 11'lpnwl •nJ lmtnllSrwnwl C11py111J.c St1rt.1rr J 
AU r111l11' tr.1t"rtitJ, /,1, 1111 co1.ottntJ., utduJrng 11\( r-iahl of tt.nul.umu 
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FORM AND ANALYSIS Continued 
7. Why was the second part of the minuet called a trio? 
J __ __ A ns. It was written m three-part harmony. 
8. Does the gavotte begin on tbe first half of the measure or the second half? 
5 A ns. On the second half. 
9. W hy is the second g.wotte in the Lesson called a musette? 
4 Atis. Because lt has a drone bass, resembling the music produced by a sort of small bagpipe called a 
10. On what beat is the last chord of the final cadence 111 the polonaise? 
3 ____ A ns. On the third beat. 
11. In what measure and form was the early waltz wnt ten? 
5 ___ _ A ns. fo three-four or three-eight measure, m a two-part form, consisting of sixteen measures. 
12. What custom did Schubert follow m his "Set of Waltzes." 
5 ____ A11S. 'fhe custom of combmmg a number of sixteen-measure waltzes, but he made extensions and 
ments. 
13. Where is there to be found, generally, a strong secondary accent in the mazurka? 
5 Ans. On either the second or the third beat of each measure. 
14. W hat mode is often employed in the mazurka? 
3 __ __ A ns. 'fhe mmor mode 
15. Of what origm is the tarantella? 
3 _ _ _ _ Ans. It is of Italian ongm. 
16. What is its measure and tempo? 
5 ____ A m. In s1x-e1ght 'tneasure, and rapid tempo. 
EA R TRAIN lNG 
5 17. M elodic Dictation . 
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HAR..'AONY " HISTORY " EAR TRAINING 
HARMONY 
The Use of 'Basses or &elodies With ?{otes of ~arious Lengths 
('Tina subfect is resumed in Lesson 56.) 
ONIZING A BASS, CLOSE POSITION 
iJlm~re, in our harmonizations, we have used only 
ciequal time-value. We shall now introduce half 
f1Wr notes in the same measure. We shall begin 
~a bass, and adding the three upper voices, or 
(St.e Illustration 1.) 
IDU$ttaUOD 1 
A Gi••en Bass co Be Harmonized 
'Aeaaterial we have available for harmonizing, up to 
flllCDt. consists of the primary and secondary 
h each bass tone represents the root of a chord, 
the only problem is in connecting the upper voices to the 
best advantage. 
Remember that-
1. Contrary motion between outside parts is gen-
erally better than similar motion. 
2. The rule for retaining tones in common should be 
carried out when no advantage is gained by doing 
otherwise. 
3. The top tones of the chords are to form a melody 
in the finished exercise. 
We begin the exercise with the third of the tonic 
chord in the soprano. The lower E would lead the 
voices too low in the subsequent chords; therefore we 
take the upper E. 
The completed exercise is shown in Illustration 2. 
IDusuation 2 
Harmonization of the Given Bast 
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HIST O RY 
The & usic of the CJ{ om ans 
The Romans were but slightly original in their music, 
for they practically adopted Grecian civilization and 
culture. The tibia, or flute, was as popular in Rome as 
the lyre had been in Greece. Flute-players officiated at 
funerals in such numbers that a law was passed limiting 
the number to ten. These flute-players formed a guild, 
and wielded great power in their relations with the 
government. 
The games of the Romans were in the nature of 
military triumphs, and the music used in them was 
probably more noisy than artistic, 
standards. 
T he dance, especially in the form of pan 
for the conveying of ideas by silent acting ml 
reached a high state of development in Rome. 
greatly enjoyed by t he emperor, Nero, who, 
was a devotee of the art. History tells us that 
peted for prizes in the musical contests, and 
was never without a slave at his elbow to 
against straining his voice. 
early Christian 8lf usic 
Meanwhile, there was arising a new kind of music, 
for, in the catacombs, the early Christians were chanting 
their first hymns. Probably these hymns had their origin 
in Hebrew temple songs. 
In the second century, the Christians were free to 
worship more openly. Having some wealthy converts 
in their number, they held many of their evening meet-
ings in public places and basilicas used during the day 
by public officials. The Psalms were sung antiphonally. 
According to St. Ambrose (340-397 A.D.), the con• 
gregations were often immense, and " the roofs re-echoed 
with their cries of 'Alleluia,' which, in sound, were like 
the great waves of the surging sea." 
In 314 A.D., Pope Sylvester instituted singing schools. 
He also attempted to arrange Christian music into a 
regular, fixed system. The chanting of hymns followed 
the Greek tradition of using one central note, somewhat 
in the nature of the Greek mese, but the final notes were 
the extreme notes of the octave, as with us today. 
CHURCH SCALES 
All church music was, at this time, based upon the 
Greek modes (see Lesson 52, HrsTORY), but these older 
modes bad become corrupted. About 370 A.D., St. 
Ambrose established four scales, supposedly patterned 
after the Greek modes, but his Dorian scale was 
Greeks called Phrygian: 
Church Dorian (Greek Phrygian) 
·= 
• • • 
• • 
• I 
while his Phrygian was the ancient Dorian: 
Church Phrygian (Greek Dorian) 
• • • 
• • 
W e I 
The other two scales, which differed fr<XD ti 
modes, were the Lydian and Mixolydian: 
Church Lydian 
• • • 
• • 
• I e 
Church Mixolydian 
• • • 
• • 
~======="7>0 ,,,,, 
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IL Ambrose also regarded the scales as ascending, 
it will be recalled that the Greeks thought them 
1lae four modes, the Dorian (D,D), the Phrygian 
the Lydian (F·F), and the Mixolydian (G·G), were 
and adopted by the Church, and were called 
tic Scales. 
ioot two centuries later, Pope Gregory added four 
modes, which were called Plagal, or side modes. 
were as follows (see Illustration 3): 
111ustratioo 3 
Plagal Modes 
4 Key:t; I ii 0 
-6-
II '' 
4 Keynol1 { o " 0 II 0 
4 Keyncil~ JI' 7 ., -6- II Ii 
·liiolydian ~E==:;::==~o~"~=0==ull 
u 
hill be seen that these scales are a fourth lower than 
bfour modes (the prefix hypo meaning below), but 
~te (or "final") remains the same. This, as 
mentioned, is the extreme note in the case of 
tie Scales, so that for the Plagal Scale beginning a 
lower, it is about midway between the two ex· 
Two Scotch Songs, "The Last Rose of Summer,, 
"Robin Adalr" illustrate this point, although they 
cdierwise, no resemblance to the music of the 
5cales. 
'lkmdody of the "Last Rose of Summer," as given 
tion 4 (a), begins on the keynote (F), rises an 
(to the upper F) in the course of the melody, and 
mthekeynote. It, therefore, represents an Authen• 
tic mode. Illustration 4 (b) shows the range, and final 
note. 
IDu.stratioo 4 
(a) Melody of "The Last Rose of Summer," Showing Range 
(b) Fmal Note as Related to Range of "List Rose of Summer" 
In "'Robin Adair," on the other hand, a fragment of 
which is shown in Illustration 5 (a), the range of the 
entire melody is the octave, from a fourth below the 
keynote to a fifth above it. The ending is on the keynote, 
as shown in Illustration 5 (b). This characterizes the 
Plagal mode. 
mustration 5 
(a) Beginning of "Robin Adair" Melody 
(b) Fmal Note as Related to Range of "Robin Adair" 
The music of the Roman Catholic service has been 
based largely on these eight modes, which are known as 
Gregorian Scales, after Pope Gregory; and the resulting 
music is termed Gregorian Chant. It is also called 
Plain,Song, a term applied to other forms of unison, un-
measured song, besides the Gregorian. (See Lesson 57, 
HrsTORY.) 
The Gregorian system greatly influenced all the music 
'========='r.O~======J 
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of Europe. In the eighth century, we find Charlemagne 
sending emissaries to Rome, to study the methods of 
Gregorian singing. 
The music at this period was sung wholly ia 
or in octaves. Hucbald, a Flemish monk ( 
said to have been the first to introduce part · 
Solfeggio 
Guido of Arezzo (about 990-1050), a Benedictine 
monk, was a noted singer and teacher. He had a famous 
boy choir which sang, among other numbers, a Hymn 
to St. John. The melody of each line, except the last,-
began a degree higher than the preceding line. Guido, 
therefore, adopted the syllables at the beginning of these 
first six lines as names for the notes of the scale: Ut, 
Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La-
Hymn to St. John 
UT queant !axis 
REsonare fibris 
Mlra gestorum 
FAmuli tuorum 
SOLve poUuti 
LAbii reatum 
Sancte Johannes 
These names have been in use up to the present time, 
with Ut replaced by Do, and Si (or 'fi) added later. 
(The modern spelling of the syllables has been slightly 
changed to assist pronunciation. See Lesson 3, GENERAL 
THEORY.) Thus, we see that Guido was the originator 
of what is called 
syllables for tones. 
Pope Gregory, in addition to the modes he 
the scale system, completely severed tbe 
tween the music of the Church and that of di 
world before it. 
The instrument which played the greatat 
bridging over the gulf between the pagan 
Christian world, was the organ. 
Many organs had been made in small 
for use in theaters, arenas and places of pub& 
ment. Because of its association with these 
adoption of the organ by the early Christians 
less much retarded. As an important ins 
not attain much development until it received 
tion by the Christian Church; since which · 
become the standard ecclesiastic instrument. 
son 66, HrsTORY.) 
EAR TRAINING 
Transposing a Git'en Example in Four-Part Harmony 
(This work is to be done at home, and the teacher will give short tests upon it at the lesson period.) 
After playing the following phrase several times, transpose it into other major keys. Listen carefully in 
obtain an exact reproduction of the melodic and harmonic effects. 
Welsh Folk-Song 
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T est on Lesson 55 
HARMONY 
1. What must be remembered, m connecting the upper voices, with regard to 
(a) contrary motion between outside parts? Ans. It is generally better than sm11/ar motwn. 
(b) the top tones of the chords? Ans. They form the melody. 
2. Harmonize tbe following basses in close position. Mark tbe melody tones and the chords . 
..•• Ans. 
(a) 
% 
S' 
_r _ y ___ _z __ 3f~ . .JL .... lf_ll_I ____ ,_J _____ fJ:.__yjL __ l'f.: ___ jf __ y:= ...... 1: ....... . 
HISTORY 
3. What was the popular instrument m ancient Rome? 
.••• Ans. The tibia, or flute. 
4. What famous emperor of Rome was a devotee of music? 
.•.• Ans. N.ero. 
5. What was the probable ongm of the early Chnstran hymns? 
.... Ans. The Hebrew temple songs. 
6. By whom were smgmg schools instituted in 314 A. o . 
.... Ans. Pope Sylvester. 
/. Write the four scales established hy St. Ambrose about 370 A. o., and give their names. 
Copyr1gh' !919 ~A J L.uwnLwN. /mpcri.ol o,n.l lntcrna1~11.i1I Cop:;ngh• Src1.1rt I 
All o:hu """"'J, /or aU CO!)llll~•. 1tt.d11Jm11hc r11kr of tt11n.1lorio111 
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8. When the Church accepted and adopted the St. Ambrose scales, what specral name was given 
J ____ Ans. 'They were called Authentic scales. 
9. How do the Plagal modes differ from these? 
5 ____ Ans. 'They are a fourth lower. 
10. By what name are these authentic and plagal scales generally known? 
5 _ _ _ Ans. They are called the Gregorian scales, after Pope Gregory. 
11. To what does the term, Plain-Song, apply, besides the Gregonan modes? 
J ____ Ans. 'To other forms of urnson, unmeasured song. 
12. What famous ruler sent emissaries to Rome to study Gregorian singing? 
J __ Ans. Charlemag11e. 
13. What Flenush monk is said to have been the first to introduce part-singing? 
3 _ _ _ Ans. Hu.cbald. 
14. Who was the originator of what 1s called Solfeggio, the use of :;yllablcs for tones? 
5 _ Ans. Gmdo of Arezzo. 
15. From what source <lid he obtain these syllables? 
3 __ Ans. From the begnmi11gs of the first six lin«!s of a hymn. 
16. What instrument played the greatest part m bridging over the gulf between the pagan and the 
world? 
3 _ _ Ans. 'The organ. 
EAR TRAINING 
5 17. Transposing a given example rn four-part harmony 
100 Total. 
Pupil's }{auu _________ _____ ---- _. __ • • ______________________ ----- •• 
Pup11'.s Address._. _____ .••. _ •• -- _ ------------- --- ---- ------------
Pupil's Class ]'{o. ______________ _ 
'f e11cher 's }{a.rte ••.•• _____ • ____ •• , 
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HARMONY , H ISTORY , EAR TRAINING 
HARM ONY 
The Use of 'Basses or &elodies With Tones of 'Various Lengths 
('Tins wbject is contiriuW from Ltucn S.S.) 
1eview Lesson 55, HARMONY, and harmonize the 
given in the Test on this Lesson, using primary 
and secondary triads. For the present we shall con· 
tinue to use close position only. 
HIST ORY 
tA1 usic ?-{otation 
Music notation, the art of expressing musical ideas in 
is so familiar to us that we scarcely give a 
t to the multifold experiments undertaken by 
pooeers in the music field during the centuries in 
music as an art had been developing. Difficult 
bad to be solved, and innumerable experi· 
mked out, in order to evolve a satisfactory 
r:i recording musical sounds. 
(Mr foot thousand years ago, the Chinese found that 
.,,um of transferrmg a tune, or melody, from com· 
to performer by means of the ear alone, was very 
•1actorv, and so they used the peculiar signs 
rqroent the syllables of their language, to re{Y 
the tones of music. Other oriental nations used 
aixl numbers to express their musical ideas in 
The Greeks used the letters of their alphabet 
t certain tones. (See Lesson 52, HrsTORY.) 
~ looking at a page of music, we see numerous 
ad by the composer to convey his meaning to the 
reader. It is our purpose to trace briefly, the history of 
this perfected system of music writing which we call 
Music Notation. 
NEUMES 
From the third to the tenth centuries, music was 
written by means of signs, or neumes, intended to indi· 
cate graphically the rising and falling of the voice. T hese 
were hooks, points, lines, angles, etc. This form of 
notation left much to be desired in the matter of definite• 
ness as to melody and exact pitch. In order to remedy 
this latter defect, a red line was used (see Lesson 4, 
GENERAL THEORY), which was intended to fix a certain 
pitch, and these neumes were written above and below 
the red line, which usually represented F. Thus, 
~ 
would read, m our modern notation, somewhat as 
follows : 
~,,, 0 -- ff(~ 
CoP1'fah< 1928 b, A. J. LtaWILLTN. /mp<riol •nJ '"''""'''°"°' C..P1'ilht Sccut<d 
A lltll)lu ,...,....&,/or oll cwntnu, mcludina 1hc r'8)it of tro11tlo11on 
~ 0 ~ 
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This, in general, was the condition of music notation 
in the year 1000 A.D. 
THE STAFF 
The name which stands out prominently in this period 
is that of Guido of Arezzo, who was ref erred to in Lesson 
55, HISTORY, as the originator of names for scale degrees 
- Ut, Re, Mi, etc. He is also credited with the inven .. 
tion of the early staff, with its red lin~ for F, yellow line 
for C, and black lines for A and E. (See Lesson 4, 
GBNBRAL THEORY.) When copyists became careless, and 
made all the lines black (or red), it brought about the 
necessity for some other signs to fix their names. Guido 
supplied the need, by placing the letters, F and C, on the 
lines that he had first made red and yellow, and these 
letters were the origin of our clef signs. 
The addition of other lines to the four.-line staff was 
a further development which took place as time went on, 
until the staff often had fifteen or more lines. T his 
proved so confusing to the eye that a more convenient 
form was adopted, a staff consisting of two groups, with 
five black lines in each group. These were separated 
by a single red line, on which no signs or notes were 
written; and this eleven-lined staff was called the Grand 
Staff. 
The staff of five lines appeared in the twelfth century, 
and its convenience gradually brought about the ex-
clusion of all others. The vocal staff was fixed at five 
lines by the fifteenth century, but writers of :instru-
mental music continued to use a staff of fifteen lines, until 
well into the seventeenth century. 
Leger, or added, lines, came into use in the 
teenth century, and gave greater range with a 
clef. 
Having thus devised a fairly accurate systaa 
dicating pitch, these pioneers turned their a 
working out some system whereby duration ri 
these signs might be indicated. 
NOTES 
Out of the elaborate system of neumes, that 
note signs called Shorts and Longs, the long Id 
called longa, and the short one, brevis. A 
shaped note added later was called semi,btms. 
longa had twice the time-value of the brevls, 
brevis twice the time-value of the semi,bmi. 
Illustration 3.) 
Illustration l, below, shows how a division cl 
began to be indicated by a little vertical line on 
the forerunner of our bar. 
Dlustration 1 
Song, 13th Century 
The use of the semi-brevis is shown in di 
dated 1192, an approximate reproduction of 
given in Illustration 2, followed by its 
modern notation. It must be remembered 
semi-brevis of early notation was a comparatively 
note, rendered sometimes by an eighth nct.e • 
translation. 
Dluattation 2 
Extract fr:om a Song of the 12th Century, Showing Notation of the Period 
--~--------....... ===-17<01---=-=====-=---~ 
la mse of time, the double Ionga or maxima, and 
lll!llma were added; the minima having half the 
Ille.wt? of the semi-brevis. 
ne requirements of rapid writing, soon led to the 
lwhitenotes, called empty notes. Characters called 
were also invented, indicating periods of silence. 
bad time values corresponding to those of the 
notes. At the beginning of the fifteenth century 
ri the following notes and their corresponding 
me in use, the last two being added a little later. 
llbtration 3.) 
IDwtration 3 
Fihcmth Century Notes and R-. 
]'{,otts Rests 
9 I 
9 I 
0 I 
Scmi·brevis <> -
Minim4 -
Semi-minima ~ arcrotchaa 
~ ,. 
Stm~fusa ~ 
In England, some of these names, slightly modified, 
are still in use. The two longest notes are discontinued, 
but the others are used as the breve (double whole note, 
l~I or 1kl!I 
found mostly in church music), the semi-breve (whole 
note), minim (half note), crotchet (quarter note), quaver 
(eighth note) and semi-quaver (sixteenth note). 
By the beginning of the seventeenth century, the 
semibreve, or whole note, became the basis of measure 
signature, or unit of measurement, as it is today. 
The medieval measure signatures were based on the 
principle that a complete circle denoted perfection, and 
a broken circle denoted imperfection. Triple measure, 
during the middle ages, was considered perfect, and 
duple measure, imperfect. 
The old sign, then, for perfect or triple measure was a 
circle. When the monastic musician was obliged to 
allow duple or quadruple measure to take its place in 
music, he broke the circle, thus C ; and from this comes 
the sign, C, frequently used to indicate four-four measure, 
or Common measure, as it is sometimes called. 
The early attempts at part-singing necessitated some 
method of fixing intervals and time-values. The first 
problem was to fix upon some adequate method of 
naming the degrees of the scale. After innumerable 
experiments, a melodic notation was evolved at the end 
of the eleventh century, including the use of the first 
seven letters of the alphabet. The four-line staff was 
used (see Lesson 4, GENERAL THEORY), which staff con-
tinues to form the orthodox staff' of Plain-Song to the 
present day, though without colored lines. (See Lessons 
55 and SJ, IiisTORY.) 
The sharp, Bat and natural have had a long and 
varied history. The Bat and natural appeared in the time 
of Guido in the following manner. There was one rtote, 
B, which gave special anxiety to these medieval musi, 
ciaos. Playing F and B together was held to be a grave 
musical fault. So anxious were the monastic musicians 
to keep their pupils from combining these notes that 
they gave the name diabolus (the devil), to this particular 
·"--=======-uo Ill(( 
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interval. If the B was flatted, or softened, as they called 
it, the effect was considered pleasing. Consequently 
we find two kinds of B's among the old church com· 
posers--one, the natural B, or .. hard" B, and the other 
the flatted B, or .. soft" B. 
In those olden days of letter notation, two shapes of 
letters were necessary to indicate the hard and soft B. 
Hence, the hard B received the following square shape, 
b 
and was called B quadratu.m; the soft B was given the 
shape b, and was called B roturidum. It will be seen, at 
a glance, that our natural sign, q, is evolved from the 
square B, or B-natural; and our flat sign, f,, from the 
round B, or B-flat. 
In Germany, a peculiar error arose from the use of 
these two B's. The square B was mistaken for the Ger-
man H, and the note, B-natural, was given the name 
of H. The error has been perpetuated to the present 
day in that country. 
German composers have taken advan 
peculiarity by writing compositions built 
the notes of which include this H, as, for 
B A C H 
The sharp arrived later than the flat. In 
shape, it was a Saint Andrew's Cross. 
In early times, the natural was used only 
flat, the flat being used to cancel the sharp. Ia 
ning of the eighteenth century, the natwal 
cancel both the sharp and the flat. 
The labors of the neume-writers an~ their 
the tablaturists, have resulted in a notation 
accepted by the whole civilized world, 
equally applicable to instruments and voices. 
EAR TRAINING 
Melodic Dictation 
[
The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly !cs.on period. ] 
It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who has some knowledge of music. 
First, play the complete melodies given below, according to previous instructions; then play them 
tion, allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. 
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7'est on Lesson 56 
HARMONY 
1. Harmonize the following basses m close position. Mark the chords. 
Ans. 
'aJri.1 d 
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HISTORY 
2 What did the Chinese use over 4,000 years ago to represent the tones of music? 
Ans. The peculiar signs wh1ch represent the syllables of their language. 
3 What is the name of the hooks, points, lines, angles, etc., used for writing mus1c1 from the third to the 
tenth centuries? 
Ans. N.emncs. 
4. What was indicated by placing them above and below the lme? 
A!lS. Ihe rismg and fall mg of the voice. 
5. What invention, in addition to the use of syllable names for scale degrees, is credited to Guido of Arezzo? 
Ans. The um.'11t1011 of the early fot~r-lme staff. 
6 When did the staff of five lines appear? 
• A!lS. In the tt<'elfth century. 
7 What signs cvolvcJ from the system of neumes? 
A!lS. ,\(ore: .s1g11s called shorts and longs. 
8 Name three notes, each of which had twice the time-value of the followmg one. 
Ans. rhe !onga, che bret'IS, and the sem1-brev1s. 
Cv{lyrit(hf PJ29 b1 A J LuwutTN httpc .. w.l t1.nd 1n1e;w-rw"m1o11I C"17uahr St<urr~ 
J\11,.-•~hu •tk1VtJ.f"' oll coutUnu, ,nclt1i1hng 1.hc n~hc of fr11.t111'auon 
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9. Give the names of the eight notes, in the order of their time-values, that were in use at the 
fifteenth century? 
8 ___ _ Am. Maxima, longa, brevis, sem1·brev1s, mmima. sem1·mirnma or crotcheta, fusa, and sem1·fua 
10. When did the semi-breve (semt•bret•1s), or whole note, become the unit of measurement? 
4 _ _ _ _ Ans. About the begum mg of c he seventeemh century. 
11. \Vhat was the old sign for the perfect or triple measure? 
4 __ __ Am. A circle. 
12. What kinds of measure did the broken circle indicate? 
5 ___ . Ans. Either duple or quadruple. 
13. When were the first seven letters of the alphabet first used for melodic notation? 
4 __ __ Ans. At the end of the eleventh century. 
14. What chromatic sign was obtained from 
6 ____ (a) the square B? Am. 'The natural. 
(b) the round B? Ans. The fiat. 
15. What was the sharp, in its original shape? 
4 -- -- Ans. A Saint Andrew's Cross. 
EAR TRAIN ING 
5 __ __ 16. Melodic Dictation. 
LOO __ - _Total. 
Pupil'.~ J'{ame_. __ -- -- _____ • ___ ___ ---- __ ------ ------ . __ ---- ______ _ 
Pupil's AJJr.:ss_ ___ __ ________ _ 
Pupil's C lass J\{o. ___ ___________ _ 
Teacher's ,'-:_ame ____________ __ --·---- _ 
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HARMONY 
Cadences 
(This subjea is continued from Lnwn .U.) 
lnl.mm44, HARMONY, we learned to use the perfect 
-ms, both authentic and plagal. The other three 
ri cadences are now to be considered. 
Al lmptrfect Cadence, whether authentic or plagal, 
• ii which the roots of the chords are not in both 
and bass, whereby the cadence has a less 6.naJ 
(See Illustration 1.) 
Illusttation 1 
Imperfect Cadences 
Imperfect Authentic Cadtinces 
(4 (b) 
Imperfect Plagal Cadences (c 
\"bm one of the chords is inverted, as at (a), (b) or 
I Dlustration 1, we have what is sometimes called 
an "inverted cadence." In the cadence at (a), the second 
chord is inverted; in that at (b), the first chord is in-
verted. At (c) the first chord of a plagal cadence is 
inverted. 
THE DECEPTIVE CADENCE 
(Interrupted Cadence) 
When the dominant chord appears to be leading to the 
tonic chord, as in the authentic cadence, but instead, pro-
gresses to some other chord than the tonic, we have 
the Deceptive (or Interrupted) Cadence. (See illustra-
tion 2.) 
Illustration 2 
l.nterrupted Cadences 
THE HALF CADENCE 
The ending of a section of music on the dominant is 
called a Half Cadence. The preceding chord may be the 
tonic, or some other chord. 
-===llrrt(J 
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The following are two forms of the half cadence that 
are frequently met with. (See Illustration 3.) At (a.) 
the dominant triad is preceded by the tonic in its root 
position; at (b) by the subdominant. 
~ (a) 
I 
I . . 
" tJ 
• 
I ~ .. .. 
-\ 
-
-
. 
I 
filustration 3 
Half Cadences 
(b) -
-
" 
!!9-
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-
EXTENSION OF CADENCES 
-
-
~ 
. -
The final cadence, authentic or plagal, may be pre-
ceded by other chords, adding to the full cadential effect. 
It is then said to be extended. (See Illustration 4.) 
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IDustration <4 
Three-Chord Cadences 
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Some still further extended cadences, conais" lifCll 
four chords in all, are shown in Illustration 5. 
IVnVI 
VI Il VI 
VVI IV I 
VIIVVI 
VnIVI 
filustration 5 
Four-Chord Cadences 
HIST ORY 
Organum and <:JJiscant 
Umc.r.ompanied melody is little heard today, except 
the onental nations, and in the plain-song of the 
Catholic church. 
Pain-Song is unison melody, and unmeasured; that is, 
me notes are longer than others, they have no 
time-values. 
The melodies to which a Hindu chants bis sacred 
er a Mohammedan the Koran, are plain-song. 
Synagogue music of the pre-Christian era was of 
dmacter, and the traditional music of the Jewish 
tDday reflects these ancient characteristics. 
f'lil.5oog \J.i"aS founded on the old church modes (see 
SS, HisroRY), and reached its highest develop-
intheeleventh century. Melody developed rapidly 
mched its climax quite early. It was already long 
a zenith when the first crude experiments were 
made in harmony, which developed more slowly. 
1IE first attempts to replace the unmeasured plain; 
br measured music, or music with notes of definite 
was called Organum. As the addition of 
voice'Part, in some sort of harmony with the 
wu instituted about the same time, this also is 
called Organum, and sometimes Diaphony or 
Discant, however, is more properly the later 
t of Organum- the transitional stage leading 
• Coonterpoint. 
1Kmtervals selected for accompanying the plain-song 
in parallel motion, were the fourth, fifth and 
(See Illustration 6.) 
lllustration 6 
~ ~ ~ -&-,: II ~ II II 
~Orpnum 
~ ~ ~ -& ~: :: ~ :: II 
While, in the earlier form of organum, the intervals 
used were only those shown in Illustration 6, in parallel 
motion, the later developed forms bad the added part 
entirely free from the plain-song melody, which was 
called the Canto Fermo or fixed song. It was itself in 
measured notes, but the tones of the canto fermo were 
still indefinite as to duration, the next tone being sung 
just where it was most convenient to fit in with the 
moving, or florid, part. 
An example of this measured discant combined with 
unmeasured plain-song is shown in Illustration 7. 
Dlustration 7 
Later Organwn 
The above may be called an early form of discant, but 
the word in its strict use applies only to music in which 
both or.all the parts are measured. 
T welfth century discant used fifths, fourths, unisons 
and octaves as its prevailing intervals; but as it gradually 
made more use of contrary motion, so-called dissonances 
became more and more prevalent. 
T o sum up, it may be stated that in the early, strict, 
primitive organum, only parallel motion at prescribed 
intervals was permitted; but in the development of 
discant, much freedom, and a measured notation in all 
parts, gradually came into use. 
~-====' 
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EAR TRAINING 
Transposing a Folk-Song Melodic Dictation 
TRANSPOSING A FoLx.·SoNG 
(ThU work it to be done at home, and the teacher will givfl short USU upon it at the le.1n period.) 
Transpose the following selection into three other major keys. Test the accuracy of your transpositicmbJ 
listening. 
STEPHEN FOSTER: The Old Folb at 
~ 
[
The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is 10 be conducted at the weekly lesson period. ] 
It may also be conducted at other rimea by any member o( lhe family who bas some knowledge o( mwic. 
MELODIC DICTATION 
First , play the complete melodies given below, according to previous instructions; then play them sectD 
tion, allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. 
(b) 
Oats and Beans (Old (rt) 
SHERWOOD Musrc ScHOOL CouRsEs-PrANO 
GRADE JNTERMEDIA TE A 
Test on Lesson 57 
HARMONY 
1. What is an imperfect cadence? 
Ans. Oue in which the roots of the chords are not in both soprano and bass. 
2. \Vnte two unperfect authentic cadences in the key of A,and two 1mpertect plagal cadences m the key of 
E'1. Mark the chords . 
.. Ans. 
Plagal 
.1. .... -.... I .......... I. ... _..I __ ... lX _______ ..I ..... -.. -E ....... J. ... . 
3. What it1 a decepttve cadence? 
• Ans. One m which the dommant chord progresses to some other chord than thl! tonic. 
4 Write two different deceptive cadences m the key of D. Mark the chords . 
• Ans. 
Jl_I. ________ JL _____ _s! __ I: __ .... -.E .... 
S. What is a half cadence? 
_ Ans. Om: 1t1 wh1ch the section of music ends on the dominant 
6. Write a half cadence m the key of B), marking the chord:. 
_Ans. 
7. \\'hat is an extended cadence? 
• Ans. Tiu: final cadence, autl1ent1c or plagal, preceded by other chords addmg to the full cadent1al effect. 
Col"• •&hr J9N f>:w .... J. Luwnn><. lmpmal •ttJ ,,..,.,,.,,....., Co~y,.ghr S<cu'tJ 
All na:hu rttn-l-cJ. for 4ll comttnc1, mcltuhng tJit r1ght of ri•n,lJt1"tt 
SHER wooo M ust<; S<;HOOL CouRses P1ANO 
HARMONY-Continued 
8. W nte a three-chord authentic cadence, m the key of E, and a four-chord plagal cadence tn the key 
Mark the chords. 
20 ____ Ans. 
fl» ft I I '1 I ,._ . 
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HISTORY 
9. What is plain-song? 
4 ___ Ans. Unison melody, unmeasured. 
10. O n what modes \\'aS plam-song founded? 
4 _ _ _ _ Ans. On the old church modes. 
-
. ... r 
~ 
' 
"'" 0 l- ... .:e-
. 
l . 
11. What were the first attempts to replace plain-song by measured music called? 
4 ____ A ns. Organum. 
12. What intervals were used for accompanyrng the plain-song melody 111 parallel motion? 
4 _ _ Ans. 'The perfect fourth, perfect fifth and perfect octave. 
13. What was the plain-song melody called when later developed forms of organum gave thea 
more freedom? 
4 _ Am. The Canto Fermo. 
EAR TRAIN ING 
5 14. T ransposing a Folk-Song. 
3 15. M elodic D1ctat1on. 
100 Total. 
P11p11's Name _ 
Pupil's Address . __ _ 
PutHl's Class '{o. ___ _ 
Teacha 's ~ame_ 
eSher1vood C?Aiusic ~chool ~ourses 
PIANO LESSON 58 
of this Lesson: HARMONY ,, FoRM AND ANALYSIS ,, EAR TRAINING 
HARMONY 
CJ{eYiew 
'l\ebarmonizations of the basses in the Tests for this 
mvolve the use of primary and secondary triads, 
cadences. These subjects may be reviewed, if 
necessary, in Lessons 44, 50, 51 and 57, HARMoNY, 
before harmonizing the basses. Open position may be 
used. 
FORM AND ANALYSIS 
lnSlrumental 'Pieces of One ~ <Wement 
('Thi& 1ubjecc is continued from Lesson 54, alld is resul'n(d m Lesson 65.) 
A few of the older dances usually forming parts of 
cyclical works referred to in Lesson 54, FoRM AND 
but sometimes found singly, are briefly 
below. In construction they are usually 
each part being repeated. 
THB ALLBMANDB 
The word allemande is the French for .. German," 
the dance being of German origin. The Allemande 
is written in quadruple measure, the tempo is moder-
ately rapid, and the character is cheerful, though 
quiet. 
Illastration 1 
Allemande 
""-==---...... ==---<17,0 Ill(( 
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The melody is without strongly marked rhythm, while 
the accompaniment is comparatively simple. 
In the suite, it follows the prelude. 
Illustration 1 gives a few measures from the Third 
English Suite of Bach, illustrating the general character 
of the allemande. Notice the florid quality of the 
melody, and the absence of any marked rhythm. 
THE CouRANTB 
The Courante is one of the oldest French figure 
dances, and was very popular in the sixteenth century. 
The name was derived either from the French verb 
courir, to run, or from the Italian word corrente, having 
a similar meaning, and also sometimes used as a title. 
The French dance form is characterized ~ 
staccato notes, while the Italian form consists 
of running passages. 
The old French courante was written in 
time, while the Italian corrente was written in 
eight or three-four time. The courante always 
the allemande in the early suite, and by its hgh~ 
character served as a contrast to the more 
allemande. 
Four measures are here given of a courante, frca 
First English Suite of Bach. It is cheerful in quality 
moves at a rapid rate. Notice how, in the 
measure, the bass imitates the opening idea. (See 
tration 2.) 
IDustration 2 
Cour.mte 
Allegro moderato 
f 1 
THB SARABANDB 
The Sarabande (sahi,ah-bahn-deh) is a stately, serious 
dance of Moorish origin, although quite as popular in 
France and England as in Spain. Originally, but one 
dancer performed the sarabande, and a voice accom, 
BACH: First Englin 
panied him. Later, it was transformed into a 
which several dancers participated. 
It is written in three-two or three-four time, ml 
a characteristic rhythm, the second beat being 
held over in a peculiar manner. (See lllustratiml 
also the sarabande in Lesson 33, FoRM AND ANAL 
IDusrration 3 
Sarabande 
Andante sostenuto 
T!!!GIGUE 
The ?igue (zheeg) is a rollicking, rapid dance, very 
quhr m rhythm. It was known in many lands, in 
fchtly varying forms. Different measure signatures 
mused, such as three·eight, six•eight, three·four, six, 
im, or even twelve·eight. 
The gigue, because of its jolly character, was con· 
iired a fitting close to the suite. 
We quote the opening measures of the gigue from the 
Second English Suite of Bach. Note that the first two 
measures of the running figure which constitutes the 
principal subject, are imitated exactly by the left·hand, 
one half measure later and an octave lower. Also, that 
the right hand melody imitates itself at measure 2, this 
being the same as in measure 1, but a fourth lower. 
Dlustradon 4 
Gigue 
TB!llouWB 
The Bourree (boo-ray} is a dance of French origin. 
general character it resembles the gavotte, played 
Ir)' fast, but differs from it in two particulars: 
L It is written in alla breve measure, two beats to a 
measure; whereas the slower tempo of the gavotte 
is usually better expressed in four ... part measure. 
(The Bach gavotte quoted in Lesson 54, FoRM 
AND ANALYSIS, is in alla breve measure.) 
• The bourree always begins on the last half of the 
Hollo 
BACH: Second English Suite 
~ 
second beat of the measure (that is, on the last 
quarter), while the gavotte begins with the third 
beat of the measure. 
In the suites of Bach, a second bourree frequently 
follows the first, and the first bourree is then repeated. 
A three·part form results. 
We give below, the first four measures of the bourree 
from Bach's Second English Suite. Notice the prevailing 
rhythmic pattern, 
58
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THB p ASSEPIRD 
The Passepied (pass-pyay) is a dance which originated 
among the sailors of lower Brittany, and is said to hav~ 
been first danced in Paris by street dancers,in 1587. It 
was introduced into the ballet during the reign of Louis 
XIV, and was often included in suites and partila 
passepied somewhat resembles the minuet, b:rti 
faster in tempo. It is written in three-four or 
measure, and begins on the third beat. (See 
tion·6.) 
Dlustration 6 
Passepied 
EAR TRAINING 
Melodic Dictation. 
[
The following directions are for the teacher, and the work is to be conducted at the weekly lesson period. ] 
It may also be conducted at other times by any member of the family who bas some knowledge of music. 
First, play the complete melodies given below, according to previous instructions; then play them 
section, allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. 
The Song of th& Shell (Dutch Jolt 
(C) 
(a) 
Our Friends the Shadows (French Folk· 
(0) (d) 
SHERWOOD Music ScHOOL CouRsEs-P1ANO 
GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
Cf'est on Lesson 58 
HARMONY 
1. Harmonize the following basses m open position, using both primary and secondary tnads. Mark the 
chords, an<l the cadences at the end of each phrase. ~ l \.,,. 
l..:..o'<'~Qc:.:\. >\'\o~ I. .,_-r-!. ... (.\\ 
,. .. JL _L __ JL=.-::._ .... L._.,, ... Jt_x.. ____ L.. 1 rr r-1 o ( 
c--~-tt) 
FORM AND ANALYSIS 
2 Name stx of the older dances usually fonrung parts of cychcal works, but sometlIDes found singly. 
Ans. Allemande, coimmte, sarabande, gigue, bourr~e and passepied. 
3. What ts the meamng of the word, allemande? 
Ans. It 1s French for "German," the dance bemg of German ongm. 
•· Jn \\hat measure is the allemande wntten? 
Ans. In quadruple measure. 
5. What difference v..-a:. there between the French courante and the Italian corrente? 
Ans. 'The French courante teas wntter1 m three•two time. while the Italicm corn:nte was written m three•e1ght 
or chree·four tune. 
6 What is the charactenst1c rhythm of the sarabande? 
Ans. It is wnm:n m three-two or three·Jour measure, with the second beat freqttently held over. 
C tJf\;t"#h( JYlf.J 1·1 A J L.t.tWPLLY,... lrnpawl 4nJ fnurnwtl0n41 Cupy"ilhf Sce.-IJft.f 
AU 11gl1r a rrarn1'J, fl" • II countnt:&. tndt.J111g ,~,. "'"' uf ir.uuLarwn 
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FORM AND ANAYSIS Contmued 
7. What different measure signatures were used for the gigue? 
5 ____ A ns. 'Three-eight, s1x-e1ght, three-four, six-four and sometnnes twelve-eight. 
8. What was the character of the gigue? 
5 Ans. Of a ;olly character, ma~mg a .fittmg close to a stute. 
9. ln what two particulars does the bourree differ from the gavotte? 
Test on 
6 _ Ans. 1st, it is written tn alla breve measure, wh1le the gavotte is usually m four-part measure. 
2nd, the bourree always begins on the last quarter of the measure, while the gavotte begms 
third quarter of the measuTe. 
10. Jn what respect does the passepied differ from the minuet? 
5 _ _ _ _ Ans. It is much faster m tempo. 
EAR TRAINING 
5 11. Melodic Dictation. 
100 Total. 
Pupil's \lame -------- --- _ 
Pupil's Address -- - -- ------------ --· 
Pap1/'s Clt1ss N.o. _ _ _ __ 
'T-:.:cher's N.ame __ ~-------
Tc .. t on Lesson 58 Page 2 
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P I A N O LBSSON 59 
of this Lesson: GBNBRAL THEORY , HARMONY , EAR TRAINING 
GENERAL THEORY 
~atios of 'Vibrations of 'Tones 
Aaoted in Lesson 51, H1sTORY, sound is the result 
vibration of some substance. This substance may 
9IX:2i cords, the strings of an instrument, columns 
membranes, or other sound-giving bodies. 
habounds in combinations of sounds of all sorts, 
u the sighing of the breeze, the roar of the ocean, 
latmg of the waves upon the shore. These sounds, 
actual tones of definite pitch, rise and fall in 
, but they are not music, because music involves 
in the selection and prolongation of each tone. 
Ym have learned that a series of tones, arranged so 
lhty progress by well-defined degrees, forms what 
ml a scale. 
liurrangement of tones into such a series has been 
by all ra~ possessing any kind of music. The 
fl progression and their arrangement have dif-
mly among dilferent nations and in different 
f'i civilization. 
are, however, three points in which all scales 
'>agree. They all contain the octave, fourth and 
The reason for this fact is based on simple laws 
ratio of the vibrations of two sounds having the 
'p of an octave is 1:2. The ratio of sounds 
having the relationship of a fifth is 2 : 3. The ratio of 
sounds having the relationship of a fourth is 3 : 4. These 
relations are shown in Illustration 1. 
ll1U1tration 1 
Vibrations of Octave, Ftfth and Fourth 
Ratios: 1 2 2 . 3 3 4 
~ I' i): II II e e Vibrations 128 _ 256 ~ per second 256 - 384 384 • 512 
(approx lm ate ly) 
It is because of these laws of vibrations and their 
relationship that the octave, fifth and fourth are so im-
portant in the construction of scales. 
THE HARMONIC SERIES 
The mathematical ratios of the vibrations of related 
tones are derived from a Harmonic Series, as it is called, 
and this will now be briefly explained. 
The vibrations of strings are most easily understood, 
and we shall therefore explain the vibrations of a string, 
in producing a fundamental tone and its harmonics. 
When a string, fastened at both ends, is set in vibra-
tion, it vibrates freely in its entire length. The tone thus 
\\ll' 4-.. 
SHERWOOD Music SCHOOL 
produced is called its Fundamental. It is the first tone of 
the Harmonic Series for that string. (Other tones in the 
Harmonic Series are called .. Harmonics,,. "Overtones" 
and "'Upper Partials.") 
At the ends, where the string is fastened, there are, 
of course, no vibrations. The string, vibrating in its 
whole length, forms a "loop" which may be represented 
(with the distance of the vibration exaggerated) as in 
Illustration 2. 
Illustration 2 
String Vibrating ln its Full Length, and Sounding its Fundamental Tone 
·······-....................................................................................... . 
When a vibrating string is lightly touched, or stopped, 
in the middle, this becomes a point of rest, like the ends. 
It forms what is called a .. node," and there are then two 
vibrating segments or loops, one at each side of it, and 
each one sounding an octave higher than the entire 
length of the string. This tone is called the second in the 
harmonic series. (See Illustration 3.) 
Illustration 3 
Suing Vibratin& in Two Equal Parts, and Sounding the S«ond Tone oE 
the Harmonic Series (the Octave) 
---~ .......... -········· .. ···· .. ···-·····--.. . 
....................... ~···-···· ··•·"·-·-··"'-... _____ _. 
NOIUli 
The third harmonic is formed by touching the string 
at a point a third of its length from one end. The string 
then vibrates in three equal parts, with two tones-one 
where it is caused by the touch, and another from a 
resulting automatic division into thirds. The tone pr<>-' 
duced by the vibration of the one-third segments, is a 
perfect fifth higher than the second harmonic, its vibra-
tions per second being as three to one, compared to those 
of the whole string. 
Dlustratioc 4 
Strins Vibratina in Three Equal Paru, and Sounding the Third Tone of 
the Harmonic Series 
-~ ............................ .. 
. s-...... -..... -.......  . 
NOIW NODE 
The fourth harmonic is produced by 
string at a point one-fourth from the end, the 
vibrating in fourths, and producing a tone wlm 
tions are as four to one, compared to the 
and hence two octaves higher. When the 
duced to one-fourth the original length, it • 
times the vibrations. 
Illustration S 
Strini Vibrating in Four Equal Parts, and Sounding the F-6 
the Harmonic Series 
--~ .............. . 
.......... _ ...... ·~o ... .. .. ~~·~ ............ ·~~ 
This process may be continued, the · 
pitch between tones of the series decreasmg 
ascend. 
Illustration 6 shows the Harmonic Series 
up to the twentieth, from C as a fundamenal 
vibration ratios coincide with the series num 
is, No. 2 of the series has twice as many 
second as No. 1; No. 6, six times as many as 
three times as many as No. 2, and so on. The 
series do not, in every case, agree with the 
which they are placed, according to the tunq 
instruments. For instance, the seventh and Ci 
of the series are slightly flatter than the B7's. 
eleventh is flatter than F#. 
When the string is touched as described, 
harmonic produced, the fundamental tone is 
cause the string is prevented by the touch, fr. 
ing in its full length. A string vibrating in itsfil 
however, and sounding its fundamental, s 
vibrates, to a slight degree, in segments, and 
several of its harmonics as well as the 
though much more faintly. The particular 
sounded, and their relative strengths, have mid 
with giving quality to the tone we re.cogniztas 
of the string, and which is actually a compound 
The shorter and tighter a string is, the men 
the vibrations, and, consequently, the lugheris 
The longer and slacker a string is, the slOWI 
vibrations, and the lower the pitch. 
IDUSttation 6 
The Hannonic Series 
o~-& (~~) QA ~ bD. qo. ~-& q-e-
2In1 "&1 I 1 .. 1 (~ .. lljl .. l ~lf#<>l l I I I I I I I I 1·1•· 
.. 2 3 -& 'l 6 1 9 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
t 4 
'The 'Iablature System 
lacrder to express exact pitch without notes, a system 
which is called the Tablature System. The tones 
Cto B series (or octave, as it is usually called) are 
· d as shown in Illustration 7. The lowest C 
~piano is indicated by CC, the next by C, the next 
by a small letter c. Marks added to the small letter 
• d' h hi h I II Ill All h m 1cate t e g er octaves, as c , c , c , etc. t e 
tones in any C to B series are indicated by the same style 
of letter as the C, and the octaves are called double great 
octave, great octave, small octave, one·lined octave, etc. 
IDusttation 7 
Diagram of Tablature System Notation 
c to b c' to b' c" to b" c•• to b"' 
toots in the octave below the lowest note in 
· 7, would be shown by triple capital let, 
The tones in the octave above the highest note 
. Ill . 7 uld be //// d"" 1111 m ustratton wo c e etc., up to 
b"". Illustration 8 shows how this System is used. 
IDustration e 
Actual Notes Indicated by the Tablaturc System 
One-lined A (•') Two-lined F (f") Double Gnat G (GG) 
HARMONY 
'I{_ e'>'iew 
harmony work for this Lesson consists of con, 
study of the material already presented, and the 
of it in harmonizing, in open position, the 
basses given in the T est on this Lesson. Observe the 
cadences and mark the degrees. 
...... ====-.....,=-...,f;'O I//(( 
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EAR TRAINING 
Transposing the Tune, "America'' Melodic Dictations 
TRANSPOSING THE T UNE, .. A.MERICA" 
(This woclt i. to be done at home, and the tnchtt will give sboct tesi. upon it at the letlOD period.) 
T ranspose the following into four other major keys. Listen closely for strict agreement with the origiml. 
HENRY 
Mm.omc DICTATION 
First, play the complete melodies given below, according to previous instructions; then play them 
section, allowing the pupil time to write each section as played. 
CONCLUSION. 'TO 'THE EAR 'TRAIN.ING LESSON..S 
The subject of Ear T raining is concluded with this Lesson. The instruction given and the many exercises of various kinJs, haw 
their object the cultivation of the student's listening powers, and his discrimination between sounds, when associated with mU51C 
As be continues his studies in Harmony, every exercise should be used as a means of further developing his faculties in this rcsp«t 
tion must always represent sound. Tbe musical effect of an exercise should be imagined as clearly as possible, then the accuracy of !hi 
picture tested by playing it over. Practice in transposition may also be continued, using simpler pieces than you are studying, abo 
exercises and examples, for this purpose. 
SHERWOOD Music ScttooL CouRsEs-P1ANO 
GRADE INTERMEDIATE A 
'rest on Lesson 59 
GENERAL THEORY 
I. What are the three points m which scales of different nations and periods seem to agree? 
.•• Ans. In the octave, fourth and fifth. 
2. What is the ratio of the vibrations of two sounds having the relationship of 
(a) an octave? Am. 1:2. 
(b) a fifth? Am. 2: 3. 
(c) a fourth? Ans. 3:4. 
3. lf the vibrations of a certain tone are 300 per second, what are the vibrations of 
... Ans. (a) its octave? Am. 600. 
(b) its fifth? Ans. 450. 
(c) its fourth? Ans. 400. 
4. When a stnng, fastened at both ends, is set in vibration, what is the tone thus produce<l called? 
Ans. The fundamental. 
S. What are the other tones in the harmoruc series called? 
... Ans. Harmonics, overtones and upper partials. 
6. What causes quality in a tone? 
.. Ans. The relatit'e strength of its overtones. 
?. How does shortening or tightening a string affect the v1brat1ons, and, consequently, the p1tch of a tone? 
... Ans. The vibrations are more rapid and the pitch higher. 
8 How would slower vibrations, with the consequent lower pitch, be obtained? 
.. Ans. By lengthenmg or slac~ening the string. 
9 What numbers in the harmoruc senes given 10 Illustration 6 have notes found m the maJOr triad, C, E, G? 
Ans. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20. 
JO. What system of notation is used to express exact pitch without using the actual notes? 
An~. 'fhe tablature system. 
11. On the staff below, write the actual notes mdicated by the follow10g: 
.• Ans. 
m-11 G 
t! e 
ti" f B.n a 
115: 0 11'72: WJ: 0 
CurJ''&"' 1929 bJ A J. LuweutN. 1,,.,.~0111111'1..l l 11"9lWHuu..al eo,.,.,u£ht StuucJ 
A II T1&~11 rt.ettwJ, fur dlr cm..11trtu. ntclud1r11 tfiit n&ht o/ cr,,i1uldc&Qn 
l'"' 
I~ ~ 
..I,. 
II 
I ~ 
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JO 
HARMONY 
12. Harmonize the followmg basses in open position, usmg both pnmary and secondary 
chords, and mdicate the cadences at the end of each phrase. 
EAR TRAINING 
5 13. Transposing the tune, ·'America." 
5 14. Melodic Dictation. 
100 Total. 
Pupil's Name ___ ____ --- -- - -- - __ -- - -- - - - - - -------- --- - - ----- - - - -- --
Pupil's A ddress __ _____ ___ ____ ---- - ____ ------ ___ _____ -- -- ___ -----· 
Pupil's Class No. ______ _____ -· --
'Teacher's Name. ---- -- -------- ---- ------ - --------- -- - - -- -------
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PI AN O LBSSON 60 
<jrade '/{eJ1iew 
A glance at the Chart on the following pages will immediately remind the student 
that Harmony is one of the very important subjects studied in the Intermediate A Grade. 
Lesson 41 discusses Four,Part Writing, and all of the Harmony instruction which 
follows is designed to give the student a practical working knowledge of part-writing. 
In this Grade, only triads are used in the harmonizations. It is essential that the 
student be thoroughly drilled in the use of the primary and secondary triads, as his 
success with the more advanced Grades will depend largely upon his ability to use these 
chords effectively. Lessons 44 and 57, on Cadences, may also require some further 
study or review. 
The subject of History has been begun, and should be reviewed, if necessary, so 
that there will be a proper foundation for the History of the later Grades. 
The instruction in General 'Theory, Technic and Interpretation is closely allied with 
the student's work at the piano, and should be kept well in mind, and reviewed, not 
only now, but from time to time, in connection with the keyboard work of the suc• 
ceeding Grades. 
In Form and Analysis, compositions of larger scope have been presented. This 
work is so interesting to one who plays the piano, that the instruction is generally very 
readily mastered, and, therefore, may not require much review. 
The subject of Ear Training is concluded in this Grade, hence, from this point on, 
definite work under that head is not assigned, but the Harmony may take its place. H, 
however, the Ear Traming exercises have seemed to be difficult, it would be advisable 
that the student review them. The exercises of this Grade may be used over and over 
again, until greater facility is gained. 
The teacher will know, perhaps, better than the pupil, what subjects need review• 
ing, and may check them on the Chart. The pupil can then tum to the respective Lessons 
and carry out the directions, preparatory to taking the Grade Test. 
;--...-======!? 0 ---=- ,,,~ 
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<jrade Test cAcco1npanying Lesson 60 
GENERAL THEORY 
I. (L. 44) Explain the d1tfcrcncc between a turn and an inverted turn. 
Ans. The turn begins on the scale-Jiote Llbutre the pr111npal note, u hile the nn·eried tum begms on the 
scale,note below the prmc1pt1l note. 
2. (L. 49) ln what two different ways may the tnll hcgm? 
Ans It may begin with c1rher the prnK1p.il note or the aux1h.iry note. 
3. (L. 59) \Vnte the tones produced hy the followmg number:; 111 the harmonic series with C as the fun, 
<la mental: 
.. Atts. 
l 
c 
2 
c 
3 
G 
4 
c 
5 
E 
6 
G 
8 
c 
4 (L. 59) Write, in the tablature system of notation, the proper letters under the notes in the following 
example: 
. Ans. 
C.l fiO· I ~ 
~ e II§): ii= II .. _ II ,_-Hll--"0~ITT!J~l_~'---_---fll 
..... !l~ ........................... ~······-·········-~·-····-····················;·~~~ ................... 4.~~ ..................... ita. ........ . 
HARMONY 
5. (Ls. 45, 46, 47) Harmomzc the following bass rn clo:;e position, using primary tnads only Mark the 
chords, tic the common tones, and mdH: .• ttc the kin<l of cadence u:;ed. 
. Ans. 
,.., I I 
·--X '...":; - - - ~ ~ -
- -
~ 
-
-
"'- -. . 
' . .... .. .I I 
-
. 
-
.... , , ~ ~ 
, . ,, 
... c 
-
. u ~ 
-
. - ~ i~ 
ti 0 ....... /0 ..... ..,,..v ...... -tT"" 
.., -J V 
.. P:~.:vJ . ..fl~~'?\. GTf,O·:i 
5 r, R ;J 6 
:;)_' I • fl .... •• 
-
- -
·-
-.. . 
-
--. 
-
... I. ...... N ........ I .......... :::: ......... .11L ....... :::: ......... ~.'\l .......... I ........ :N: ..................... L ..... . 
6. (L::i. 48, 49. 50) Harmonize the followmg melody in open position, using primar>' triads only. Mark the 
chorJs. and indicate the km<l of cadence u~e<l. 
An~. 
- ~» ~ 
.,, .. .. 
~ 
~' " 
t 
1,Tritt-li 
u 
~,;- .. 
·-. 
. 
C1" ~ 
-- - --
-- - --
-
-
., 
-
, 
-
,., 
...... ~ 
- .P.~.~~~~t 6u..~-h ' 
-Et-
- -
- -
-e- ·····~······ 
-
..... . ...... 
" e ·~ .... 
~ . . , 
..:I: .......... ~-·-····-··-~·-········%····-·······I ............ W' ........... .k ............. Y. ............ :t ........ . 
C: l'1 p< IQN 1>J1 A J l "'"" l"'l'<'"'I • I lnt<r>l.ll•"""I C..l""'G"' St • ..,..I 
J\JI t i~U lt.JC'I \ J, fat •'" 'Oh11fff(1, tnduJb\A lfi.t rllhl of tr•11 l.U~m 
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HARMONY Continued 
ro-r'f 
7. (Ls.~? Harmonize the following bass m four parts, open position, using both primary and 
tn.ads. Indicate the chords, and the kmd of cadence 
10 ____ Ans. 
. ..... l ..... JY. ..... 1l ...... l ....... :: ..... ..n ....... jj .... ~ ...... -L\C .... ~.\ ..... N. ... 1r. ..... .)[ ...... -:.:-: ........ I. ... . 
8. (Ls. 53, 54) Harmonize the following melody in four parts, open position, using primary and· 
tnads. Indicate the chords, and name the cadence. 
10 ____ Ans. 
.... l ... W ...... J ....... it ..... Jr. .... Y. ...... . - -vr\f I- m _ I .............................. -: ......................... .a ................... ~--
9. (Ls. 55, 56, 57) Harmonize the following bass in four parts, open position, u:;ing primary and. 
tnads. Indicate the chords, and the two cadences. 
8 ____ Ans. 
10. (Ls. 58, 59) Harmonize the followmg bass in four parts, open position, using pnmary and • 
cnads. Indicate the chords and the two cadences. 
10 ___ Ans. 
WOOD Music ScttOOL CouRsc::1-P1ANO Grade 'Test Accompa11ymg Lesson 60 
. 1 ~~ FORM AND ANALYSIS ;:' 
--~: 
11. (L. 54) Name six dance forms that come under the head of instrumental pieces of one movement. 
. _ Ans. Minuet, gat•otte, polonaise. waltz, mazm~a and tara11tella . 
12. (L. 58) Name six of the older Jances usually forming parts of cyclical works. but sometime::> found singly. 
_ Ans. Allemande, courantc, sarabande, g1gue, bourree and passep1ed. 
HISTORY 
13. (L. 51) Give the probable ongin of 
(a) the flute Ans. 'The wmd whistling over a river reeJ. 
(b) the drum Ans. A branch b1.m1pnig against a hollow tree. 
(c) the harp Ans. 'The twm1gi11g bow-strmg. 
15. (L. 55) Wntc the four scales established by St. Ambrose about 370 A. o. and give therr names . 
.... Ans. 
• 
~ '. .. ~ ·~ .. l! «!! I 
... C..ku.L~ ...... lr. dtnt\ 
r 
II' b • " II 6 • a ~ , .ct.~uh..M~l.~).~l-~J.(\" 
.. ~.h.t.nr.~ ... n.c.r.i.~~ .. 
' I • I 
• 
• • • 
c~ .. ~t.k ... ~.h."·~~-'R.n ... 
16. (L. 56) Who fifot used syllable names for scale degrees and is said to ha\'e invented the four-hne staff? 
... Ans G1udo of Arezzo. 
TECHNIC 
17. (L. 45) What touch is well adapted to lync or song-like passages? 
Ans. Pressure te>ach. 
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TECHNIC Continued 
18. (L. 45) Wnte the harmonic mmor scale beginning on C#, both clefs; .ilso its tonic major and 
major scales. Draw the proper key signatures and mark the fingering for both bands. 
6 _ _ Ans. 
Harmonic Minor Tonw Major 
INTERPRETATION 
19. (L. 43) What is said to be good phrasing? 
2 ____ Ans. Bringing mto due prominence the proper groupmg of sounds in motives, phrases, etc. 
100 _ _ _ Total. 
Report of Pupil's Technical Work 
I hereby certify that this pupil has stu<l1ed not less 
than 75 per cent of the keybo:ir<l m;1tenal .1ccompany-
ing Grade Intermediate A, with the following result: 
Exercises, average grade ___ • _ . _ _ ___ . _ .• _ 
Studies (mcl. Polyphony). awr.1gc grade •• _____ • _ 
Pieces (mcl. Sonata;;). a \'cragc grade __ .....___ _ 
General A wraKe 
------
-_ • _ per cent of the Pieces ha,•c been ml.'mon::.cd. 
(The 111m1m11m .hvuld I'<· 50 f'•'' «nl) 
Pupil's C/,m "{o. ---------- --
TO Tl IE TEAGIER: Please fill in your n11mc nnd address bdo... The 
P~p<'r will be returned to th~t address in one of our special mailing ea 
Teacher's 
Account Number Street Address --- -
(PINs< fill in) 
City and State___ ___ _ 
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